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PROPOSALS FOR REDUCING THE COSTS OF
FEDERAL/STATE UNEMPLOYMENT COMPEN.
SATION PROGRAMS

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1, t979

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITiE ON UNEMPLOYMENT

AND RELATED PROBLEMS,
CoMMmmE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:15 p.m., in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. David L. Boren (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Boren.
[The press release announcing this hearing and the excerpt from

Finance Committee print 96-26 and the opening statement of Sena-
tor Dole follow:]

(1)
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Press Release # H-41

P R E S S R E L C A S E

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE UNITED STATES SENATE
September 19, 1979 COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON UNEMPLOYMENT
AND RELATED PROBLEMS
2227 Dirkeen Senate Office Bldg.

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON UNEMPLOYMENT AND RELATED PROBLEMS
TO HOLD HEARINGS ON PROPOSALS FOR REDUCING COSTS OF THE

FEDERAL-STATE UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION PROGRAMS

Senator David L. Boren (D.,Ok.), Chairman of the Finance
Subcommittee on Unemployment and Related Problems, today an-
nounced that the Subcommittee will hold a hearing on proposals to
bring about cost-reducing improvements in the Federal-State pro-
grams of unemployment compensation.

The hearing will be held starting at 2:00 p.m. on
Monday Ocber 1, 1979 in Room 2221 Dirksen Senate Office
Building.

Chairman Boren noted that the expenditures of the
Federal-State unemployment compensation program are a substantial
element in the Federal budget, and that the Congress has an obli-
gation to continually review that program to assure that it oper-
ates effectively and that any unnecessary costs are eliminated.
He pointed out that a list of possible cost-saving measures which
might be considered has been prepared by the staff of the
Committee on Finance. This list is attached as an appendix to
this press release. Chairman Boren stated that the Subcommittee
would be pleased to receive the views of witnesses concerning
those proposals and any other proposals for reducing program
costs.

Requests to testify.--Chairman Boren stated that wit-
nesses desire to testify at the hearing must make their
requests to testify to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee
on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510, not later than the close of business on
Tuesday,, September 25, 1979. Witnesses who are scheduled to
testify will be notified as soon as possible after this date as
to when they will appear. If for some reason the witness is una-
ble to appear at the time scheduled, he may file a written state-
ment for the record In lieu of the personal appearance. Chairman
Boren also stated that the Subcommittee strongly urges all wit-
nesses who have a common position or the same general interest to
consolidate their testimony and to designate a single spokesman
to present their common viewpoint to the Subcommittee. This
procedure will enable the Subcommittee to receive a wider expres-
sion of views than it might otherwise obtain.

Legislative Reorganization Act.--Chairman Boren stated
that the Legislative Reorganization ACdt of 1946 requires all wit-
nesses appearing before the Committees of Congress to Ofile in
advance written statements of their proposed testimony and to
limit their oral presentation to brief summaries of their
argument." Senator Boren stated that, in light of this statute,
the number of witnesses who desire to appear before the
Subcommittee, and the limited time available for the hearings,
all witnesses who are scheduled to testify must comply with the
following rules:

(1). All witnesses must include with their
written statements a summary of the prin-
cipal points included In statement.

(2) The written statements must be typed on
letter-size paper (not legal size) and at
least 100 copies must be delivered to
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Room 2227, Dirkeen Senate Office
Building# not later than 5:00 P.m.
Friday, September 26, 1979.

(3) Witnesses are not to read their written
statements to the Subcommittee, but are
to confine their oral priesentations to a
summary of the points included In the
statement.

(4) All witnesses will be limited in the
amount of time for their oral summary
before the Subcommittee. Witnesses will
be informed as to the time limitation
before their appearance.

Witnesses who fall to comply with these rules will for-
feit their privilege to testify.

Written statements.--Persons not scheduled to make an
oral presentation, and others who desire to present their views
to the Subcommittee, are urged to prepare a written statement for
submission and inclusion in the printed record of the hearing.
Written testimony for inclusion in the record should be typewrit-
ten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in length and mailed
with 5 copies to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Senate Committee
on Finance, Room 2227, Dirkeen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510, not later than October 1, 1979.

P.R. I 1-61
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excIRPT Frw rINAN coI COmIW.- PRINT 16--26

Ce Vaaiu Psspsill for (oddsntift
On Augus 6, 6t , the Finance Subcommittee on Unemployamt

and Related Problem announced its intention to hI owd seart on
various propoas" which mighl be considered to improve the Feieral-
State unemp loy t onpesan progr a in ways which would
trenthen the bd=etay situation by rmucing unnecessary costs, The

staff of the committee hass compiled's list of piroposals which, among
others might be consideredin thew bearings. These proposals are
lated belo together with estimates of the annual savings wtch might
be expected to result from each proposal. Thes estimates were level-oped for the committee by the Department of Labor. It should be
pointed out that thee estimates indicate a full year savings impact at
an asumtd total unemployment rate of approximately 7 percent.
Because the unemployment pr s coats are highly sensitive to therate of unemploymen, the estimate could be expected to be somewhat
different at higher or lower unemployment rates. In addition, it should
be noted that many of the propose changes might require the enact-
ment of State legislation for imUlementation so that the full savingsimpact would not be likely until a year or so after the enactment of
Federal legislation.

The proposals listed below have been compiled by the staff for the
purpose of providing information to the subcommittee, to those who
may wish to testify at the hearings planned by the subcommittee, and
to other intemrtl persons. These proposals'have not been revieweti
or approved by the subcommittee or any member thereof.

I.Required' sqvlitwaonfor duraton of uasp . rat or eolsair"qsiha, discrg17qv mlisdseglu, and ref "na =l 11l~ or.Wea
unemployed worker has voluntarily left his job without good cause,
has bie discharged for misconduct or bass refused what the State
agency conyiders a suitable job offer for him, he becomes ineligible for
bnoefils. However, in many States the iisqualification s lifted after a
period of time. Other States continue the disqualification for the dura-
tion of unemployment. A recent research study by SI International
concluded that the average length of unemployment tendsi to be lower
in States which impose disqualification for the duration of unemploy-
ment. Consideration could be given to requiring all States to titilize
this rule.

Edimated aasl arimtp.-SO.3 billion.
S. Reg sire that -Shtes "o a et be od 1s weeks toe a indivdal

rejrstan any reot bl.job offr.-The .unemployment compensationprogram exists to provide protection inst income loss durin period.4
of involuntary unemployment. Generally, a worker qualifie for upto
26 weeks of benefits if he was laid off from work for reasons other than
his own misconduct or his own voluntary decision to quit sl if he
remains ready, willing, and able to accept new employment. For the
benefit of both the worker and the labor market newly unemployed
workers ire not required to take any available job but are permit led
to seek t job whi.h reasoably matches their previous experience,
training, and earnings level. After seeking such work unsucessfully
for a reasonable period of time however, individuals may be required
to seek jobs not meeting their Lull qualifications a a condition of con-
tinued benefit eligibility. Consideration could be given to establishing
a Federal requirement that States not continue benefit. beyond !3
week- unless , at that point, the unemployed individual is willing to
accept any job which meets minimum stnrnls of acceptability (such
as basic health end safety standanla compliance with the Federal
minimum wage, and acceptability under existing Federal standans).
A similar requirement was included in the legilat ion extending the sow
expired Emer-ency Unemployment Compenstion Act of1974.

us ednuae misani.--$0.2 billion.
$. Reqire that Seekes not Paybaftoa as fpediobfyfs

from seasonal employwal.-The main objective of the unemployment
program is to provide security for workers against the sudden loss of
income which occurs when they are unavoidably laid off. It could be
argued that it is inconsistent with this objective to pay benefits to
workers whose layoff is a regularly recurring end predictable event
because of the seasonal nature of that employment. In extending un-
employment coverage to State and local government workers, Con-
gress addressed this problem s it aptplies to school employees by )ro-
viding for the denial of benefits during replafy schedule peri*s of
nonwork. The 1976 amendments also provided for denying benefits to
professional athletes during the offason. Consideration coull be
given to requiring Stlates to establish a seasonal employmn t exclusion
of general applicability as a few State have done already. For example,
etmloyment for firms with a pattern of seasonal layo s could be ex-
cluded from consideration in determining benefit eligibility luring the
offseason unless the unemployed person was fully empl)oyW. Juring the
same offseason in the pri6r year.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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e4tiaseItd asil seerta.-No estimate yet available.

4. Rqvueif en &sie 0e .efebi"fa 14r awi ia pried.-Moa StaSteu
do not now oy benefite for the Ams wek of une loym. t on the bask
that requiring a "wallig week" before bensit eijibility starts pro-
Vide an impo tat Ientice to immediately undet search for
ree mp t (or even to find vwa to avoid being Id oI). Consider -

tion cou .be given to requiring t at the l.week waiting period be in-
cor tod into all state programs

ied eau e.1.-01 billion.
6. Prie reeeedeeas to S o i looJ tra eoadfmir.-

In the past, when benefit oets were almost entirely borne from State
imposed taxes, there he not been a highly visbe Federal concern
over the need to control the extent of error, fraud, and abuse in State
unemployment program. Give . the increased impact of thee pro.
grams on the eleral budget awd the increasingly Imlae direct Federal
ontribution to benefit eosts through the extended benefit program
ad other program* Involving Federal funding, consideration might
now be given to providing additional aid awl incentives for improved
State administration in these areas. ements which could he con.
sidered might include Federal sid in establishing computerized quality
control systems andt the reduction of Federal peymente under the
various federally funded parts of the proFram to the extent that
errors are determined to exceed certain minimum levels.

Estimei sNail .erUdpe.-0.t billion.6. FJmiae "eiao/o .r . ausdd e eft progros.-
Under ex ting la-, an additional i1 weeks of benefits over and
above the usual maximum duration of 26 weeks for regular State
unemployment benefits become paable Lil times of high unemploy-
ment. Fifty percent of the coeta o thes extended benefits are pald
from the proceeds of the Federal unemployment tax. The basis for
the extended benefits pro gram is that unemployed workers may reason-
ably he expected to find themselves unable to obtain employment for
a longer period of time when jobs are scarce as indicated by high levels
of unemployment. Consequently, the law requires States to partici-
Mate in the extended beneits po - when insured unemployment
levels in the St te have incressld by at leut 20 p recent measuredd
against the 2 prior years) and an absolute insured unemployment
rate of 4 pltcent has been reached. The law also, however, requires
that all States implement the extemled benefit program when the
national insured unemploymentt rate reaches a level of 4.6 percent.
'li. "national trgger' can result in adding 3 months of benefit dura-
tion in a State which is experience neither a particularly high level
of unemployment nor any relative growth in unemployment levels. In
such States there would, therefore, seem to be no particular besi for

assuming that unemployed workers required additional benefit dura-
tion in order to find new work. Consideration could be given to delet-
ing this national trigger so that extended benefits would be payable
only in those States where economic conditions indicated a need for
the additional duration. "

Eetissed nasms . uan.-At the 7 percent total unemployment
rate assumption used for estimating the savings of these poos
this item would produce no Savings sie the national trigger would
not be effective. At an 8.6 percent total unemployment rate, this item
would reduce program costs by 11.3 billion.

7. Permit Swesa to uefui&4 eorml ezfesded be* Iefrf at AiAe
savrd w.mploygmentkk.:--Under present law, Statee which we

not required to participate in the ended unemployment compen.
nation program under the mandatory trigger provisions (because the
"20 percent higher" factor is not met) may eect to opt into program
when the State insured unemplkoment rate rea s a level of 5 percent.
Steto do not, however, have the option of thggei tbe sp m only
at a h he level (such as 6 percent). ConsWeation might bi given to
providing States this additi6tal flexbilit de co

Fgimdnei assail eueisg.-Up to S10. lhe dependig an oconom.
ic onditioos ova a per ei of years

eim.-An important element of the unemployment compensation
program in the Stales is the experience rating system which provides
a strong incentive for employers to avoid unnecessary employee turn-
over and to monitor claims for unemployment to assure that improper
awards are not bei. made by the State agency. Federal agencies do
not have a similar incentive hi the ease of their employees sin e benefit
costs are funded through a seprate account not chargeable to the
illdividul agenY. Co;ideration could be given to ruiring each
agency, S a part of its annual budget request, to provide information

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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oncerning the amount of beets pail a its former amploea.s in the
or year and its expectations for the coming year In additiom the

jbor Department c6uld be chargit with aconlinuing analyst o the
agency experience a couUl be required, in its annual budpt sub-
missions, to include information concerning any pencies with unusu-,n'h bwofit ,ha~e..e d4ia, s-, .- [w than 60.06 billion.

9. Modify bae 4 uss eauisieis progrdo to vrid. semw
bs.AU esowun aw reg! propem.-Trhe trade adjustment assistance
program provides additioiud benefits to workers who become uniam-
poyl " as result Of import competition which causes a decline in the
sals or production of their employers. Under misting law, adjustment
assistance is provided in the form of both higher benefits than would
be payable under regular unemploymet compensation programs and
a longer duration of benefits (generally 52 w'eek a oppied to 26
weeks under regular State programs). While the impact of import
competition may justify a toger duration of benefits on the bas that
many similar fin in a given amre could be simultaneously impacted
so that it would take a longer time for workers in the affected industry
to find new work, there dos not appear to be a similar rationale for
provi. a higher Isvel of benefits tham a provided to workers
In other types of ;bs Conskeration could be given to modifying

the program by otinuian the additional beneft duration but Limiting
benifltevok to those of the regular State unemployment compens-
t% n= sssisg.-SO.I billion.

10. R vire awi to piy waow on Junido borrod f o re"
ecoumss.-Under present law, State benefit costs are paid from the
LOCee d of Stale unemployment tare which are deposited in the

ate accounts of the unemployiet trust fund If a State account
drops to a level where the ate will be unable to meet its benefit
obligation, a lan to meet the shortfall Is made from the Federal
unemployment account. (It the Federal unemploymnt account proves
inadequate, it in turn borrows from the general fund of the Treasury.)
In each case, the loans that ue made bea no interest. Once a loan
is made to a State under this provision, the Stats ba between 23
and 36 months to make repayment. At the end of that period, Federal
collection action beg' b- redu the Federal tax credit otherwise
available to employee in the Sate. Even so, no interest or other
penalty applies. (Besuse of the severe impact of the recent recession,
Sates with outstand loans were given 3 additional years to make
repayment during which no action is being taken to elect collection.)
Sne thes loans are provided on an interest-free basis, there is little
incentive for States to make repayment any sooner than they have to.
The Federal Government, however, is actually paying interest on
these balance s sins they repent an incrmse in tNe public debt. A
change in the law could be considered to increase State incentive to
repay outstanding loans as ly as possible by charge interest
ona ny loan balance outstanding t a rate equal to the going rate of
interest on Federal securities.

Eiatfed enuel seme.-SO.4 billion.
11. Provide for red uetiio _ krot whes th4 iiaem$~g indiwidl

w ratiiin a peatiui based on r m.-t the 1976

amendments to the unemployment laws were under consideration
by C oWres corcem was exosd over the situation in which an
individual whois in fact retired rather than unemployed may receive
unemployment benfits at the same time that he is receiving retire-
ment pension. The law was amended to prpvi for a dollar-for-
dollar reduction in unemployment benefits by the aot of any
pension concurrently payable to the idrdual. Because of conern
that the provision may have been too broadly drawn, the elective
date was set in the future to permit time for study anod that effective
date was ubsequently further extended to March 31, 1960. The
interim report of the National Commission on Unemployment Coin-
peasat.on recommended that the provision be repel . As analtem-
tive to this proposal, consideration could be jiven to making the
provision effective with a modification meet the most serious
objetionx by limiting the reduction to pension based in whole or
part on employment within the 2 years preceding the date of un-

Ea, d .,mii sm.-S*.1 billion (ax compae with repeal
recommended by the Natonal Comimion).

BEST.COPY AVAILABLE
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-BEFORE THE SENATE C0MMITTEB ON FINANCE
-SUBC HTl'EE ONUZPWNT AND RELATED PROBLEMS

October , 1979

MR. CHAIRMAN, YOUR EFFORTS TO FIND RESPONSIBLE WAYS TO

REDUCE THE COSTS OF THE UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION PROGRAM

WHILE MAKING IT MORE EFFECTIVE ARE SINCERELY APPRECIATED; YOU

ARE TO BE.COOMENDED FOR PROVIDING A FORUM FOR THE DISCUSSION

OF COST SAVING PROPOSALS, SUCH AS THOSE PREPARED BY THE

COMMITTEE STAFF.

IN YOUR HEARING LAST MONTH ON LEGISLATION TO EXTEND THE

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION, I MADE THE

OBSERVATION THAT I WOULD OPPOSE RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE

COMMISSION FOR FEDERAL STANDARDS TO EXPAND THE SCOPE OF THE

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION PROGRAM. I WOULD PREFER TO LEAVE

ANY. BENEFIT OR ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATIONS TO THE STATES

BECAUSE THEY RAISE MOST OF THE TAXES TO MEET BENEFIT PAYMENTS

UNDER THE PROGRAM. HOWEVER, I BELIEVE WE ARE FACED WITH A

UNIQUE SITUATION WHICH CALLS FOR FEDERAL ACTIONS TO LIMIT

PROGRAM COSTS AND MAKE OTHER IMPROVEMENTS THAT WILL PROTECT

THE UNEMPLOYED WITHOUT GIVING THEM THE INCENTIVE TO REMAIN

ENEMPLOYED UNNECESSARILY.

THE UNIQUE SITUATION TO WHICH I REFER IS THE CURRENT

FINANCIAL DILEMMA FACED BY THE UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION

PROGRAM. THE STATES HAVE OUTSTANDING TRUST FUND LOANS OF

$5 BILLION WHICH THEY BORROWED TO MEET BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS.
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THE FEDERAL TRUST FUND IS LIABLE TO GENERAL REVENUES FOR '$8.2

BILLION AS A RESULT OF THE EXTENDED AND EMERGENCY BENEFIT

PROGRAMS. GIVEN CURRENT FEDERAL BUDGET PROBLEMS AND THE

EFFORTS OF CONGRESS TO ELIMINATE THE FEDERAL DEFICIT, IT IS--

INCUMBENT ON THE CONGRESS TO ASSIST THE STATES TO FIND WAYS

TO PUT THEIR UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION PROGRAMS BACK IN THE

BLACK. WE ALSO NEED TO MAKE OTHER CHANGES TO ELIMINATE THE

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS OF THE FEDERAL TRUST FUND.

IT IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THOSE STATES

WHICH HAVE HAD TO BORROW FROM THE FEDERAL TRUST FUND, AND

WHICH STILL HAVE OUTSTANDING LOANS, HAVE NOT ALWAYS TAKEN

ADVANTAGE OF ADMINISTRATIVE TOOLS TO LIMIT ELIGIBILITY. IF

THESE STATES ARE UNWILLING TO INCREASE UNEMPLOYMENT TAXES TO

MEET THE HIGH BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS WHICH RESULT FROM THEIR

LIBERAL PROGRAMS, THEN THE CONGRESS HAS AN OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE THEM THE INCENTIVE TO TIGHTEN UP THEIR PROGRAMS AND

REDUCE THEIR COSTS.

BEFORE I CLOSE MY REMARKS, I WOULD LIKE TO OFFER ONE

PROPOSAL WHICH IS NOT AMONG THE STAFF SUGGESTIONS BEFORE US.

MY PROPOSAL WOULD PROHIBIT THE STATES FROM PAYING UNEMPLOYMENT

BENEFITS TO STRIKERS. I DO NOT BELIEVE CONGRESS EVER INTENDED

TO ALLOW UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION BENEFITS TO BE PAID TO

STRIKERS. PAYMENT OF SUCH BENEFITS FUNDAMENTALLY ALTERS THE

EQUITABLE AND DELICATE BALANCE OF POWER BETWEEN LABOR AND
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MANAGEMENT THAT IS THE KEYSTONE OF OUR NATIONAL LABOR POLICY.

FURTHERMORE, UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS SHOULD B, LIMITED TO THOSE

WHO REALLY NEED THE HELP, SUCH AS INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE BEEN

LAID OFF OR WHOSE JOBS HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED, NOT PAID TO

THOSE WHO HAVE VOLUNTARILY CHOSEN TO STOP WORKING.

AGAIN, MR. CHAIRMAN, I THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN

BRINGING FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

AND FOR PROVIDING THIS OPPORTUNITY FOR THE DISCUSSION OF

COST-SAVING PROPOSALS WHICH CAN MAKE THAT A REALITY.

Senator BOREN. We will go ahead and commence the hearing at
this point. There might be other member of the subcommittee who
will be joining us, but we will proceed ahead.

We will be operating under a rule of 10 minutes for those who
are making presentations before us today, and then we will follow
up with questions. So I would appreciate it if you would try to
confime your testimony to within 10 minutes in terms of your
opening statements; and if you have statements that last longer
than that, if you wish to summarize them, we will put them in the
record in full.

The purpose of today's hearing is to receive testimony concerning
proposals to reduce costs of the unemployment insurance program.
A list of possible cost-saving measures has been developed by the
staff and is attached to the press release announcing this hearing.
We solicit your views on these proposals as well as any additional
ideas you have for reducing program costs.

The Senate has instructed the Finance Committee to reduce
expenditures within its jurisdiction by $1.4 billion for fiscal year
1980. While this task may be a difficult one, I welcome it. You may
be assured that I will be doing my part in helping the Finance
Committee achieve its goal.

In order to meet this goal, the committee must look carefully at
each program within its jurisdiction. Waste must be eliminated.
Top-heavy bureaucracy must be reduced. Priorities must be rea-
lined so that programs serve their intended purpose.

It is our purpose today to begin looking at the unemployment
insurance piogram. Benefits in fiscal year 1979 totaled approxi-
mately $10 billion, and about $2 billion was spent for administra-
tion. Out of a total labor force of 100 million people, 83 million are
covered by this program, with total wages of nearly $560 billion.

Financially, the program is still suffering from the mid-1970's
recession. Loans to States remain at $5 billion, and loans to the
Federal trust funds exceed $8 billion. It is crucial that we get our
financial house in order.

In light of these facts and the original intent of the UI program
to protect American workers from financial ruin due tolos of
employment through no fault of their own, is it reasonable for
benefits to be paid to persons who voluntarily quit or refuse to
accept suitable work? Is it reasonable for this program to subsidize
predictable layoffs from seasonal employment or to pay strikers?
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Should the national unemployment rate mandate extended benefits
in a State where the rate remains low? Is there sufficient justifica-
tion to pay higher benefits for a longer duration to persons in
certain categories of employment? Should Federal aTencies be re-
quired to account for benefits paid to its former employees? Is it
reasonable for UI benefits to subsidize retirement pensions?

It is my hope that we will hear opinions on these and other
questions from today's witnesses and those who are submitting
written testimony.

I would say I am convinced that substantial savings can be made
from my, own experience with the program in Oklahoma. In the
mid-1970's we found that 60 percent of the claims filed were from
people who had voluntarily quit work or would have been fired for
good cause. Under our law at that time, they were merely required
to wait for 7 weeks and then they would qualify for benefits.

In April of 1977 the balance in the Oklahoma trust fund was $10
million, not enough to pay 1 month's benefits. After we changed
the law to make ineligible, to disqualify those who voluntarily quit
or who had been fired for good cause, the trust fund rose within 24
months to $150 million, the highest in the State's history. At the
same time eligibility was tightened, benefits for those eligible were
increased. So we had this increase in our trust fund of from $10
million to $150 million while we were raising benefits from 55
percent of the average covered weekly wage to 62 percent, soon to
go to 66% percent- and at the same time taxes were reduced this
past year for over 10,000 Oklahoma employers.
. So I think this demonstrates that changes can be made which
will bring economies in the program and this will be the focus of
these hearings, to look at these possibilities and other suggestion
that will come from the witnesses before us.

Our first witness this afternoon will be Mr. Lawrence E. Weath-
erford, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Labor for Employment and
Training.

We are happy to have you here. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. LAWRENCE E. WEATHERFORD, DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT
EDWARDS, ADMINISTRATOR, UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
SERVICE AND THE EMPLOYMENT TRAINING ADMINISTRA-
TION
Mr. WRATHERFORD. Thank you. I have a statement. I will go

through part and read it.
I have with me Bob Edwards, the Administrator of the Unem-

ployment Insurance Service of the Employment Training Adminis-
tration.

I want .to thank you today for the opportunity to be here to talk
with- you about these measures you have under consideration for
the unemployment insurance program.

Mr. Chairman, the administration has taken the position that no
substantive unemployment insurance legislation ought to be en-
acted until the National Commission on Unemployment Compensa
tion, established by Public Law 94-566, the Unemployment Com-
pensation Amendments of 1976, has issued its final report.
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This position is based on the many interrelationships that exist
in the Federal-State unemployment compensation program that
make it difficult to isolate individual areas and concentrate on
them alone. We do not believe a piecemeal approach is appropriate.
We concur, however, that modification of the pension provision is a
matter that needs to be dealt with immediately, because under
current law a change will take place March 31, 1980, if Congress
takes no new action, and the Commission has already made its
recommendation on this issue.

Despite this general objection, Mr. Chairman, we have reviewed
each of your proposals for reducing costs of the program in terms
of minimum adverse impact on the integrity of the program. While
the adoption of these proposals would result in long-term savings to
the Federal-State unemployment compensation program, only six
could provide any possibility of savings in fiscal year 1980. Four
others, which require changes in both the Federal law and all State
laws, are unlikely to be in place early enough in fiscal year 1980 to
cut costs; and one proposal-to require States to pay interest on
loans borrowed from the Federal Government-would require a
change in terms and conditions of existing loans to the States in
order to provide any immediate savings.

In two of the six proposals where savings potentially could be
realized in fiscal year 1980, the savings probably would not be
realized.

First, the elimination of the national trigger in the extended
benefit program would save money in fiscal year 1980 only if the
insured unemployment rate-IUR-goes as high as 4.5 percent.
This is equivalent to a total unemployment rate of about 7.3 per-
cent. Our current projections do not show unemployment reaching
that level.

I will make a change in the testimony because I alleged that the
Congressional Budget Office had the same one, and I believe we
found that to be different today.

Senator BOREN. Yes; the CBO, I believe, does postulate a rate
that may exceed that figure. So there could be some savings if the
CBO were correct.

Mr. WEATHERFORD. Second, allowing States to adopt a trigger for
optional extended benefits higher than the five percent IUR may
not result in immediate savings. It is unlikely that many State
legislatures would opt for the higher trigger in a year when unem-
ployment levels are anticipated to be rising.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to discuss individually
each of the options listed by the subcommittee for consideration.
The first one, relating to disqualification of individuals for the
duration of their unemployment following a voluntary quit, a dis-
charge for misconduct, or a refusal of suitable work, is one that has
already received serious consideration by the States and that we
are studying carefully.

Historically, the Department of Labor has recommended that
States adopt periods of disqualification of a fixed number of weeks,
but State enactments have run contrary to this recommendation.
Since October 1974, the number of States that have a disqualifica-
tion for the duration of the unemployment spell has increased frdm
34 to 43 for voluntary quits, from 20 to 43 for discharges for either
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misconduct or gross misconduct, and from 19 to 28 for refusals of
suitable work.

In the other 10 States, an individual who voluntarily leaves his
job is subject to a disqualification that lasts only for a specified
number of weeks; however, this period could continue for as long as
10 weeks in six States, and even up to 25 weeks in two of them.

It is possible, as a result of the variation among State laws, that
a disqualification for the duration of the unemployment could be
satisfied sooner than the disqualification for a period of time.

For example, a claimant in Texas who is disqualified for as long
as 25 weeks for voluntarily leaving his or her job could be serving
this disqualification for many weeks longer than a similarly situ-
ated claimant in a State that disqualifies only for the duration of
the unemployment. This example, we believe, demonstrates the
complexity of a national standard in this area.

Mr. Chairman, voluntary actions by State legislatures in the past
5 years have increased the use of duration disqualifications. We
believe any Federal action in this area should await a careful
analysis by the Commission.

The second proposal would require claimants to accept any job,
regardless of prior experience, after the 13th week of benefits. This
proposal would result in an individual not being able to preserve
his or her job skills. We believe that the kind of work considered
suitable should expand as the period of unemployment lengthens.
This is a concept all States already put into practice through their
own regulations and procedures. We do not believe, however, that a
Federal standard should be imposed in this area without the bene-
fit of the Commission's analysis and recommendations.

Congress did enact a Federal standard requiring an individual to
accept any job which met certain minimum standards in the exten-
sion of the Federal Supplemental Benefits-FSB-program, but the
standard did not become effective until after the 39th week of
benefits. At that time the individual was receiving benefits funded
by general revenues rather than by the Federal-State unemploy-
ment compensation system.

Claimants receiving benefits beyond the 39th week under general
revenue funded special programs such as FSB are in a different
situation than claimants in the 13th week of the regular program.

The third proposal mandates the establishment of seasonality
provisions in all State laws. Although States have been free to
adopt such provisions since the beginning of the program, no State
has adopted one in the past 35 years, and 17 of the States that once
had such provisions have repealed them. This State resistance to
seasonality provisions is due to the difficulty of administering
them.

Our own experience in administering the between-terms denial
for school employees has also shown that it is extremely difficult
and costly to administer provisions of this nature.

The fourth proposal is to require all States to establish a 1-week
waiting period prior 'to receiving benefits. This change will not
result in any improvement in the unemployment insurance system.
All but 12 States now require a waiting week, and 9 of them allow
an individual to be compensated for the week after he or she has
received benefits for a specified number of weeks.
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It should be noted that there will be no savings in cases where
individuals exhaust their benefits. No Federal standard on the
waiting week should be enacted prior to the Commission's report.

In addition to the above comments, Mr. Chairman, we would also
point out that these four proposals would require action by State
legislatures to implement.

The fifth proposal is to provide assistance to States in controlling
fraud and overpayments. We have already spent a good amount of
money in improving the automation of our processing in the States,
to dFtwo things: To improve our ability to detect fraud and,
second, to improve our collection of taxes from the delinquent
employers.

The sixth, as I said before, we do not believe there would be
savings here because the trigger would not go on in 1980.

The seventh proposal is to allow States to trigger in extended
benefits at insured unemployment levels higher than 5 percent.
Currently there are 38 States that have opted for the 5-percent
waiver provision and the option remains open for the other States.
We believe this proposal requires a more extensive analysis and
consideration of alternatives such as replacing the present 120
percent requirement with a seasonally adjusted rate.

We expect the Commission to study this area.
The eighth proposal, dealing with Federal agencies, Mr. Chair-

man, we are looking at this one on our own. We are having a study
in which we are trying to determine how much it costs to do that.
We do have some feeling about that one, in support of that. We
would not have the results of that study that we have started until
June.

With respect to the ninth proposal, which is the trade adjust-
ment payment of benefits at the unemployment insurance level,
Mr. Chairman, we would oppose that at this time because this is a
very sensitive area that covers many areas other than the unem-
ployment insurance program.

I think your committee has had under consideration changes in
the trade program, and we believe that in view of the current level
of benefits all over the country that there is a lot of validity to
keep the trade program benefit levels the same as they are now.

Finally, as I indicated, the last two areas, which is the interest
on the loans, we certainly have some interest in that, but we have
got those $5 billion out there that we shouldn't change the condi-
tions on.

The last proposal, on pensions, Mr. Chairman, we support that
proposal and we have so testified over on the House side on a bill
that they have under consideration.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BOREN. You say on the pensions you support that?
Mr. WEATHERFORD. Yes, sir; we would want to talk to you about

the language of that. Just from an administrative standpoint we
would like to see you deal with base period employers rather than
2 years, because it would serve basically the same. purpose and fit
in better the way the States operate now.

Senator BOREN. Let me ask this question on the trade adjust-
ment assistance: I realize there maybe some political justification
for this, but if a person is unemployed they are unemployed,

53-247 0 - 79 - 2
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whether it be due for whatever the reason, whether it is due to
some trade-related reason or some basic lack of competitive posi-
tion in the industry that they are working, some layoff is required
for whatever reason, it is still an economic dislocation; and if the
purpose of the program is simply to try to help the person who
through no fault of their own has been laid off work, why should
we say that a person who is laid off work because of something
related to trade is entitled to higher benefits? They have the same
costs; they are both laid off work through no fault of their own;
why should there be a special program for trade-related layoffs?

Mr. WEATHERFORD. Mr. Chairman, we went back and looked at
the Finance Committee's language when they put this into the act
before. I think they focused on the fact that in most of these cases
the areas and the industries were tremendously hard hit and for
long periods of time.

I think, in trying to find a way to justify that, it seemed to me
that workers who are faced with that problem are not the same as
workers who are faced with the normal seasonal layoffs between
jobs, short-term unemployment. They might be better able to
handle that with the regular insurance program than you would
with a worker who is faced with long-time adjustment in trying to
adjust because of trade activities.

One of the things that troubles us here is the relationship be-
tween the Federal Government taking action and laying the stand-
ards on this particular program, versus the concept that we nor-
mally believe in, of having State action.

Senator BOREN. Of course, the Federal Government, while we
modified the trade laws, you know, Congress may modify purchas-
ing or something else from some particular area that would cause a
layoff that would be just as severe in something like the aerospace
industry or something else; and Congress or the Government would
be just as much responsible for it as if they changed the tariff
level.

That is what seems to me to be a little inconsistent, in providing
special benefits for any one category.

Mr. WEATHERFORD. We have, as you know, a number of programs
that have come out in the last 3 years-the Redwood Act, airline
deregulation, others, where we have the same sort of situation.

Senator BOREN. It sets a precedent, doesn't it?
Mr. WEATHERFORD. Yes, sir; it certainly does.
Senator BOREN. Let me ask you this: How many States totally

disqualify people who voluntarily quit?
Mr. WEATHERFORD. Mr. Chairman, I want to answer that, that

there are 43 States, I believe.
Senator BOREN. That totally do, they don't just go to a waiting

period?
Mr. WEATHERFORD. The disqualification for the duration of the

unemployment.
Senator BOREN. So all but seven States do that?
Mr. WEATHERFORD. I believe 10. We have three: the District of

Columbia, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico are included. We
use 53 as our number.

Senator BOREN. I see. So there has been quite a movement
toward that in terms of States following that enactment?
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Mr. WEATHERFORD. Yes, sir; I said in the testimony there that I
believe the number has increased substantially over the last 4 or 5
years. There has been a tendency to go to that.

Senator BOREN. Do you know what States have not? Are they the
larger States, in terms of expenditures, who have not moved to
that?

Mr. WEATHERFORD. Mr. Chairman, I think I can find that for you
here. I believe Alaska, Colorado, the District of Columbia, Kansas,
Michigan, Nebraska, Texas, the Virgin Islands, West Virginia, and
Wyoming. So it is kind of a mix in there.

Senator BOREN. Some lower and some higher unemployment.
Do you have any other suggestions that you might offer to us? I

might say in all candor, it is a little disheartening when we have a
program of this size, and you are involved in the administration of
it, that you are urging us to go slowly on most of these areas. It is
hard to believe we could not find some areas that wouldn't be good
targets for savings in a program this large, where we are spending
$2 billion a year even on the administration of the program, and
much, much more than that, of course, in terms of benefits.

Do you have any other situations that we might follow in terms
of areas that might not have been mentioned at all by the staff for
cutting costs?

Mr. WEATHERFORD. Mr. Chairman, I certainly appreciate what is
your disappointment in us not joining you. One of the things that
troubles us a little here, as I indicated, is the study commissioned,
and our relationship with the States when you look at it just for
fiscal year 1980. It seems to me that we need to be careful about
taking steps to reduce benefits to workers who are basically enti-
tled to them.

Our basic feeling is that we don't have high enough benefits now
for about 40 percent of the workers in the country that lose their
jobs through no fault of their own. Probably the -area where we can
do the most good is in the administration of the program; and since
we were hit in the last recession, we have devoted some additional
resources, administrative staff, to the area of trying to determine
who is eligible for benefits.

We have shown some marked changes in the record. For exam-
ple, if I can just use one here, in 1975 we had a disqualification
rate that ran about 1 week per 1,000. We doubled that over the last
2 or 3 years since that period of time.

In the area where we talked to claimants about their eligibility,
we have doubled the disqualification rate, not just in weeks but in
terms of disqualification.

We have some places around the country in the States where
their eligibility requirements are pretty loose, and there is some
question in a lot of people's minds as to whether they really indi-
cate attachment to the labor force or not. I think it is in those
areas, and one of the things that gives us trouble is coming down
with something that when you operate a decentralized system,
laying a requirement on them to do something about it, disqualifi-
cation is an area where States have generally made some progress.

Senator BOREN. Do you try to track, for example, when States-
and I am reciting the Oklahoma experience-when States make
changes in the law, and changes in terms of qualifications, and
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these result in financial changes in the status of the fund-in-
creased and improved reserves, the ability to pay increased bene-
fits; or, on the other hand, if it has a negative effect, the change
has a negative effect, in terms of financial soundness and benefit
structures, et cetera-do you attempt to track these down, so we
can begin to try to benefit from the fruitful experiences and experi-
ments by States?

Mr. WEATHERFORD. Mr. Chairman, we review each State's law.
As you know, we have to certify them for conformity with the

overall Federal law; and it gives us the opportunity to keep up
with what is going on in the States. They are required to give us a
copy; and we have a comparison. It is an in-depth comparison and
lists all of the various ones.

We have done some research on the law changes. We have some
research now being conducted on the last amendments to the Fed-
eral law that require States to cover agricultural workers, house-
hold workers, et cetera. We do some of that, but I suspect not
nearly as much as we should.

We are beginning what we call a longitudinal study, that we
have not had in the past, that will let us track a sample of claim-
ants throughout the country. It is a byproduct of operations; and
we hope within the next 3 or 4 years to have in place a system
where we can measure the State impact as well as the national
impact of any sort of changes in the system. But we don't have that
in place yet.

Senator BOREN. Well, I would urge you to try to track these more
closely; and I understand the work of the Commission in this area,
and that you are urging us to have the full results of the Commis-
sion's work. I supported extending the Commission; but I would
hope that this would not keep the Department from going out and
taking a close look at areas where you feel you can come forward
with suggestions, because, as I said, we are trying to make savings
this year if at all possible, and while we are coming into a period of
potentially high unemployment-we hope that prediction does not
come through, but it could-I think that is all the more reason for
us to try to make sure that we don't waste any money that we can
avoid wasting. Then we will be able adequately to take care of the
people truly unemployed, without having to increase these huge
outstanding loans that are already there.

Well, I appreciate your testimony very much; and the remainder
that you did not read we will place in the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Weatherford follows:]
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STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE E. WEATHERFORD
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON UNEMPLOYMENT AND RELATED PROBLEMS

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

October 1, 1979

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I want to thank you for the opportunity to

appear before you today to, testify on a variety

of measures affecting the unemployment insurance

program.

In general, Mr. Chairman, the Administration

has taken the position that no substantive unemploy-

ment insurance legislation ought to be enacted

until the National Commission on Unemployment

Compensation, established by P.L. 94-566, the

Unemployment Compensation Amendments of 1976,

has issued its final report. This position is

based on the many interrelationships that exist

in the Federal-State unemployment compensation

program that make it difficult to isolate indi-

vidual areas and concentrate on them alone. We
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do not believe a piecemeal approach is appropriate.

We concur, however, that modification of the pension

provision is a matter that needs to be dealt with

immediately because nder current law a change

will take place March 31, 1980 if Congress takes

no new action, and the Commission has already made

its recommendation on this issue.

Despite this general objection, Mr. Chairman,

we have reviewed each of your proposals for reducing

costs of the program in terms of minimum adverse

impact on the integrity of the program. While

the adoption of these proposals would result in

long-term savings to the Federal-State unemployment

compensation program, only six could provide any

possibility of savings in FY 80. Four others,

which require changes in both the Federal law

and all State laws, are unlikely to be in place

early enough in FY 80 to cut costs, and one proposal--

to require States to pay interest on loans borrowed

from the Federal Government--would require a change

in terms and conditions of existing loans to the

States in order to provide any immediate savings.
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In two of the six proposals where savings

potentially could be realized in FY 80, the savings

probably would not be realized. First, the elimina-

tion of the national trigger in the extended benefit

program would save money in FY 80 only if the

insured unemployment rate (IUR) goes as high as

4.5 percent. This is equivalent to a total unemploy-

ment rate of about 7.3 percent. Neither the Con-

gressional Budget Office's nor the Administration's

current projections show unemployment reaching

this level.

Second, allowing States to adopt a trigger

for optional extended benefits higher than the

5 percent IUR may not result in immediate savings.

It is unlikely that many State legislatures would

opt for the higher trigger in a year when unemploy-

ment levels are anticipated to be rising.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like

to discuss individually each of the options listed

by the Subcommittee for consideration. The first

one, relating to disqualification of individuals
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for the duration of their unemployment following

a voluntary quit, a discharge for misconduct,

or a refusal of suitable work, is one that has

already received serious consideration by the

States and that we are studying carefully.

Historically, the Department of Labor has

recommended that States adopt periods of disqualifi-

cation of a fixed number of weeks, but State enact-

ments have run contrary to this recommendation.

Since OctQber 1974, the number of States that

have a disqualification for the duration of the

unemployment spell has increased from 34 to 43

for voluntary quits, from 20 to 43 for discharges

for either misconduct or gross misconduct, and

from 19 to 28 for refusals of suitable work.

In the other 10 States an individual who volun-

tarily leaves his job is subject to a disqualifi-

cation that lasts only for a specified number

of weeks; however, this period could continue

for as long as ten weeks in six States and even

up to 25 weeks in two of them.
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It is possible, as a result of the variations

among State laws, that a disqualification for

the duration of the unemployment could be satisfied

sooner than the disqualification for a period

of time. For example, a claimant in Texas who

is disqualified for as long as 25 weeks for volun-

tarily leaving his or her job could be serving

this disqualification for many weeks longer than

a similarly situated claimant in a State that

disqualifies only for the duration of the unemploy-

ment. This example, we believe, demonstrates

the complexity of a national standard in this

area. Mr. Chairman, voluntary actions by State

legislatures in the past five years have increased

the use of duration disqualifications. We believe.

any Federal action in this area should await a

careful analysis by the Commission.

The second proposal would require claimants

to accept any job regardless of prior experience

after the 13th week of benefits. This proposal

would result in an individual not being able to
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preserve his or her job skills. We believe that

the kind of work considered suitable should expand

as the period of unemployment lengthens; this

is a concept all States already put into practice

through their own regulations and procedures.

We do not, however, believe that a Federal standard

should be imposed in this area without the benefit

of the Commission's analysis and recommendations.

Congress did enact a Federal standard requiring

an individual to accept any jcb which met certain

minimum standards in the extension of the Federal

Supplemental Benefits (FSB) program, but the standard

did not become effective until after the 39th

week of benefits. At that time the individual

was receiving benefits funded by general revenues

rather than by the Federal-State unemployment

compensation system. Claimants receiving benefits

beyond the 39th week under general revenue funded

special programs, such as FSB, are in a different

situation than claimants in the 13th week of the

regular program. -
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The third proposal mandates the establishment

of seasonality provisions in all State laws.

Although States have been free to adopt such pro-

visions since the beginning of the program, no

State has adopted one in the past 35 years and

17 of the States that once had such provisions

have repealed them. This State resistance to

seasonality provisions is due to the difficulty

of administering them.

Our own experience in administering the between-

terms denial for school employees has also shown

that it is extremely difficult and costly to admin-

ister provisions of this nature. An attempt to

administer a seasonality provision nationally

could be expected to generate at least as many

complaints, and possibly many more, than have

arisen from the restrictions that currently apply

to school employees. In addition, ohe study we

have on seasonality indicates that, at least in

one State, it costs more to administer than it

saves.
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It is clear, Mr. Chairman, that States have

found that the adoption of a seasonality provision

does not adequately do what it is intended to

do, that is, limit benefits to individuals whose

unemployment cannot be anticipated. This factor,

coupled with the desire of employers engaged in

seasonal pursuits to maintain a steady workforce

when needed, has dampended the desire of State

legislatures to adopt seasonality provisions.

Most States have dealt with the seasonality question

through the use of qualifying requirements that

require a claimant to have substantial attachment

to the workforce before being eligible for unemploy-

ment benefits.

The fourth proposal is to require all States

to establish a one-week waiting period prior to

receiving benefits. This change will not result

in any improvement in the unemployment insurance

system. All but 12 States now require a waiting

week, and nine of them allow an individual to

be compensated for the week after he or she has

received benefits for a specified number of weeks.

It should be noted that there will be no savings

in cases where individuals exhaust their benefits.

No Federal standard on the waiting week should

be enacted prior to the Commission's report.
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In addition to the above comments, Mr. Chairman,

we would also point out that these four proposals

would require action by State legislatures to

implement. As a result, it is unlikely that action

could be taken in time to save money in FY 80.

The fifth proposal is to provide assistance

to States in controlling fraud and overpayments.

Providing such assistance to the States is an

objective towards which we have been and are cur-

rently working. We have devoted a substantial

amount of money and effort to computerizing State

operations by funding an automated means of cross

matching claims against employment records. In

addition, we are placing increased emphasis on

State collections from delinquent employers.

More needs to be done not only to reduce fraud

but also to slow down the increasing delinquency

rate of employers. Any system, however, that

uses an incentive approach to administratiye'financ-

ing should carefully analyze all possible adverse

effects before adopting such a method. The Commis-

sion is studying the entire area of administration.
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The sixth proposal is to eliminate the national

trigger in the extended benefit program. This

is a major legislative change which should not

be considered in the absence of the Commission's

report. We would point out, however, that had the

national trigger not been in place during the

1975-1977 recession period, two States would not

have paid extended benefits at all.

The seventh proposal is to allow States to

trigger in extended benefits at insured unemployment

levels higher than 5 percent. Currently there

are 38 States that have opted for the 5 percent

waiver provision and the option remains open for

the other States. We believe this proposal requires

a more extensive analysis, and consideration of

alternatives such as replacing the present "120

percent" requirement with a seasonally adjusted

rate. We expect the Commission to study this

area.

The eighth proposal is to provide an incentive

for Federal agencies to contest improper benefit



claims. Before adopting this suggestion we believe

the Subcommittee should first weigh all the addi-

tional costs involved, both to Federal agencies

and State employment security agencies, to deter-

mine whether there would be sufficient savings

involved after the expenses are deducted. In

light of a recent GAO report recommending this,

the Department of Labor has initiated action under

which a contract will be let to determine the

additional administrative costs that would be

incurred. Results of this study will be available

in June 1980.

The ninth proposal is to provide recipients

of benefits under the trade adjustment assist-

ance program with the same weekly benefit amount

available under the unemployment insurance system,

and to pay such benefits to trade adjustment assist-

ance claimants only after they have exhausted

their unemployment insurance. Such a reduction

should only be addressed in the overall context

of the trade adjustment assistance program, which
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will come before the Congress for reauthorization

prior to its expiration in 1982. We do not believe

such a change should be considered in isolation

at this time.

We have legitimate concern for the objective

of the tenth proposal which is to require States

to pay interest on funds borrowed from the Federal

Government, but we believe that any consideration

of this proposal should recognize that the loans

now outstanding as a result of deferral--$5 billion

among 17 States-- are in a special category.

In adopting the loan provision, Congress carefully

considered that States would have unanticipated

economic problems. The Congress responded by

adopting a means of coping with these problems

that worked well until recently when there was

a totally unanticipated drain on State funds.

Congress, recognizing the unprecedented drain,

authorized the States to defer repaying their

loans, thereby negating any motivation a State

would have to make an early repayment. Since
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this is the last year deferrals are allowed, the

normal payback provisions of the Federal law will

begin next year and could substantially reduce

the amount of loans currently outstanding. This

would go a long way towards alleviating the problem.

Consideration must be given to the question of

whether it would be an injustice to pass legislation

at this time to correct a problem that resulted

from temporary legislation allowing States to

delay repayment.

The final proposal is to provide for a reduc-

tion in unemployment benefits when an individual

is receiving a pension based on recent employment.

We support this proposal, but recommend that "recent

employment" be interpreted to mean a pension based

on employment with an unemployment insurance base-

period employer. The proposal, as written, would

go back two years and require States to alter

their procedures to verify pensions received from

employers six months to a year prior to the normal

base period. While this can be done, it would
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be less costly administratively to limit the deduc-

tions to pensions received from employers within

the State's existing base period.

Before closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like

to express my concern foc making changes in the

unemployment compensation program while comprehensive

studies are under way of the entire program and

its future direction. We believe we should wait

and see what the National Commission on Unemployment

Compensation will recommend. This Commission

was established by Congress to review the entire

unemployment insurance system and make recommenda-

tions of what the relationship should be between

the States and Federal Government. We ought to

review the Commission's recommendations on what

that relationship should be before proceeding

further with additional Federal standards.

I thank you for this opportunity to express

my views and would be happy to answer any questions.
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Senator BoREN. Our next witness is Mr. S. Martin Taylor, the
president of the Interstate Conference of Employment Security
Agencies, Inc., and director of the Michigan Employment Security
Commission.

Mr. Taylor, we are very glad to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF S. MARTIN TAYLOR, PRESIDENT, INTERSTATE
CONFERENCE OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCIES, INC.,
DIRECTOR, MICHIGAN EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION,
ACCOMPANIED BY SANDI BATES, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, IN-
TERSTATE CONFERENCE
Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you very much.
Senator BOREN. And your associate, if you would -like to-
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, I have with me Sandi Bates, the research

director for the Interstate Conference of Employment Security
Agencies.

am president of ICESA and director of the Michigan Employ-
ment Security Commission. My testimony today is presented as
president of the Conference, whose membership is comprised of
employment security administrators of the 50 States, Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands, and the District of Columbia.

In addition to other duties and responsibilities, our membership
administers a UI system in this country.

We have submitted to the committee staff copies of our written
statement of 20 pages. I would like to summarize it.

- Senator BoREN. Fine; we will place that full statement in the
record.

Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you.
I would like to touch on three points, Senator.
First of all, I would like to talk a little bit about the Federal

Unified Budget. No. 2, I would like to discuss ICESA's formal
position against increased Federal standards; and, third, ICESA's
formal positions with respect to the 11 items that you are consider-
ing today.First of all, we have serious questions about the validity of
including within the Federal unified budget, the State unemploy-
ment insurance trust funds.

We have difficulty understand, a State program, financed by
State taxes, operating under essentially a State law, being included
within the Federal budget. Again, there is some difficulty with us
accepting the notion that how much a given State pays out in
unemployment insurance impacts on the Federal budget process.

Now, it is our opinion that items Nos. 1 through 6, and 11, are
calculated to reduce costs under the Federal unified budget. That
seems to be the rationale, the motivation, for it, as I think you
stated at the outset.

Given the fact that we have difficulties suppoM that concept,
the concept of the trust funds being conained within the Federal
Unified Budget, we would be opposed to those measures as cost
saving items, because we would think that some serious considera-
tion ought to be given to continuing to keep the State UI trust
funds within the Federal unified budget.

Second, the Conference is four square against increased Federal
standards. We have tried to be fairly consistent about that. We are
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against increased Federal standards when those proposed stand.
ards are what one calls liberal, or what one would call conserva.
tive, either way, we think increased Federal standards are not
needed at this time.

It is our opinion that the States are in a better position to
determine, according to their economic situation, their business
tccles, their employment, the demographics of their State, how
their unemployment insurance system should be structured.

It is our opinion, therefore, that items Nos. I through 4, and 11,
represent Federal standards and we are therefore opposed to them
on that basis. So at least on items Nos. 1 through 4, and 11, for two
reasons, we have serious questions about the propriety of those
proposals.

With respect to our formal position, as I think you are aware, we
take polls and we pass resolutions at our midyear and annual
meetings on specific items. I will try to very quickly run through
our positions from that standpoint; and I think you will note there
will be, obviously, some overlapping or duplication.

First of all, items Nos. 1 through 4, and 11: As I said, we have
taken formal polls and passed formal resolutions, whereby, ICESA
is opposed to those particular items on the basis of increased Feder-
al standards and the process of reducing the Federal unifiedbudget.With respect to item 5-

Senator BomN. Let me ask you there, however, a majority of the
States in the association have, at the State level, enacted several of
these?

Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Senator Bom. In other words, a voluntary quit has been adopt-

ed by a majority of the States; those refusing to accept reasonable
or suitable employment, a large portion of the States, or over half,
have accepted that-

Mr. TAYLOR. That is right.
Senator Bowm [continuing]. And seasonal employment.
Now, would you comment on that? We heard the comment from

the Department of Labor a minute ago.
Mr. TAYLOR. About seasonal employment?
Senator Bomm. Yes. There seems to be movement away from

that?
Mr. TAYLOR. One of the things we cite in our paper is that-take,

for example, schoolteachers-we have denial periods between regu-
lar semesters; that is based on the concept that a teacher is paid
annual salary; it is calculated for 12 months.

The fact of the matter is, they simply don't get paid for 3 months
and they do not work for 3 months, but the base salary is consid-
ered for the whole year. In many, many other industries, you have
seasonal layoffs where there is no consideration given to those
seasonal layoffs in compensation.

For example, within an auto industry, a classic example, model
changeover layoffs; you know that a certain number of workers are
going to be laid off every year, generally in July or August, but
there is no telling who exactly will be laid off or how long it will
be; and compensation for those workers is precisely the same.
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So an argument cannot be made that such layoffs have been
considered when the compensation levels have been set. So we
think that the individual States are best suited to determine
whether they have some particular type of seasonal work, where
there ought to be a denial period. But to have a blanket denial
period, we think, would be terribly inequitable.

Senator BoR. So you are saying the States are in a better
position to tell where compensation has been planned and on an
annual basis, and seasonal layoffs are a part of that compensation,
as with teachers or whether it fits the autoworker picture, where
you cannot plan ahead?

Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Senator Bowm. Are teachers and professional athletes covered

by the congressional enactment?
Mr. TAYLOR. Just teachers; yes, and professional athletes.
Senator BoRw. Are there any other groups that from your expe-

rience or that of those in other States that you have heard fit
particularly in the category of not being paid seasonally, but where
it is considered a part of their annual compensation?

Mr. TAYLOR. Not that I know of; not that I can recall; no, Sir.
Senator Boimw. Excuse me.
Mr. TAYLOR. With respect to item 5, which deals with Federal aid

to States, increased Federal aid to States for benefit payment con-
trol-and I guess I should point out this is an area of fraud and
overpayment, et cetera-we are in full support of this measure. We
have, via our efforts over many, many years, through the budget
process, argued for increased staff and increased assistance to
lower our error rates and effect restitution, et cetera. We feel in
this area of benefit payment control that we are underfunded and
we need more staff for investigation, prosecution, restitution.

Senator Bowi. Is that staff estimate a realistic one, that we
would save $100 million through that process?

Mr. TAYLOR. Oh, yes, sir; $100 million nationally through better
and more efficient staff, yes. In fact, in my own individual State we
ran some systems to detect overpayment of all sorts, whether by
error or fraud or otherwise-it is all the same in terms of dollars-
and we were alarmed at how much and at how-well, at how much
can be done to reduce those errors.

But it simply requires staff. But we think it pays for itself. We
think we can show that to you, where it would more than pay for
additional expenditures.

With regard to items 6 and 7, item 6 deals with eliminating the
national EB trigger, and item 7 would permit States to alter the
State EB trigger, extended benefits. We have no recent formal
position; however, as president I am quite certain that we would
support item 7, which would allow a State to alter its EB trigger.
That would be consistent with our position that we can best deter-
mine when we have an unemployment problem.

With regard to item 6, I am very uncertain as to that-that is
the elimination of the national trigger-but I would say this, that
we would be more than willing to poll our members and to share
those results with you.

Senator Bomm. I would appreciate that. As I understand now,
once the trigger-once you reach the average national rate it is
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triggered in all States, whether or not those States have as high an
unemployment rate, so you may have an 8 percent overall national
unemployment rate, but State X may only have 3 percent, yet it is
triggered in State X as well as in the other States?

Mr. TAYLOR. The majority of our members might argue with you.
They may feel a State trigger might have a more targeting effect
as to where the real problem is. We would be happy to do that.

Senator BOREN. I realize that not to trigger it would give rise to
the argument in some States of, "We are not getting our fair share
of the dollars." But overall, if you didn't know where you were
going to be ahead of time, you might be more in favor of it in
terms of philosophy.

I would appreciate that, if you could do that, and supply it; that
would be helpful to the full committee at the time they bring this
up for consideration.

Mr. TAYwoR. We will discuss it with your staff and proceed to do
that.

With regard to item 8 that dealt with providing certain incen-
tives to Federal agencies or departments as employers to better
police the UC system, we have no formal position on that, but I am
again quite certain that we would support that effort.

One of the key aspects to the unemployment insurance system is
the full participation, not only by the claimant and by the agency,
the unemployment insurance agency, but also by the employer.
And the employer in this case is the Federal department.

If Federal departments had an idea about how much they were
paying in unemployment insurance, they may have more incentive
to give us wage and separation information to challenge claims, et
cetera.

So we think, while it is good in the private sector, it ought to be
good here. So we would support that, I am quite certain.

With regard to item 9, that is an item that would say that the
trade readjustment weekly benefit amounts would equal the State
weekly benefit amounts, and we would have no direct, formal
position, except for the fact ICESA generally has favored and gone
on record as supporting one UI system.

We are cognizant, however, of perhaps the need for Federal UI
programs, a program to cover unemployment due to national deci-
sions; and if that is the decision of Congress, so be it.

But what we would urge you to do is to give a close look at
seeing if you couldn't have one consolidated Federal program.

Senator BOREN. In other words, instead of saying we will pick out
this industry or that-

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, the airline industry, et cetera. Yes, sir, so if
something could be done in that area, it would be a great help in
the administration and the equity in it.

With respect to item 10 dealing with interest on loans from State
trust funds, we do have in this regard a formal position favoring
interest on future loans.

Now the tenth item that you are considering, I read that to
mean loans and interest period. We would be in favor of interest on
loans in the future.

Senator BoREN. In other words, not making it retroactive to
States?
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Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Senator BOREN. Well, I think you make a good point on that.

Was that fairly overwhelmingly adopted by your association in
terms of prospective?

Mr. TAYLOR. What the members saw, Senator, -was perhaps there
was a need, certainly there was a minority against it, but the
majority felt this would perhaps provide an incentive to a State to
raise its taxes, to perhaps reassess its program, to try to reduce
costs, et cetera, so it could pay back its loan a little earner, when a
delay in paying it back is costing more money.

So we have supported that concept.
Senator Bom. I am in sympathy with what you say in terms of

prospective instead of retroactive application.
From my own association with State government, we have all

been troubled with that, with one agency applying retroactive
rules.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is a very quick highlight of the testimony we
have.

Senator BoNN. We appreciate it. I think I have' asked my ,ques-
tions pretty much as we have gone along. I hope it hasn't disrupted
the flow of your testimony.

I appreciate the testimony very much. We will put the full text
in the record and appreciate your taking the time to be with us
today.

Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Taylor follows:] -
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Statement by S. Martin Taylor, Director of the

Michigan Employment Security Comission and President,

Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies

INTERSTATE CONFERENCE OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCIES

SUMAARY

The Interstate Conference advocates a strong Federal-State partnership
which utilizes the commitment of both partners to ensure that the unemployment
insurance system in the United States accomplishes its mission effectively
and efficiently. We remain committedto the notion that each State must
responsibly review its particular labor market and enact unemployment insurance
laws which fairly protect the rights of both the workers and employers in
the State. To this end, the Interstate Conference urges the Subcommittee
to consider the following:

- The recommendations embodied in items 1; 2, 3, 4, 7, and 11
would establish Federal requirements for State laws. We
believe provisions of this type should originate in the
States through consultation with the employers and workers
in the State, rather than as a result of Federal legislation.
These recommendations would require legislation in a minimum
of thirteen States or jurisdictions and we estimate that
such legislation could not reasonably occur in all cases
prior to 1981.

- We concur in general with the recommendations contained in
items 5, 8, 9 and 10. There is evidence that improvements
in benefit payment control can be made through increased
staffing. Any encouragement that can be provided to Federal
agencies In supplying prompt and accurate separation and
wage information will Improve not only the timeliness of
payments to claimants, but will also reduce the costs of
the program. Trade Readjustment Assistance should be
more consistent with the regular unemployment insurance
program. Finally, interest on future loans, especially
in conjunction with a fiscally sound reinsurance program,
is both reasonable and justified.

- The elimination of the national trigger for the extended
benefit program does not seem to acknowledge the impact
of higher levels of national unemployment and the concept
that the risks of high national unemployment should be
shared. We would oppose the elimination of the national
trigger for extended benefits.

The Interstate Conference maintains the strong belief that one of
the most effective ways to reduce the costs of the unemployment insurance
program is to wisely invest administrative dollars, thereby improving the
ability of the States to provide prompt and proper services to claimants,
while assisting both the unemployed and other job seekers to find employment.
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INTERSTATE CONFERENCE OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCIES

INTRODUCTION

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies is pleased

to have the opportunity to submit views on Chairman Boren's proposals for

modifying the unemployment insurance program. The membership of the

Interstate Conference includes the Employment Security Administrators

from the fifty States, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and the District

of Columbia. As the individuals responsible for the'employment security

programs In the States, we are dedicated to the improvement of the unemploy-

ment insurance program, the Employment Service and the many other employment

programs which are administered by the State employment security agencies.

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies welcomes

the opportunity to review the unemployment insurance program, and we are

particularly interested in considering any measures which will reduce the

costs of this important system, while improving its quality and service to

the unemployed. We are reminded, when reviewing measures which would change

the program, that the balance between the State and Federal governments

in creating and administering the unemployment insurance system is unique

in all the many arrangements that exist in our nation. We are convinced

that it is the very uniqueness of the Federal-State partnership that gives

the unemployment insurance program its strength to withstand the demands

that it has faced for the past forty years. At the same time, it is

this same partnership that by its very nature, requires careful consideration

of Federally mandated changes in the program, which will then have to be

enacted by the fifty-three jurisdictions. The original notion that the States

must each knowledgably review their own special labor market configurations

and enact unemployment compensation laws, within broad Federal guidelines,

which would best serve the unemployed workers and the employers in that
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labor market, still must be considered by each of us when reviewing changes

in the Federal requirements for this program. It is in light of the-

special relationship between the State, the Congress and the Federal

executive branch that we present our views to the Subcommittee.

COMMENTS ON THE SPECIFIC ITEMS

Item 1

The first item for consideration by the Subcommittee would require

that benefit claimants be disqualified for the duration of their unemploy-

ment when they were determined to have voluntarily quit, to have been

discharged for misconduct, or refused an offer of suitable work. Currently,

thirty-five States have some form of duration disqualification for workers

who have voluntarily quit their jobs without good cause. In reviewing

the various requirements for requalifying under current disqualification

provisions, It is clear that the States involved have considered a wide

range of factors, including the amount of earnings relative to the weekly

benefit amount, the numbers of weeks of work after being disqualified, and

the issue of whether the work is in covered employment or not. Similarly,

thirty States have some kind of duration disqualification for workers

discharged for misconduct, and twenty-six States disqualify claimants

for refusing suitable work without good cause, for the duration of their

unemployment.

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies believes the

duty to determine the type of disqualification provisions for voluntarily

quitting, being discharged for misconduct or refusing suitable work is the

responsibility of the State, in response to the workers and employers in

that State. The labor market conditions in one State will and do differ

significantly from those in another State. While it may be very reasonable
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to deny claimants for the duration of their unemployment in a State which

is experiencing an expanding ecomony and has many alternative Job opportun-

ities, it may inequitable to require disqualifications beyond 15 or 20

weeks in other States with more restricted job opportunities. The question

that each State must answer is whether-there is a point at which a person

who may have become unemployed due to his own actions, but who has remained

unemployed over a long period of time, eventually becomes unemployed through

no fault of his own because the labor market can not.provide job openings.

The Interstate Conference subscribes to the notion that each State is in

the best position to determine the answer to that question and to recommend

the appropriate type of disqualification for the situations we are

considering.

We would urge the Subcommittee to consider the effects of requiring

that each State establish a duration disqualification for voluntary quits,

discharges for misconduct and refusals of suitable work. We would also

ask the Subcommittee to recognize that the application of a Federally

mandated duration disqualification would ignor the differences in the

various labor markets and would perhapes treat some claimants inequitably

in a given labor market.

Item 2

The second item under study by the Subcomittee would require that

States deny benefits beyond thirteen weeks to a benefit claimant refusing

any reasonable job offer. The definition of reasonable job offer presented

for consideration would require that the job meet basic health and safety

standards, complies with the Federal minimum wage and is acceptable under

existing Federal standards. This definition is similar to the requirements

included in the Emergency Unemployment Compensation Act of 1974. While most
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States agree that there should be a period of time during which a newly

unemployed person is allowed to search for work similar to his last

employment, most States also currently require that claimants expand

their availability for work as the length of their unemployment increases.

We know of no State which currently requires that benefit claimants accept

any offer of work, under the definition provided, after thirteen weeks.

Furthermore, there is a significant difference between the application of

a requirement that individuals who have been unemployed for thirty-nine

or more weeks, under the Emergency Unemployment Compensation Act of 1974,

accept any reasonable offer of work and the suggestion that this type

of requirement be effective after thirteen weeks of unemployment.

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies has long

argued that the basic responsibility for financing and administering the

regular unemployment insurance program, generally considered to include

up to a maximum of twenty-six weeks of benefits, rests with the State

and the State's employers and workers. While it has been our position

that benefits beyond the regular program should be the responsibility
..pfthe Stbte and Federal governments, we agree that there may be legitimate

reasons for the Federal partner to impose requirements on the receipt

of those benefits. Based on these beliefs, we would suggest that it

should be the State which determines the definition of suitable work

during the first twenty-six weeks of unemployment.

We urge the Subconittee to oppose the suggestion that any reasonable

offer of work, as defined, become grounds for a denial of benefits after

thirteen weeks of unemployment. Again, we emphasize that the variation

in labor market conditions from State to State alone, makes such a

requirement highly inequitable in many States. Additionally, we believe
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the States must be given the responsibility for determining the application

of work search requirements and the definition of suitable work during

spells of unemployment covered under the regular State unemployment insurance

programs.

Item 3

The third item under consideration by the Subcommittee would require that

States deny benefits to workers who become unemployed due to predictable,

seasonal layoffs. We concur with the statement that"the main objective

of the unemployment Insurance program is to provide security for workers

against the sudden loss of income which occurs when they are unavoidably

laid off." We would suggest that workers who are employed in seasonal

industries can not avoid being laid off any more than can other workers

in year-round industries. Typically, the workers facing predictable,

seasonal layoffs do not know which of their group will be laid off,

do not know when they will be laid off or for how long they

will be without work.

We must add immediately that there are other, equally important, objectives

of the unemployment insurance program. Among these is the fact that the

payment of unemployment insurance benefits to workers In a given community

ensures the stability of the work force during periods of economic downturn

in that community. The employers in each State are contributing taxes to

the State trust fund to guarantee that there will be benefits available

to their workers, thereby allowing those workers to remain within the

local labor force and to return to work as it becomes available. Most

States utilize the availability requirements of their laws, their knowledge

of the characteristics of local labor markets and some forty or more years

of experience to review the application of work seach requirements to those

unemployed due to seasonal layoffs.
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A comparison is offered between the denial of teachers who are between

regular semesters of school and other seasonal workers. We suggest that

the primary motivation for denying teachers between terms is that teachers

obtain yearly contracts with compensation meant to be sufficient to sustain

them during the summer months. However, seasonal workers, who are laid off

every year for short periods, do not receive higher wages to compensate for

the periods during which they are unemployed. Furthermore, there are

many types of seasonal labor markets which are nearly without employment

opportunities during short periods between the high employment seasons.

making the stabilizing effect of unemployment insurance benefits essential

to those labor markets.

We urge the Subcommittee to consider the stabilizing effects of

unemployment insurance benefits to a community during seasonal slowdowns

and to recognize that each State provides principles of availability for

work which are applied to each individual claimant in testing the nature

of his unemployment and the ability of the labor market to provide him

with work. Further, we urge the Subcommittee to oppose the blanket

denial of benefits to workers who are laid off to due predictable,

seasonal downturns, since those individuals are suffering an unavoidable

loss of wages through no fault of their own.

Item 4

The fourth item the Subcommittee will consider would require that all

States establish a one-week waiting period. Currently, forty States

provide that claimants shall serve a one-week waiting period prior to

receiving their first benefit check. It is our understanding that the

original purpose of the waiting week was simply to allow for sufficient

time to organize the information required to establish the claimant's

monetary and personal eligibility. In fact, the earliest waiting periods
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were for four weeks, rather than one week. However, as administrative

procedures have improved, there is less need to provide the one-week

period in which to establish the initial claim for benefits. We should

point out that claimants are only required to serve one waiting week

per benefit year, in part because once the claim has been established,

there is no difficult administrative procedure required to re-open the

claim. The fact that many States have recently eliminated or are

considering eliminating the waiting week from their current law is the

result of the improved technology which allows for the more rapid and

efficient establishment of a new claim for benefits.

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies again would

argue that the decision to retain the waiting week principle within a

State unemployment insurance program is the responsibility of the State,

with consultation from the employers and workers in that State. We would

urge the Subcommittee to oppose the recommendation that the waiting week

be required in each State law.

As a general comment regarding the first four items, may we point

out to the Subcommittee that while each is estimated to result in decreased

benefit costs, those cost savings could not be attained until such time as

each State has passed conforming State legislation. It is our understanding

that the Subcommittee is particularly interested in identifying measures which

would result in cost savings during FY 1980. With.the current scheduling of

State legislative sessions, that would mean that several States would not

be in a position to pass any of these measures until 1981. The earliest

possible date we could anticipate that the estimated savings would be

realized would then be in 1981 or 1982. Additionally, recent experience

with the problems involved in obtaining conforming legislation in the States,

after the passage of P.L. 94-566, highlightsthe serious nature of requiring
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the States to enact provisions set forth in Federal statutes. While we

agree that Congress must provide certain broad, conceptual principles which

will shape the unemployment insurance system, we are concerned that the

measures we are reviewing today are extremely specific and perhaps more

appropriately handled through State initiated legislation.
Item 5

The fifth item being considered by the Subcommittee would provide

increased assistance to the States for controlling error and fraud in

the unemployment insurance program. Any system of the magnitude of the

unemployment insurance system in the United States will be subject to some

error and some fraud. Especially since the 1974-75 recession, there has

been increased attention focused on abuse of the unemployment insurance

system. However, we wish to state from the outset, that we are not

convinced that error or friud is rampant in this system. On the contrary,

we would suggest that the general level of error in the payment of benefits

is extremely low and is evidence of the sound management policies which

are used in the States. Furthermore, when errors are made, the overpayments

are generally recovered. Currently, the National Commission on Unemployment

Compensation is conducting a study of overpayments resulting from both

errors and fraud in the unemployment insurance system. We welcome such

a review and look forward to their analysis and recommendations for

improving benefit payment control procedures.

During the last several years, the Interstate Conference has requested

additional funding from Congress to increase the staffing in both the

benefit payment control and eligibility review programs. These two programs,

when operating at a reasonable capacity, have assisted the States in

ensuring that benefit claimants are meeting the basic personal eligibility

requirements during each week they are filing and that each claimant is
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receiving his proper benefit amount. While in FY 1978 the Congress provided

the States with additional funds to increase the staffing for these

valuable programs, the Department of Labor and the Office of Management

and Budget have only increased the staffing for these programs while

decreasing the staffing for other equally important elements of the

benefits processing program. We maintain that adequate staffing for

each of the broad-band functions of the program, i.e. for the initial

claims, additional claims, non-monetary determinations and appeals processes,

in conjunction with adequate staffing for benefit payment control and

eligibility review will greatly reduce the current level of error in

the system. It is our view that the expenditure of administrative dollars

to ensure adequate staffing is one of the best investments government

can make and that there will be significant savings to the system due

to reduced etror and abuse in benefit programs.

The Subcommittee Study Materials suggest that Federal aid might be

provided to establish computerized quality control systems and that other

Federal aid might be withheld in cases where there were hlgh levels of

error. We concur that computerized quality control systems may be

desirable, and in fact, there are many States exploring a newly developed

system called the Master Recovery System. This software package is available

to those States that have the computer hardware to utilize the program.

However, not all States are currently in a position to consider the use

of additional program packages, since their level of automation is being

used to its capacity. The entire issue of automation in the States is

being carefully reviewed by both the Interstate Conference and the

Department of Labor's Employment and Training Administration. We would

be delighted to work with the Subcommittee and the Department of Labor

to find ways of improving benefit payment, control through the use of

computerized quality control systems.

53-247 0 - 79 - 4
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With regard to the concept of withholding other types of Federal. funding

in an effort to provide incentives to the States to reduce error, we would

favor the concept of providing incentives but we are certainly unsure that

the suggested method would prove viable. The existing funding mechanisms

for the unemployment insurance program and indeed the employment security

program, is extremely restrictive. There is no State in the nation which

is able to maintain their staffing at the levels they believe are required

to do a completely adequate job of serving the unemployed and the job

seekers who visit the local offices throughout the country. We would

suggest that rather than withholding funding, that the Subcommittee

consider the notion of increasing staffing levels, measuring the

improved benefit payment control activities which could then take place,

and rewarding those States which have improved by continuing to supply

adequate staffing. Again, we would point out that the investment of

administrative dollars will, we believe, yield decreases in outlays due

to error or fraud.

Therefore, the Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies

supports the reconmendation that increased assistance be made available

to control error and fraud in the unemployment insurance system. We would

suggest that the application of that assistance be focused on improved

staffing and possibly computerization of quality control systems where the

States can accept such automation efforts. We would oppose the withholding

of Federal funding but support the provision of additional funding and main-

tenance of that funding in States which can improve their benefit payment

control efforts.

Item 6

The sixth item for consideration would eliminate the national trigger

for the extended benefit program. Under current law, when the national

unemployment rate reaches 4.5 percent, the national trigger is "on" and
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the extended benefits program becomes available throughout the nation for

thirteen weeks. As you know, the Interstate Conference provided a great

deal of input during the creation of the extended benefit program. It

was believed that when the national unemployment rate met or exceeded

4.5 percent that there was sufficiently wide-spread unemployment to

warrent the payment of additional benefits to affected workers throughout

the country. Furthermore, the concept of a national trigger recognizes

that at higher levels of national unemployment, we must all share in the

risks being faced by a large group of unemployed workers.

While it is true that the workers in many States will not necessarily

be experiencing the same high levels of unemployment as the workers in

other States during any given period of national extended benefits, it

is also true that frequently workers in particular industries throughout

the nation may be especially hard-hit when the national unemployment

rate reaches 4.5 percent. The extended benefits program is intended to

provide benefits to persons .who have exhausted their regular benefits and

have, through no fault of their own, remained unemployed. Each State

provides careful procedures for reviewing each claimants availability

for work and examines the work search efforts made by claimants as their

periods of unemployment lengthen. We maintain that when extended benefits

are available that claimants who are legitimately unemployed, due to

restricted labor market conditions, are receiving those benefits.

One question that occurs to us in reviewing this proposal is would

there actually be savings as a result of eliminating the national trigger

for extended benefits? Many State laws use language which requires that

extended benefits be paid when one of several conditions occurs, and one

of the conditions is that the national unemployment rate has reached
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I I/
or exceeded 4.5 percent. That is, in these States, it is not necessary

for the Secretary of Labor to announce that the national trigger is "on",

only that the national unemployment rate be 4.5 percent or higher. Other

States might be motivated to enact provisions in their laws which would

trigger on extended benefits at the 4.5 percent national unemployment rate

level, regardless of the presence of a national trigger. In any event,

the question is will there actually be significantly fewer States paying

extended benefits when the national unemployment rate has reached 4.5 percent?

If the answer is no, and most States would begin paying extended benefits when.

that national rate reaches 4.5 percent, there would not be a great

reduction of benefit outlays.

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies believes that

the States have sufficient controls within their programs to ensure that

claimants receiving extended benefits.are legitimately eligible to receive

them. We would oppose the elimination of the national trigger because

we believe when the national unemployment rate meets or exceeds 4.5 percent,

there is serious unemployment occurring in the nation. We would also suggest

that recent efforts by the Department of Labor to improve the sensitivity

of the national trigger formula to changes in the unemployment rate, may

reduce the length of time that extended benefits are available. This will

mean that the States, using their own State triggers, will be responding

to the unemployment rates within their own labor markets more often, and

that fewer States with lower unemployment rates will be paying extended

benefits.

Item 7

The sventh item under consideration by the-Subcommittee would permit

the States to establish optional extended benefit triggers in the State
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at a higher insured unemployment level. Under this measure, States

would be allowed to set the State trigger levels above the current

level of 5.0 percent, providing flexibility to the State to determine

which level is most suitable for their labor market. The Interstate

Conference of Employment Security Agencies is on the record as

favoring State flexibility in determining policy in the regular

programs. While we have no formal position which addresses the concept

of allowing the States to establish a State trigger level at other than

5.0 percent, we would support the further examination of this concept.

It is conceivable that some State trigger levels realistically could

be established at a level higher than 5.0 percent and still accomplish

the purposes of the extended benefit program. However, we believe that

further study of the effects of higher trigger rates should be made

and a review of potential limits to the level of increase be considered.

Item 8

The eighthitem under consideration by the Subcommittee will provide

incentives for Federal agencies to contest improper benefit claims. The

Interstate Conference would welcome a greater participation from Federal

agencies in the claims process. Not only is'there little incentive for

a Federal agency to contest claims, but also there are no incentives for

Federal agencies to provide even the most basic wage and separation

information in a prompt fashion. As you know, the States are required

to pay claimants their first benefit checks within a standard amount of

time established by the Secretary of Labor. It is nearly impossible for the

States to pay claimants who have Federal wages in a timely manner, because

we are not able to obtain the necessary wage information from these

agencies for weeks at a time. In addition, these agencies do not respond
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to requests to verify the reason for separation, resulting in the payment

of benefits to claimants who may not be qualified to receive them.

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies encourages

the Subcommittee to review the problems that the States experience with

Federal agencies and to provide incentives for improved cooperation.

Item 9

The ninth item under study would modify the trade adjustment assistance

program to provide the same benefit amounts as the regular unemployment

insurance program. It is pointed out in the Study Materials that currently

recipients of trade readjustment assistance payments receive higher benefits

than other unemployed persons in the same labor market. The Interstate

Conference believes that the creation of special programs for special

groups of workers is not desirable. We have favored the concept of one

unemployment insurance system which provides protection against the loss

of wages and assistance in finding re-employment. However, we also

recognize that there *is growing concern over the impacts of certain

national policy decisions on particular groups of workers.-

The Interstate Conference suggests that some consideration be given to

establishing one, unified, Federal unemployment assistance program created

to meet the genuine needs of workers who are unemployed due to changes

in national policy over which they have no control. Such a program could

provide benefit payments for longer periods of time, thereby ensuring

the worker has sufficient opportunity to search for work in his local

area. In addition, such a program could provide intensive job search

assistance, testing, counseling, training opportunities and relocation

assistance. We remain available to the Subcommittee to explore this

possibility further and recommend a review of all the special adjustment

programs prior to modifying any one of them.
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Item 10

The tenth item the Subcommittee is reviewing would require the States

to pay interest on funds borrowed from Federal accounts. Under the

current law, loans have been interest free and there have been extensions

available to the States to provide additional time in repaying these loans.

Because of the severe impact of the 1974-75 recession, we have held that

these actions were reasonable. The Interstate Conference has also been

involved in many studies of the fiscal condition of the State trust funds.

After many years of work, we are convinced that there must be serious

consideration given to enacting a method of reinsuring the unemployment

insurance system during and immediately after periods of catastrophic

unemployment.

To this end, we have supported continuous effort to find the best

reinsurance plan available and we fully support H.R. 3937 which provides

such a plan. In addition, we have providedour support for H.R. 4007, which

will allow the States to repay a portion of any debt they may have from

State trust funds under certain, specified conditions. The portion would

be the same amount that would have been paid by the employers in that

State, had the FUTA tax credit been reduced. This type of flexibility

is essential. We also favor the assessment of interest on loans

made in the future to the States from Federal accounts. We have suggested

that no interest be charged during the first year of indebtedness, but

that escalating interest be assessed during additional years.

The payment of interest on loans will not result in cost savings.

If it is anticipat d that interest will be assessed against and paid for from

the State trust funds under current law, this will result in a shifting of

existing revenue from one account to another. That is to say, since the

- 15 -
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State trust funds are part of the Federal Unified Budget, interest assessed

against amounts owed from the State trust funds to the Federal Unemployment

Account, will all be revenue that is already within some account of the

Federal budget. If, however, the intention is to require that the

employers in the States which are in debt be assessed additional taxes to

pay interest, then the interest received by the Federal government would

be ne ! revenue. As was true in several other items we have discussed,

State legislation would be required before the employers in a given State

could be assessed additional taxes to pay for interest on either current

or future loan balances.

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies would

support consideration of the application of interest to loans made to

the States In the future. We would pleased to offer our assistance to

the Subcommittee in determining the best system of interest payments

that might be applied in the future. We would be opposed to the assessment

of interest against currently outstanding loans. It is our strong belief

that without a fiscally sound reinsurance plan, it would be extremely

unfair to assess interest against those States currently in debt.

Item 11

The eleventh and final item under study by the Subcommittee today, would

provide for the reduction of benefits when the unemployed individual is

receiving a pension based on recent employment. This measure would require

that pensions or retirement pay based on employment during the two preceding

years be deducted from unemployment compensation benefits. This reconrmendation

is different from the current law, enacted in P.L. 94-566, and from the

recommendations of the National Commission on Unemployment Compensation.

While we find the reduction of benefits only if the retirement pay is

based on recent employment far more equitable and reasonable than current law,
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we continue to oppose the enactment of a Federal requirement that all States

provide for the same type of pension deduction statute. As we stated

earlier, we contend that the State, through consultation with its employers

and workers, must examine its own labor market and enact appropriate

legislation. We believe this applies as well in the case of a pension

deduction provision as it does in the case of disqualification provisions,

waiting week provisions and otehr specific, detailed provisions affecting

unemployment compensation programs.

Recently, the Interstate Conference presented testimony to the

House Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation

(Ways and Means Committee) regarding the pension deduction provision of

P.L. 94-566 and the bill, H.R. 4464 which would eliminate this requirement

from the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. We have attached a brief back-

ground paper submitted to the House Subcommittee for your review.

CONCLUSIONS

The Subcommittee has asked for our recommendations for other methods

by which the costs of the unemployment insurance program could be reduced.

We would reiteriate a point we made earlier. The Interstate Conference

is convinced that a most expedient way to reduce the costs of the

unemployment insurance program is to ensure that there are sufficient

administrative dollars available to provide adequate, efficient and

proper claims services to the unemployed, thereby reducing errors and

the potential for abuse; and to provide job search assistance, counseling,

testing, training and job development services to unemployed workers.

We strive to improve our programs and to assist the unemployed worker

to become reemployed as soon as possible. With the proper staffing, we

are certain we could improve our ability to accomplish our mission
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effectively and In a cost-efficient manner. The investment of

administrative dollars could very well result in improved program

efficiencies and cost savings beyond those anticipated from the suggested

measures that we have been discussing today.

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies commends

the Subcommittee for their efforts to review these measures and to

identify those which will result in reduced costs for the unemployment

insurance system. We stand ready to provide the Subcommittee with any

further assistance we can in developing these points further or in

discovering other methods for reducing costs. The Interstate Conference

appreciates this opportunity to share our views with the members of

the Subcommittee and we hope that we have been of some assistance in

explaining our positions.
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Comments by
Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies, Inc.

This paper is submitted on behalf of the Interstate Conference of Employment

Security Agencies, Inc. (ICESA) an organization of the State Employment Security

Administrators of the fifty States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the

Virgin Islands. The purpose of tlis submission is to expresr the views of the

ICESA on H.R. 4464 which eliminates the requirements established by P.L. 94-566

that retirement pay, including social security, be deducted from unemployment in-

surance (UI) benefits beginning in April 1980.

It is easy for us to understand that the decision to require the deduction

of pensions from unemployment insurance benefits was an attempt to prevent what

has come to be called the "double dip.0 Receiving both retirement pay and unem-

ployment insurance benefits simultaneously, especially if the employer is both

providing the pension and is chargeable for the unemployment insurance benefits,

raises questions of both fairness to the employer and labor market attachment by

the individual. However, the current language of Section 3304 (paragraph 15) of

the IRSCode is extremely broad, requiring the reduction of any unemployment benefits

by the amount of a pension or any other form of retirement pay during any week

that an individual would be eligible to receive both types of benefits. Pensions

received from an employer not chargeable for the UI benefits; social security

benefits (even if the wages on which the UI benefits are based were earned after

retirement) and pensions to which the employee contributed would all be deducted

from UI benefits. Also included would be individual retirement plans such as Keough

and the Individual Retirement Account (IRA) which are paid for entirely by the

retiree. Had the individual simply put his money into a savings account rather than

a retirement plan, the proceeds would not affect his UI benefits. We believe

that there are conditions under which pensions should be deducted from unemployment

insurance benefits but that there are also conditions under which such deductions

are not appropriate.
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The fundamental question we must ask ourselves is whether all conditions

under which an-individual is receiving a form of retirement pay, and under which

an individual is also eligible for unemployment compensation, should be subject

to the same treatment. That Is, is there a difference between a recently retired

individual who would receive both unemployment insurance and pension benefits from

the same employer, and another individual who reentered the labor force after

retiring and became eligible for benefits entirely separate from the retiring

employer? We would suggest that there is a continuum of conditions under which

both unemployment and retirement benefits could be available to a given individual

and that under some of these conditions, the reduction of unemployment compensation

by retirement benefits is inequitable and punitive.

Unemployment insurance is intended to enable a worker to maintain his standards

of living during a spell of unemployment by replacing a portion of lost wages.

The right to unemployment insurance should not be affected by the amount of property

one owns or by other sources of income one might have. A worker who has established

a standard of living with certain fixed costs based on both retirement income and

Wages needs the replacement of those lost wages as much as any other workers. The

right to replacement of lost wages when one is unemployed through no fault of

one's own, rather than the demonstration destitution, distinguishes unemployment

insurance from public assistance. A worker who has established his attaclhent to

the labor force by sufficient earnings, is involuntarily unemployed and meets

appropriate work search requirements should not be denied the right to replacement

of lost wages simply because he also receives retirement income.

The requirement that U! benefits be reduced by the amount of retirement income

singles out one source of income (and thus one group of people) while other sources

of income such as rental property, stocks and bonds do not affect U! benefits.

Older people whose only source of income is pensions or social security are those

most likely to be working to supplement their retirement income. Many retired
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people have been forced back into the labor market by inflation. The current

plight of those living on fixed Incomes is well known. The loss of wages to these

older workers is no less devastating than lost wages to any other worker. When

Individuals such as these do return to the labor force after retirement, earning

wage credits from employers who are entirely distinct from the retiring employer

and then become unemployed, the reduction of their unemployment benefits is, we

believe, unfair.

Prior to P.L. 94-566 each State was responsible for establishing its own

law regarding the relationship of UI and retirement benefits. This State law

could reflect the economic conditions, social philosophy, and labor market con-

figuration of each State. It is this ability to tailor to individual State needs

which has been a fundamental part of the Federal/State partnership in administering

the UI program. The establishment of Federal requirements such as the pension

deduction provision erodes the partnership concept which has served both parties

well. The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies believes that

the continuation of this partnership is vital to employers and workers of this

country and opposes the weakening effect of the broad Federal requirement for

deduction of pensions from unemployment insurance benefits.

Currently more than two-thirds of the States have provisions in their State

laws regarding the receipt of pensions relative to U1 benefits. These laws

establish various conditions under which pensions are deducted from UI benefits.

The majority deduct when pensions are received from a base period employer. Some

deduct one-half if the employee matched. his employer's contributions. Others

treat the pension as earnings, and an established amount of such earnings are

disregarded before deduction from UI benefits are made. Clearly in the States'

view the various conditions under which one might be receiving a pension and

also qualify for Ul benefits, deserve different treatment.
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The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies supports a return

to the States of responsibility for development of appropriate methods of treating

retirement income. However, an alternative, and less broad, Federal requirement

regarding pensions would be preferable to allowing the current provision to take

effect. We suggest the following alternatives for consideration.

1) A pension might be deducted only if the employer from whose employ the

individual retired Is also chargeable for the UI benefits. This presents

the "double dip" situation in which the employer is both paying an

individual a pension and being charged for U! benefits at the same time.

Two other conditions could apply to this alternative. One, that the

employer must have contributed at least 50% to the pension and two, that if

an individual returns to work for the same employer after retirement,

drawing both wages and a pension, that UI benefits based on wages earned

during this later period of employment not be subject to reduction.

2) Pensions could be treated as 'earnings" and subject to the same amount

of earnings disregard in current State laws. That is, some amount of

earnings or retirement income would be disregarded with the remainder

subject to deduction. For example, many States provide that an individual

may earn a certain amount (often a percent of the weekly benefit) without

affecting his U! benefits - any earnings in excess of that amount are

deducted from the weekly benefit.

3) A base amount such as the maximum social security benefit amount could be

established as an amount to be disregarded for Ul purposes. The amount

of any pension in excess of this amount could be deducted.

Some believe that the inequities that exist in the current pension deduction

provision are justified by the dollar "savings' It will bring about. These savings

may be largely an illusion. The funds "saveS" are trust fund dollars earmarked
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for the payment of UI benefits and can be used for no other purpose. Many pensions

are already deducted, particularly those of the double-dip type, through State

laws. The pensions affected, should the current provision take effect in April 1980.

will be in large part those of workers who need wages plus their pensions in order

to meet their living costs. We believe the reduction of UI benefits to this group

will result In increases in federal outlays for food stamps and other public

assistance payments. We do not believe that the inequitable treatment of older

workers brought about by the pension deduction provision of PL 94-566 will actually

result in a more balanced budget.

In summary, the Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies fully

supports H.R. 4464. The current provisions enacted in P.L. 94-566, in our view,

are too broad and will treat the older worker in an inequitable and punitive fashion.

The majority of the State Unemployment Compensation laws already provide for the

reduction of unemployment insurance benefits under conditions which project the

rights of the employer. We urge that the States continue to be responalble for

reviewing the details of their own State laws on such matters as the reduction of

benefits by retirement benefits. Lastly, we are certain thatthe current provision

will result in many older workers turning to other-sources of public assistance

which will not result in the desired reduction in Federal outlays.

We appreciated the opportunity to share these views with the Subcommittee-
on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation. We sincerely hope that H.R. 4464

will be reported favorably and that its swift passage will be encouraged.
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Senator Bom. I might sa, if there are others present, not
witnesses today but who wouldlike to submit written testimony to
us, you are certainly invited to do so.

I think our next testimony will be presented in panel form: Mr.
Dankosky, assistant legislative director, Pennsylvania Chamber of
Commerce, on behalf of the Council of State Chambers of Com-
merce; and you are accompanied by Mr. Brown.

We also have Mr. Sam Dyer here, if you would like to come on
up, and he is vice president for tax management.

We are pleased to have you all here. We will start with Mr.
Dankosky and then have Mr. Dyer present his comments. We will
see how it goes. I may interrupt you with questions. We will see
how the spirLt leads us here. Why don't you proceed?

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. DANKOSKY, ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE
DIRECTOR FOR THE PENNSYLVANIA CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE, ON BEHALF OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND RELA-
TIONS COMMITTEE, COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COM-
MERCE, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM L BROWN, PRESIDENT,
COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
Mr. D TxOSy. Mr. Chairman, the Council of State Chambers o

Commerce is an organization comprised of 34 State and regional
chambers of commerce organizations. We appreciate the opportuni-
ty of appearing before your subcommittee to share our thoughts
regarding unemployment compensation.

The Council has historically opposed Federal benefit standards;
however, we find ourselves pleasantly surprised by the ideas being
considered by this committee.

Too often we have been placed in the position of opposing Feder-
al benefit standards which would put an unwarranted financial
burden on the States. We do mean what we say, however: We
oppose Federal benefit standards. Although the ones proposed by
this subcommittee are one that, if enacted, could be beneficial to
State programs, we still believe that it is best that individual
States be allowed to make the decision regarding these items.

For example, in Pennsylvania we have a disqualification for the
duration of unemployment for a voluntary quit. The Pennsylvania
chamber has had legislation introduced that would stop payment of
benefits to a person refusing a reasonable job offer. We have not
addressed the problem of seasonal employment but we have intro-
duced legislation to establish a 1-week waiting period.

We do appreciate the committee's concern regarding the unem-
ployment compensation system and applaud the direction in which
the committee is heading.

While we do not recommend that the Federal Government
impose Federal benefit criteria, we do think that this committee
should insist that the National Commission consider these items.
There may be some doubt that a National Commission report
would provide an incentive for States to make changes, and yet the
National Commission Report on workers 'compensation generated
substantial State action.

The council supports the proposals to provide increased assist-
ance to States in control of error and fraud. This type of assistance
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can insure that State programs pay benefits to those truly deserv-

ine also believe that a national trier for extended benefits
should be eliminated. If extended benefits are needed in a State, it
is not necessarily true that an adjoining State is also in need of
making these additional payments. The idea that a certain level of
national unemployment required all States to take the same action
makes little sense to us.

We think that the committee is on the right track in bringing
trade adjustment assistance programs into line with the State UC
program. We think that this should be done both in terms of
benefits and duration. It makes little sense that two unemployed
neighbors should receive different benefits even though they may
have been earning the same amount of money, merely because
they qualify for different programs.

We-do not believe that interest should be charged on current
loans; however, if Congress decides that this should be done, we
believe some allowances should be made for the States. For exam-
ple, interest should be waived if it is shown that the State is taking
appropriate legislative action to insure a proper balance in the
fu£nd.

We also feel that interest should not be charged if the State
system generates a surplus of at least 20 percent of the highest
level of debt until the debt is repaid.

We also believe that when interest rates are being levied provi-
sion should be made to freeze the benefits in the State and to
disallow any further increases until the debt is repaid.

I can speak now from some personal experience, representing a
business association in the State that owes the largest debt.

It is my observation that the reason to charge interest is to
provide an incentive for the State to bring its system into balance
and to provide a solution that would both reduce out go and in-
crease revenues. I can say, unequivocally, that the Pennsylvania
business community has one just that. In 1976 the Pennsylvania
Chamber of Commerce testified before the State Senate's Labor
and Industry Committee. At that time it was consider increas-
ing our State tax base from $4,200 to $6,000. We endorsed an
increase to $5,000 but only if it was accompanied by some commen-
surate changes in the benefit structure. This was turned down by
our State legislature.

In 1977 we lobbied in favor of State legislation to increase the
State wage base to $6,000, to keep our law in line with the 1976
Federal changes.

This year the Pennsylvania Chamber of Commerce has drafted
and introduced in both the Pennsylvania House and Senate legisla-
tion which would make adjustments to the benefit schedule, but it
would also increase employer taxes by $220 million.

The Pennsylvania business community is on record in support of
a balanced unemployment compensation program. We recognize
our obligations as employers and we are willing to pay our fair
share in increased taxes.

How much more can we do besides advocating increased taxes on
business? We interpret the payment of interest as a device to try to
prompt States to action, but yet interest would fall on employers,

53-347 0 - 79 - S
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the very people in Pennsylvania that are attempting to solve the
problem.

The Pennsylvania business community is not the problem. The
past administration turned a deaf ear when we warned of the
insolvency of the UC system. Labor has been adamant in its objec-
tion to any changes whatsoever in the benefit system. Tomorrow
our Governor will address a joint session of our House and Senate
to outline his legislative priorities. At this time I do not know what
type of solution will be offered.

The Pennsylvania business community is faced with a staggering
burden to repay our debt. We will start to pay higher Federal taxes
in 1980. In 1980, if the Chamber's plan is adopted, the increase in
State and Federal taxes would be $300 million. By 1985 that in-
crease, both in State taxes and Federal repayment of the loan, will
be $700 million.

So, you see, the Pennsylvania business community has made a
sizable financial commitment to try to put the UCsystem on a
sound financial footing. The addition of interest to our loan would
only exacerbate our financial problem.

enator BOREM. Let me ask you a question there. I gather from
what you said there has been no real action in terms of overhaul-
ing the system in Pennsylvania then since the large amount of
money became due and owing?

Mr. DANmOSKY. Yes, sir, you are correct. We have consistently
warned of the problem we are having. We have been trying to have
legislation passed. But I guess I could almost forgo the rest of my
comments here just by responding to your question. The idea of
charging interest is to try to get the program back in order. The
very people in Pennsylvania trying to solve the problem are the
employers. We don't have any help coming from the labor organi-
zations and to date we haven't found out from our administration
just which ways they want to go.
. As a matter of fact, tomorrow our Governor is going to address a
joint session of our House and Senate and is going to lay out his
legislative priorities. What program he is going to put for unem-
ployment compensation I am not sure. But the problem is this: If
you charge interest on employers that is going to fall only on the
people trying to solve the problem. And to be perfectly candid,
what wil ha ppen is that the Pennsylvania legislature, at least
some people there, will say, well, the Federal Government did this
to you; we didn't. I think this is something we have to take into
consideration.

Another thing I would like to bring out is it is not uncommon for
the people trying to do the most to get hit the hardest by the
mallet. We just had hearings about 1 monthago regarding con-
formity, whether our State law conforms with the Federal law.
Now the Federal people say we don't conform with respect to
reimbursable employers, like the school districts, and yet if they
find we are out of conformity, who will be the people to be penal-
ized? The private employers.

We would lose our entire FUTA tax credit, $600 million, not
because of anything we did but because there are some esoteric
changes that the Federal people would like to make in the reim-
bursable section. So all I am saying is, I know it sounds as though I
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am apologizing for the State and I guess in a way I have to because
I represent the State or at least one component of it, but the people
I represent have been trying to solve the problem.

Now if the Federal Government wants to do something to try to
bring all sides to the bargaining table, you got us at the bargaining
table. We are sitting there. We just don't have anyone to talk to.

Senator BoRE. I understand your frustration in having gone
through the same thing in trying to change the structure, the
qualification structure if we are going to improve benefits. It is a
very difficult thing to do.

Mr. DANKOSKY. I just might say under the legislation we have
introduced, we would pay increased State taxes and also have some
benefit reductions. The combination of increased State taxes and
the loss of our FUTA tax credit, will total about $300 million by
1980. And by 1985 it will be $700 million in increased dollars that
we are now saying that we are willing to pay. I don't know how
much further a business organization can go or any group can go
to say we are tryhig to solve the problem. I think we have taken a
very responsible position, at least the business community has in
the State of Pennsylvania.

We have a tremendously difficult political situation there. I
guess that is all I have to say on that subject, sir.

Senator Bowm. In the future do you think that having interest
charged on the sums that are owing would provide this additional
leverage to perhaps at least cause action in the States that would
be similarly affected?

Mr. DANxosxy. The charging of the interest could only be used
as leverage if it impacts on all parties equally. If you are only
going to charge interest and shall we say levy it by increasing the
Federal tax, well, then you have only created leverage on one
group of people. In other words-

Senator Boren. Holding the benefits down is the other part of it
you are saying?

Mr. DAxomm. Well really if you want to use interest as a lever,
it has to work on both groups or else you only have one group who
wants to come to the table. That is where we are right now.

Senator Bomm. I understand. That is a good point. I have never
understood why labor would not be very strongly in favor of chang-
ing some of the elements of the benefit structure itself because I
think that the kinds of people who belong to labor organizations
are not the most likely kinds to abuse the system. And in a sense
you are depleting the reserves available for their membership
when they are genuinely laid off by allowing some of these abuses
to continue.

Mr. DANKOSKY. Sir, I am in complete agreement with you. If you
ever discover the answer to that question, please forward it.

Senator Bos. I think we would all like to have that answer.
Mr. Dyer.
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STATEMENT OF SAM DYER, VICE PRESIDENT, TAX PLANNING,
FEDERATED DEPARTMENT STORES, CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE OF THE UNITED STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY MI-
CHAEL J. ROMIG, DIRECTOR, HUMAN RESOURCES AND EM-
PLOYEE BENEFITS SECTION, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF
THE UNITED STATES
Mr. Dym. Thank you.
My name is Sam Dyer. I am vice president of tax planning for

the Ferated Department Stores. I have worked on unemployment
compensation legislation at both the Federal and State level. I
have served on the Federal Advisory Council on Unemployment
Compensation; the national chamber's unemployment compensa-
tion committee and that of the American Retail Federation and
California Taxpayers Association among others. I am accompanied
by Michael Romig who is director of the national chamber's human
resources and employee benefits section.

We appear on behalf of the national chamber. We appreciate the
opportunity to present these views.

Chairman Boren has noted that the expenditures of the Federal-
State unemployment compensation program are a substantial ele-
ment in the Federal budget, and that the Congress has an obliga-
tion to continually review that program to assure that it operates
effectively and that any unnecessary costs are eliminated. As such
a list of possible cost-saving measures which might be considered
has been prepared by the staff of the Committee on Finance.

The Finance Committee staff proposals raise three issues: One,
should the Congress abandon the Federal-State unemployment in-
surance partnership by taking from the States control over critical
questions of benefit amount, duration, and conditions for benefit
eligibility; two, are these proposals improvements over current law;
three, what budget impact will these proposals have on fiscal year
1980 spending?

In our written testimony, we attempt to analyze all of the eleven
staff proposals by answering the above questions for each proposal.

I would like to give you a general reaction to all of the proposals
and submit our written statement for the record.

First, five of the proposals, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 11, are Federal
benefit standards. We would oppose congressional enactment of
any legislation to require the States to amend their laws to comply
with these requirements. This is not to say that we oppose the
unemployment conpensation concepts inherent in these proposals.
Hence, the business community would support these changes to
State laws if they were being done voluntarily by the States.

Second, the remaining proposals are, in our opinion, appropriate
subjects for congressional action. We would support enactment of
all but No. 10 which would require the States to pay interest on
loans from the Federal FUTA account. We are presently studying
this suggestion before taking a policy position.

Third, the budgetary-
Senator BORsN. Let me ask that perhaps in your study of this,

going back to what Mr. Dankoskyr said, that you might focus on
whether or not a difference of position was prospective or whether
or not there should be other sections with it such as no increase in
benefits as long as a State is not in compliance. That would be very
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helpful if you could focus on that and when you do reach a conclu-
sion, to let the committee know your feelings.

Mr. Dym. We will. We will take these items up in the next
meeting-

Mr. ROMIG. Senator, I would just note our study of the financing
of unemployment compensation is much broader than just the
question of attaching interest to any loans. We are actually looking
at suggestions for cost reinsurance and some of the other ideas
such as, what conditions ought to be attached to any loans, when
they should come into play and whether we should have a manda-
tory or voluntary form of reinsurance backup.

Mr. Dym. Our third comment, the budgetary impact on fiscal
year 1980 spending may not be as great as suggested by U.S.
Department of Labor estimates. Because several of the proposals
will require State legislation as well as Federad legislation, there
can be little if any savings in the current fiscal year. Proposals 1, 2,
3, 4, 7, and 11 fall into this category. Only proposals 5, 6, and 9
seemingly offer any opportunity for immediate savings.

Fourth, we also recommend that the proposal No. 8 can be
improved if the Congress would direct the Secretary of Labor to
give more attention to the requirement under current law that

states must use an experience-rating method for raising funds.
In recent years the Department's enforcement of this require-

ment has been lax and, consequently, most States are now non-
charging' a considerable number of claims. This has hindered em-
ployer self-policing of claims and caused costs to rise unnecessarily.

Before closing it may be well to take a moment to explain our
consistent oppition to the Federal benefit standards proposed by
the staff. We are and we will remain convinced of the superiority
of State judgments on important matters such as the amount and
duration of benefits, conditions of benefit qualifications, offsets
against benefits and related matter. If there are problems with
these areas and the judgments made by the States, then the proper
forum for their resolution is within the State not the Congress.

Senator BoIm. Let me ask you in terms of 1 through 4 and 11,
do you have positions on those by a State-by-State basis? Would
you favor the adoption of those if they were voluntarily enacted by
States?

Mr. Dyim. Yes, sir, I think we would probably favor all if they
were voluntarily adopted by the States.

Mr. BRowN. If I might add there, as the Council of State Cham-
bers of Commerce we plan to call these staff recommendations to
the attention of all our State members and urge them to give
serious consideration to modify their State laws along these lines.
So we do plan to take specific action to try to follow up on yourquestions.

M~r.RomG. We do provide a service to our member companies in
that we do take a look at what is happening throughout the States
and try to call attention to some of the innovative changes that
have been occurring in some of the States. The various State
chambers and business associations can plug these into their legis-
lative campaigns.

Senator Bowm. I think this has been very helpful and I under-
stand the ambivalence. I guess we will say that you might feel in
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looking at some of these suggestions in terms of traditional policy
which I think has foundation and merit in it in terms of leaving
these matters to the States. I would imagine you are not usually
confronted by proposed Federal standards that would save money
either. This may be rather unique and perhaps one of the reasons
for the historical position of the chamber.

We hope this will not be arbitrary. We hope looking at the
proposed standards that actually save money will not be such an
unusual thing and will be repeated in the future. But I can certain-
ly understand the positions being espoused here and skepticism
about Federal standards. They have almost been a companion
word; I guess we would say, for increased benefits, increased taxes
and less stringent standards in the past.

I appreciate the testimony from l of you.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
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STATEDNT
on

PROPOSALS FOR REDUCING COSTS
of

FEDERAL-STATE UNCD0LOTHENT CG01ENSATION
before the

SUBCCMITTEZ ON UNENPLOIXET & RELATED PXOBLIS
of the

SENATE CG(ITTU OH FUWCE
for the

CHAKDER OF CGO(ERCE OF THE UlITED STATES
by

Samuel Dyer

My now is Sam Dyer. I am Vice President of Tax Planning for the
Federated Department Stores. I have worked on unemployment compensation legislation
at both the federal and state level. I have served on the Federal Advisory Council
on Unemployment Compensation; the National Chamber's Unemployment Compensation
Comittee and that of the American Retail Federation and California Taxpayers
Association among others. I am accompanied by Michael Romig who is director of
the National Chamber's Human Resources and Employee Benefits section.

We appear on behalf of the Chmber's 88,000 members and the views
we express represent the policy positions of the Chamber.

SUNeAIY

The Finance Committee staff proposals raise three issues:
(1) Should the Congress abandon the federal-state unemployment insurance partnership

by taking from the states control over critical questions of benefit amount, duration
and conditions for benefit eligibility? Because we believe that a better unemployment
compensation system can be achieved through the flexibility of state autonomy than

through a uniform, federally-controlled system, we recommend against enactment of the
five benefit standards among the staff proposals even though each would lower unemploy-

ment costs for employers. We concur with Congressional action on the remaining

proposals.

(2) Are these proposals improvements over current law? We conclude
that most of the proposals would result in a better federal-state unemployment
insurance program. Some are appropriate changes for enactment by the Congress
while others are areas best reserved to the states. Most importantly, stronger
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requirements for experience-rating and more attention to claimant control will

do more to reduce costs than many of the proposals advanced by the Finance Comittee.

staff.

(3) What budget impact will these proposals have on TY 80

spending? We conclude that most viii have little or no impact on FY 80

UC spending.

VARIOUS PROPOSALS FOR CONSIDERATION

The Finance Subcomittee on Unemployment and Related Problems announced

its intention to hold hearings on various proposals which might be considered to Improve

the Federal-State unemployment compensation program in ways which would strengthen

the budgetary situation by reducing unnecessary costs. The staff of the committee

has compiled a list of proposals which, among others, sight be considered in those

hearings. These proposals are listed below together with the Chamber's response

to each.

STAFF PROPOSAL 01:

I. Require di vli.o for d.vtiox of iunempkmet for cusary
qit, d wAarge fir miscoads, and refuni o fwiiable mcrk-When .tn
unemployed worker has vrluntarily left his job without good cause,
has been discharged for misconduct or has refu.ed what the State

id a suitable job offer ior him. he becomes ineligible fort tislt. However. in many States the dlisqualification is liftted after ,4

Period of time. Other States continue the disqualietion for the dura-
tion of unemployment. A recent research study by SRI International
concluded that the average length of unemployment tends to be lower
in Statee which impose disqualification for thi duration of unemploy-
ment. Consideration could be given to requiring all States to utilize
this rule.

f si m.4 aritual ,ev p.-SO.3 billion.

CHARMER RESPONSE:

The Chamber opposes federal legislation to achieve this action by the States.

Such legislation would be a federal benefit standard and, as such, would represent

a major departure from the basic federal-state unemployment compensation relationship,

in which important decisions on how to raise funds and how to pay out these funds in

benefits have been reserved to the states.
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When Congress, spurred by the business depression and massive unemployment

enacted the Social Security Act in 1935, It vas faced with

choosing between a state-adainistered system and a federally run-program.

Instead, it chose to create a federal-state undertaking, with areas of
responsibility clearly defined. Federal law resulted in all states

establishing and operating jobless pay programs under broad federal rules.
State legislatures and state adminstrative bodies vet given the

responsibility for shaping the program to localized conditions and for

making the work, with wide latitude in determining the rules of eligibility
for benefits, the levels of benefits and their duration.

Three principal reasons were advanced in 1935 for leaving the states the
responsibility for developing unemployment compensation program largely

as they saw fit. First, flexibility was needed so that the states could
experiment to find the most effective ways of making a program work.
Second, leaving broad discretionary authorityy with the states would
permit each state to develop a program bnst fitted to its own economic

characteristics. Third, it wae thought ttat all matters in which

uniformity was not absolutely essential should be left to the states.

Thus far, with few exceptions, Congress has not disturbed the basic

federal-state relationship characterizing the unemployment compensation
system. It has rejected numerous proposals to federalize completely or
to remake state programs through the use of federally-dictated standards.

In doing this, Congress reaffirmed the validity of the original decision
that a better unemployment compensation system can be had through the
flexibility of the federal-state arrangement than through a uniform,
federally-managed or controlled system. We see no evidence of any change

in Congresiooal sentiment.

We see no need for federal benefit standards. Our opposition to federal

benefit standards applies equally to all forms including those generally viewed
as favorable to the interests of employers. We are, and will remain, convinced
of the superiority of state Judgements on important matters such as the amount

and duration of benefits, conditions of benefit qualification, offsets
against benefits, and related matters, if there are problems with the
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Judgemnts ade by these states, then the proper forum for their resolutioa
is within that state, not the Congress.

(2) We would encourage our membership to support state letilation to
accomplish this result in those states which now permit payment of benefits
following a voluntary quit, discharge for cause or refusal to accept suitable
employment. The proposal could be improved if it required a
"llgificant" period of re-employment before becoming eliible once a$ain.

(3) This proposal would offer no budgetary savings In Pr 1980 because
of the time lag required by state legislatures to consider and enact this
provision.

STAFl PROPOSAL 2:

I. Re"u"re 'hot Se no. pa n kenep beynd 15 reeke to an indiridive
fsint anRY rMoonoe job oer..-The unemployment compensation

program exists to provide protection against income loss during periods
of invoin. unem lovment. Generally, a worker quAlfies oro up to
26 weeks of bene Vits nh was lid off from work for reasons other t inhis own misconduct or his own voluntary decision to quit and if he
remains ready, willing, mn able to accept new employment. For thebenefit of both the worker and the labor market, newly unemployed
workers ire not required to take any available job but Are permitted
to seek A job which reasonab matches their previous experience,
training, ndernn~g levsl. .. ter seeking such work unsuccessfully
for anaol perio of time. however, individuals may be required
to seek Joe not meeting their full qualificatio s a s condition of con-
tinued benefit elibility. Consideration coiihl be viven to esrablihing
a Federal requimment that States not continue benefit, beyon 1:
weeks unless, at that point, the unemloyed individual is WdliUng to
Accept any job which meets minimum standarls of acceptability suchits basc health anl fafety 4,tndanls, compliance with the federal
minimum wage, and acceptability under e.tiin Federal stendanit.
.1,,zmlar requirement was included in the legislatin extending the now
ex .d]ergeog Uemplovment Compensation Act of 1974.

r a rmrf 24• wf/ 't*pog.-.S&2 billion.

CHIBER RESPONSE:

(1) We oppose this proposal If offered in the form of
federal legislation because it, too, represents a federal benefit standard.

(2) We would urge our membership to support state legislation
to accomplish this in those states not now disqualifying-persons for refusing
suitable work. In our opinion, an Individual who refuses suitable work should be

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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disqualified immediately whether this be in 3rd or the fourteenth week.

Moreover, the definition of suitable work should become more stringent as

Joblessness extend*.

(3) Again there can be little budgetary impact on TY 80 because

of the time required for state legislation.

STAFF POPMSAL #3t

fron l .aonl dmp Noyal.-The mrin ojactive of the xnemployvment
program ts to prove security for workers .ainst the 'udden loss of
come which occurs when they Are unavoidably lad off. It could be
azued that it is inconsistent with this objective to pay benefits to
workers whoae layoff is a regularly recurrw and predictable event
because of the seasonal nature of that employment. In extending un-
employm.ant coverage to Stte anl local government workers. Con-

.ress addressed this problem As it appAies to -.thool employees by pro-
viding for ths denial of benefits during regularly scheduled period s of
nonwork. noe 1976 amendments also provide lor widening benefits toprofessional athletes during the offaeason. Coosderution cotdd be
given to requiring States to establish it seasonal employment exclusion
of general applicability as a few States have olone aldealy. For example,
employment for firms with a pattem of seasonal lavof could be ex.
cluied from consWeration in ,eterminin benefit eiibility durwi the
olseason unless the unemployed person was fully employed during the
same ofssaon in the prior year.

Ettimtd aieal .vi ong.-No estimate yet available.

CRAMER RESPOtSE:

(1) This too is a federal benefit standard which we would oppose if
offered as federal legislation.

(2) Whether to pay benefits to seasonal workers is a difficult decision
best left to individual states. Of concern to met employers is that where
seasonal payments are made the seasonal employer does not pay the full cost
of the benefits.

(3) We doubt if this proposal would have any Pt 80 budget
impact.

PEST COPY AVAILABLE
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STAFF PWPOSAL #4 t

4. Iletlrs eJl aee t &&ff {d. * .risk ,caita .er, a.-oat St ttN.
do not now pay benefit for the fitrt week o( unemplo-ment on the ba*6
that requiring 4 "wAting week" before benefit eliscibi.Uty !,tarta pro-
rides an important incentive to immediately undertee a search for
reemplo, went (or even to find wAvi to avoid being la.t off). Considema-
tion coild be given to requiring t the i-week waiting period be in.
co m 1ted into %Il State .rograw.

CIAMBR RESPONSE:

(1) Thi too would be a federal benefit standard which we would

oppose if offered as federal legislation.

(2) Most states now require a one week waiting period and we
would support establishment of a waiting period in those few states not now

requiring one.

(3) This too would have little budgetary impact on FY 80.

STAFF PROPOSAL iS:

.5. Proe~e ;nvv&eas aanefncwe to Saus ;n control of error aAil frad.-
In the past, when benefit coats were almost entirefv borne trom State
impos&l taxe, there has not been a highly visible Federdl concern
over the need to control the extent of error, fraud, And abuse in State
unemploYment programs. Oiven the increased impact of these pro.
grams on the Federal budget and the increasingly far direct F, leral
contribution to benefit coats through the extended Ienefit prograni
anal other programs involving Federal funding, considleration might
noW be given to providing additional aid anti incentives for improved(
State administration in these areas. Elements which ouldl be eon.
ndereil might include Federal ai in establishing computerized qalit-
control systems antl the auction of Federal payments hinder the
vienous rederally funded parts of the pro ram tI the extent that
error are determined to exceed certain minimum levels.

k.I;maljl aa 4L .aeinvi..-4.l billion.

CIAMER RESPONSE:

(1) Congressional and Administration budgetary decisions
over the lost two decades have hindered state efforts to control error
and fraud. By simply revising the allocation of current FUTA administrative
funds, states can devote more resources to UC claimant control and abuse.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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For example, Nevada found, in 1978, that for each dollar spent on claimant

control, they saved $6.50 in benefits. Employers would enthusiastically

support any program yielding these returns.

(2) No state legislation is necessary.

(3) Savings could result in It 80 and significantly more

then estimated by the Departmeat of Labor.

STAFF PROPOSAL 16:

, 6. ElimisW tde triqW for th ,ze td Ie rs p m.-Under existing law, aft additional 1:1 weeks of benefits over and
above the usual maxdmum duration of 26 weeks for regular State
unempoyment benefits become payable in times of hilth unemploy.meat. Fifty percent of the costs or these extendled benets are paidfrot the proceeds of the Federal unemployment tax. The basis for
the extended benefits program is that unemployed workers may reason.ably be expected to find themselves unable to obtain employment for
a longer period of time when jobs era scare as indicted by high levels
orf unemployment. Consequently, the law requires States to partici.
pate in the extended benefits p. .r -- when insured unemployment
levelst in the State have increasd by at least 20 percent measured
against the 2 prior years) tit an absoLute insured unemployment
rate of.4 percent ha been rehed. The law also, hob'ever, requires_
t hat all states implement the extended benefit proeram when the
national insure .tnemployment rate reaches level of 4.3 percent.
The.su national trser can result in ading months of benefit dra.
tion in a State wh.-ich has experienced neither a particularly high level
of unemplotent nor any relative growth in unemployment levels. in
uh State there rould therefore, ee to be no particular basis for

o sumeing that unemployed workers required additional benefit lane.
tion in order to find new work. Consideration could t be given to delet.
ieng this national trigger so that extended benefits would be payable
Onl%' in those Stats where econo conditions indicated a need fortheilitional duration.

Fiisee4i at asingts.-At the 7 percent total unemployment
rate assuption used for estimating the savings of these proposals
this item would produce no saving since the national triggr would
not be effective.. An 8.o percent total unemployment rate, this item
would reduce program coats by $1.3 billion.

CHAMER RESPONSE:

(1) We concur. Elimination of the national trigger is long
overdue. Experience to date has revealed that in many instances the
national trigger was activated by joblessness in just a few states. Ths
even states where jobs were plentiful were forced to extend benefits.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(2) Only Congress can effect this change.

(3) The budgetary impact in FT 80 would depend on the level of

insured unemploymnt.

STAFF PROPOSAL #7z

Pi' &we~* N0 e~ftiA a ieadeIEjd be~EjSi igge et hmpWe
;Aained .seva pfysem*fn'.-Undr present law, States which are
not required to particilpte in the extended unemployment compen.
nation program under the mandatory trigger provikions (because the"20 percent higher" factor is not met) may elect to opt into programwhen the State insured unemployment rate reached a level of 3 percent.States do not, however, have the option of triggering the program only
at a higher level (such a. 6 percent). Consideration might be given toproviding States this additional exidbility.

&*im'ftd sal seig.p.-Up to $0.4 billion depending on econom-
ic conditions over a period of years.

CHABER R.ESPONISE.

(1) We concur. Both this proposal and the preceding are federal'
requirements upon the states which have required payment of benefits against
the vishes of some states.

(2) Congrssional action is necessary before the
states can act.

(3) The impact on FT 80 ts not likely to be great since state
legislation is aL0o necesary.

STAFF PROPOSAL #8:
4i. Proedt ieaire for F*&dalaslecie* 10 cow,$,I ;'~jProeF Ustdainu.-An importent'eleinent o1 the unesrploylnaent compensstboaPrrem in the Stats 6the experience rating system which provides

t strong incentive for employers to s4oid unntecSan. employee turn.over And to monitor claims for unemplovtent to osure that improper_Aw...ds+'re notbein mail, sat'!h t-toe . dey sulr] tagt'll oitwirilsire ~ ~ no big al.h the Ntate 4P.nc0% Federal Agencies ilonot hare similar incentive iun theeca" of their emplo%-ees sincebeetcost_ ref, t hA separate account not chargeable to tbeindvidusl Agency. Consideration coUld be civen to requiring eachgency. as it par of its annual budget request, to provide information
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onceinw the amount of henedit, Ial to it* former emnplyoveo in the
.reart nd t ex e ttions for te rosin year. In Alition. the
Dbor Depertmeut eol be rharml with a coniiuing anth.ds o, the

spots ex t pesce and could be required. in its annual budget sub.
46s5400s =Wo WnldnOrmation CRCOncenAg Anys agenda wit b unussi-
ally hig bnft chriet.

tiw ' caseaf saap.--Lft. than 10.06 billion.

(!idOIl PISPOIIS1:

(1) Ixperience rating is a proven tool which provides a strong

incentive to stabilize eployment and to monitor claim. Federal agencies

could reduce their costs if more attgation vas centered on their experience.

(2) Despite federal requirements on the states to raise tC funds

via experience rating, the Department of Labor has been Uloving the states
to non-charge a growing amount of their benefit costs. Whis has seriously

undermined experience rating in every state. Thus ve would urge this

committee to direct the Secretary of Labor to increase his attention to this

federal requirement.

(3) Considerable savings beyond Department estimates would likely

result from increased employer attention to UC costs.

STAFF PROPOSAL 19:

9. Mtodiafy &Gad "WA .d m a sseac proprom to pwocde ae
boufA wropal as fopm W pr rss.-U trade adjustmat aspistance
program provides additional benefits to workers who become unem-
ployed u i result of import competition %-hih causes a decline in the
als or production o their employers. Under existing law, adjustment
euistasce is provided in the 6ri of both higher benefits than would
be p able uider regular unemplovmernt Compensation programs and
a l0oge duration of benefits Inerall 52 weeks AS oppoMsl to 26
weeks Vnder regular State programs). Whl the impact o( import
competition may jutifv & longer duration of beetlts on the basis that
m*as similar dims in a given era could be .imultaneousty impacted
so that it would take a tonger time for workers in the affected in ustr"
to fini ne w work, there does not appear to be a similar rationale fir
prov,.f an higher level of benets then are provided to workers
losc other types of jobs. Conservation could be given to modif'sin
the program by continuing the additional benefit turtion but limiting
benefit levels io thoes of the regular State unemployment compensa-
two program.Uinimoed aitaal .nsaimp.-EO. I billion.
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CAMER ZSPONSEt

(1) We concur. The Chamber ha consistently maintained that
joblessness due to imports is no different from joblesstue due to domestic

considerations. Thus there can be no justification for paying higher

benefits for lonSer periods to trade-impacted worker@. Similar considerations

apply to workers In other industries (rails and forestry) where special benefits

are available.

(2) Leislation is nov before the Finance Commttee to increase

,,the trade adjustment benefits. We urge you to reject It and enact the

staff proposal.

(3) We suspect that considerably more savings than projected by

the Department could be realized in FTY 80.

STAFF PROPOSAL #10c

I0. Reqwirs Stea to pay inoruf o and.US bood from Ffedl
ac.omak.-Under present Law, itate benefit costs am paid from the
proceeds of State unemployment taxes which are deposited in the
State accounts of the unemployment trust fund. If a State account
drops to a level where the State will be unable to meet its benefit
obligations, a Ioao to meet the shortfall is made from the Federal
unemployment account. (If the Federal unemloyment account proves
inadequate, it in turn borrows from the general fund of the Treasury.)
In ea cse. the loans that are made bear no interest. Once a loan
is made to it State under this provision, the State has between 2:)
and 33 months to mako repayment. At the end of thitt period, Federal
collection action. begins by reducing the Federal tax credit otherwise
available to employers in the State. Even so, no interest or other
pealty Applies. Because of the severe impact of the recent recession,
States with outstanding loans were given 3 additional years to make
repayment during which no action is being taken to eect collection.)
&ince these loans ar provided on an interest-free basis, there is little
incentive for States to make repayment any sooner than they have to.-
The Federal Government, however, is actually paying interet on
thee balances since tey repeat an increase in the public debt. A
chane in the law could be considered to increase State incentive to
repay outstandung loans ds quickly as possible by charging interest
on any loan balance outstandig at a rate equal to the going rate of
interest on Federal securities.

Estimated asawl ssrus.-40.4 billion.

CHAPGER RESPONSE:

This proposal is currently under study by the National Chamber.
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itAil FOMSAL I 1II

11. Prss'i.Jo rdion )f beat$*s sra (Ad vamplol ix&Wis1s
if ImiotAGv - pemh.io bse on resat .s$.yse.-Ae -the IM7
amendments to the *useiployinmtnt laws were under ,owiderstint
by" C ns ee m was expressed over the situation in whkh a
ifidi~i ! wo is in fact rettr rather than unemployed may receive
unemployment beaefits at the "m time thet he is recetiig retire-
went pinm. Th law was amended to provdefor a dolar-or-
dollar redueton in uskem loyment bwflts by the amount of any
pe"sio concurrently pay sLe to the individual. Because of concern
that the provision may hve bee too broadly drsw, the tective
date was aet in the future to permit time for study and that effective
date was subsequently further extended to Mitch 31, I9MO. The
tnterim report of the National C ommisuoon t Unemployment Com-
pensation recommended that the provsloo be repealed. U an alterna-
tire to this proposal, consideratwo could be ive to making the
povluon effective with it modifietin meeting the most serious
objections by limiting the reductin to pensions based in whole or
pert on empoyment within the 2 years preceding the date of un-

re .saee sserisn.-SO. billion ta compared with repeal

omed by the National Commis,4m).

CHAME RESPONSE:

(1) We would oppose this proposal if

since we vew it " federal benefit standard.

(2) A provision for the coordination

and pension benefits exists in the laws of 38

states should adopt siilar provisions.

This concludes our presentation.

raised by our testimony. Thank you.

offered a federal legislation

of unemployment Compensation

states. We believe the other

We %vuld be happy to answer-questions
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COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
WASHINON IS C OfRSW I:

49 S. CITO ST, W. * SL1E 412 • W 0W TO D 20003 (M) 4U44103

SUGARY OF COMMENTS BY JOHN DAKOSKY h,.'m
October 1, 1979L

The Council of State Chambers of-Comuerce, an organization comprised of
\34 State and regional chamber of commerce organizations, has consistently in
the past opposed Federal intervention in State programs.

For this reason we cannot support proposals such as:
Require disqualification for duration of unemployment for
voluntary quits, discharge for misconduct, and refusal of
suitable work.
Require that States not pay benefits beyond 13 weeks to an
individual refusing any reasonable job offer.
Require that States not pay benefits on the basis of predictable
layoffs from seasonal employment.
Require all States to establish a one-week waiting period.

We agree that these proposals would most probably result in cost savings
and applaud the Committee's efforts in this area. We do not, however, feel
that Federal requirements placed upon the State are in the best interest of
the unemployment compensation system.

We are also not in agreement with the proposal which reads:
Require States to pay interest on funds borrowed from Federal accounts

We feel that a change of policy at this point would not be fair to the
ates. We do, however, have an alternative to this proposal in the text of
r statement which we hope the Committee will take note of.

We heartily support the proposals which read:
Provide increased assistance to States in control of error and fraud.
Eliminate the national trigger for the extended benefit program.
Permit States to establish optional extended benefit trigger at
higher insured unemployment levels.
Provide incentives for Federal agencies to contest improper benefit
claims.
Hodify trade adjustment assistance program to provide same benefit
amount as regular program.

We believe these proposals to be sound, that they do not represent
federal intervention in State domains and that they most probably would re-
sult in substantial savings in the long-run.

Again, we applaud the Couittee's efforts and would volunteer the
services of the Council of State-M-afers of Commerce in exploring any cost-
saving measures. It is our intention to distribute most of the proposals to
our member State organizations and urge that they seek enactment of the
measures at the State level.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TESTINON OF JOHN DAMNOSKY ON BEHALF OF THE
4WMU BESEITS AND RIATIO1S COtMITTZE OF THE

COUNCIL OF STATE CIIBKURS OF CO4ERCE
BEFORE THE

SUBCOIITTEE 0UN1 OYENT An RLAT11) PROBL M
SENATE PIIANCE COMIITIEE

OCTOBER 1, 1979

Mr. Chairman. Members of. the Subcouaittee, 'my name is John Dankojky.

Assistant Legislative Director for the Pennsylvania Chamber of Commerce.

I ans appearing before you today on behalf of the Employ" Benefits and

Relations Comitittie of the Council of State Chambers of Comerce. With

me is William R. Brown President of the Council of State Chambers of

Coerce. I would like to thank the Subeomittee for providing us with

the opportunity to testify on the unemployment compensation coat-saving

proposals drawn up by the Finance Committee staff.

The Council of State Chambers of Comorce is an organization

comprised of 31 State and regional Chmbers of Commerce organizations. We.

as an organization, have been long time advocates of the principle that

States have an indispensable role in the present- unemployment compensation

system and that nothing should be done to lessen that role. We have

stated before numerous comissions as well as Congressional comittees

our belief that any loss of authority by the States to the Federal

government would not be in the best interest of the unemployment

compensation system and all parties involved in that system . In the

past we have always opposed any legislation or proposals which we felt

would infringe upon the States' powers as they now exist in this area.

We must. at this time. reiterate our stand and state that we are flatly

opposed to any proposal which would disinish the role or authority

of the States in the area of unemployment compensation.

Addressing specifically the proposals drawn up by the Finance
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Committee staff and now before us, we find ourselves surrounded by

completely unfamiliar circumstances. It has been our past experience

in presenting testimony to address issues or proposals in the unemploy-

ment compensation area which we have believed would not only infringe

upon the States' authority but were also not in the beat interests of

the employer, the unemployment compensation system or the country as

a whole. Our past experience shows us that proposals in the unemploy-

ment compensation area have concentrated mainly upon ways to expand the

system by adding costly provisions to the existing system or revamping

the present system in a way which would lessen State authority and, as

a result, become more costly. It is indeed refreshing to be addressing

proposals which are aimed at cost-savings. We applaud the Committee for

its thoughtful considerations in this area and express our hope th.t the

Committee shall continue to work toward solving the severe financial

difficulties now plaguing the unemployment compensation system.

We regret, however, that we cannot support all of the proposals

before us because of the involvement by the Federal government that

several of the proposals would require. Specifically, the proposals

which read:

Require disqualification for duration of
unemployment for voluntary quits, discharge
for misconduct, and refusal of suitable work.

Require that States not pay benefits beyond 13
weeks to an individual refusing any reasonable
job offer.

Require that States not pay benefits on the basis
of predictable layoffs from seasonal employment.

Require all States to establish a 1-week waiting
period.

We feel that all four of these proposals have a great deal of

merit and agree that if enacted would most probably be cost-saving
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measures. We cannot, however, support these proposals at the Federal

level. All four proposals represent Federal intrusion into State

functions which we feel would have an adverse effect upon the unemployment

system in the long-run. We would most probably be strong supporters.

of these proposals were they made at the State level.

We feel the Federal government's main function in the unemploy-

oent system should be that of providing assistance to the States when

that assistance is requested by the States. For that reason we support

the proposals which read:

Eliminate the national trigger for the
extended benefit program.

Permit States to establish optional extended
benefit trigger at higher insured unemploy-
ment levels..

We feel the States should have the ability to design and administer

their programs as they feel necessary and in a way in which the elected

representatives in those States view as in the best interest of their

States. By eliminating the national trigger for the extended benefits

program and also by permitting States to establish optional extended

benefit triggers at higher insured unemployment levels we feel the

unemployment compensation system would be improved. Allowing States

more authority in these areas will give States some of the tools

necessary for them to build a better unemployment compensation system

and a system which better fits the needs of each individual State.

The elimination of the national trigger should be an area of

particular interest to all those who are interested in improving the

current unemployment system because of the way the national trigger

can distort that system. As the system now stands, extended benefits

can be triggered on nationally by high unemployment in a few highly

industrialized States. This triggering on forces States which may
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have had absolutely no increase in unemployment into the extended

benefits program. This triggering on, in our opinion, should be

a State decision.

Other proposals we could support would be:

Modify trade adjustment assistance program to
provide same benefit amount as regular program.

- Provide incentives for Federal agencies to
contest improper benefit claims.

The August 28, 1979 GAO report entitled "Unemployment Insurance

Inequities and Work Disincentives in the Current System" documents our

belief that were there a modification in the trade adjustment assistance

program as stated in the proposal above, it would increase the incentive

for those unemployed as a result of import competition to find new

employment. To carry the proposal one step beyond solely benefit levels

we would also support a shorter duration of benefits in this area for the

same reasons. We feel, however, that any modification in the program

should not result in a change in the present system for financing the

program.

Our support for the second above proposal is also based upon our

belief that this proposal contains the language which if used more at

the Federal level could be of greatest value to the States. The idea

behind providing incentives we feel is sound and an area that Federal,

indeed even State, administrators should spend more time investigating.

We support the idea of providing incentives for Federal agencies to

contest improper benefit claims and would like to see more incentive

programs throughout the entire unemployment compensation system.

We cannot support the proposal which reads:

Require States to pay interest on funds
borrowed from Federal accounts.
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It is our belief that to now charge interest on monies which

were borrowed with the understanding that there would be no interest

is unfair to the States. We recognize, however, that sow States must

at some point make greater efforts to repay these loans. If this

committee should decide that the only conceivable way to emphasize

to those States the necessity of making repayments should be to start

charging interest on the loan balances, we should like to suggest an

alternative method of doing that which, we believe, would be more

equitable to all parties involved.

The alternative would be to allow the interest to be waived if

the State made legislative changes that would develop an appropriate

balance between income and outgo. The appropriate balance should be

one which would generate a surplus of at least 20% of the highest

level of debt until the debt is paid back. This would allow the State

to pay back the loan in 5 years. The appropriate balance would be

left to the discretion of the State and would be developed by reducing

benefits, increasing taxes, or a combination of the two.

It would be advisable to include also a provision which would

require a State to freeze all benefit amounts at the then current levels

if the total outstanding debt was in excess of a certain percent of

total payroll, such as one half of one percent (as an example, the

maxiuin benefit amount etc. could not be increased if the debt was .5%).

This requirement could be waived if legislation was enacted to reduce

other benefits to at least the same extent. This requirement would

force the State legislators to look to both sides of the formula

in determining a proper balance and prevent them from allowing benefits

to increase which would require even greater taxes on employers during

periods in which the State program is having serious fiscal problems.
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This approach would also encourage States that are in debt to

review their laws for possible changes and to carefully examine their

benefit structure to determine if reductions are warranted. In many

cases the States could incorporate the proposals suggested by this

Counittee for reducing costs. In addition, the State could decide

that other areas affecting benefits should also be changed or that

it would be more appropriate to make these other changes rather than

the above mentioned proposals.

This approach leaves the greatest amount of latitude to the

States for developing a fiscally sound system which establishes a proper

balance between taxes and benefits. We believe this Is a proper approach

in our Federal/State unemployment compensation sytem as the States would

not be required to meet certain benefit standards. At the same time it

places the necessary burden on the State to pay back the debt in a

reasonable length of time.

We hope the Covaittee will consider this as an alternative to flat

interest charges should interest itself ever be deemed necessary.

In summation I would like to again state our support for the

Comittee in its efforts to make the unemployment compensation system

a more cost-efficient system. I would also like to offer the services

of the Council of State Chambers of Comnerce should that be the desire

of the Committee. We strongly favor any cost-saving measures provided

these measures do not entail Federal edicts to the States and do not

represent an intrusion upon the rights of the States to develop and ad-

j minister their own unemployment compensation programs. We feel 'that most

of the proposals at hand are a step in the right direction and, for that

reason, intend to distribute those proposals among our member State or-

ganizations and urge that steps be taken to have most of the proposals

implemented at the State level.
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Senator Boei. Our next witness is Mr. James D. McKevitt,
Washington counsel, National Federation of Independent Business.

STATEMENT OF JAMES D. "MIKE" McKEVIr, WASHINGTON
COUNSEL, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSI.
NESS
Mr. McKzvrrr. Thank you.
Senator Bowr. We are glad to have you with us here today.
Mr. McKzvr. Thank you. It is nice to be here.
Senator Bowm. These are not unfamiliar surroundings to you I

gather. You were formerly a member of the Congress. Very pleased
to have you with us.

Mr. McKzvITT. Very pleased to have you here from the great
State of Oklahoma, Senator. I appear here on behalf of our 585,000
members, and I think if they know I was here today and you were
holding this hearing that they would be dumbfounded and very
pleasantly surprised. I think what Oklahoma has done is a step in
the right direction and I think what is good for Oklahoma is good
for the country so far as procedures-

Senator Boren. You know the Chairman has to agree with that.
Mr. McKzvrrr. Well, I say it because, I will give you the back-

ground. I think we have gone way beyond the original intent of the
unemployment compensation laws as proposed by Lafaulet and
Cousins from Michigan. Lafaulet was from Wisconsin and Cousins
was from Michigan. I was involved, I was a district attorney before
I went to Congress. Before that I was assistant attorney general in
Colorado for 9 years. I had occasion to try over 500 cases involving
unemployment compensation and workmen's compensation before
industrial commissions and before district courts including the Su-
preme Court across the street where we had an interesting case
there.

But I did it for 9 years. I reflect on that and I also reflect on the
concern of our members. Because we have every from sole
proprietors to manufacturers who have 200 or 800 employees. And
OSHA is minutia compared to their concern about the abuse of
unemployment compensation. Payroll taxes, for example, we do
surveys periodically of our members and we found, for example,
payroll taxes, the impact of it has jumped from fourth to first just
m the last year.

Of course, one of the impacts there is the tremendous amount of
money that is going out in unemployment compensation and the
abuses of it, the setups. I will elaborate on those in a minute. I
know at first blush maybe you say we shouldn't go with more
Federal standards. I am familiar with the concerns of the associ-
ations of directors for the various departments of employment. But
I wonder maybe if we shouldn't fight fire with fire. How many
standards do we have on benefits for example? You look back at
the history of this thing, start with-it started with coverage of
eight or more employees and then it went to four or more and then
one or more. And then we get into the politics of it. You have a
background in law. You know the politics, whether it is an admin-
istrative tribunal, a hearing officer, whether it is a district court
judge, a trial judge or even an appellate court in this regard.
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And we have seen this rush to pay out the benefits over the
years. And we have gone way beyond. And I would therefore like to
comment on some of your proposals here. For example, on requir-
ing the disqualification for the duration of unemployment for vol-
untary quits and discharge for misconduct and refusal of suitable
work? Yes, sir. I think unless we have some arbitrary standards-
you know it is easy to say let us have more studies. I don't know
why we need more studies. We have more case law on this question
than you can shake a stick at. We have more impact on costs and
breakdowns now than you can shake a stick at. And we have more
politics. We have the referee for example who feels sorry for the
person because they have a meritorious claim and it goes from 7 to
13 weeks and they play around with it in their infinite wisdom.

On all of this discretionary qualification I think we ought to set
some standards.

And I think one of them ought to be right across-the-board
disqualification.

So far as 13 weeks on reasonable job offers? Yes, sir. One of the
things our employers, our members get set up with is the setup
pattern where they come in and work for a certain period of time,
a statutory entitlement, and then they sort of phase down until
they are laid off. They are pros at it. And we see a lot of that. You
saw, for example, you mentioned the business about those drawing
unemployment benefits. Those figures I am sure are true all over
the country. And it is the old setup. It is discouraging to small
business employers because in fact they are labor intensive. They
create jobs for entry-level markets. And they see a lot of kids today
who are patterning themselves in the structure where they force
themselves into a layoff and they then do what they call rolling the
employer and then they go for the full shot. And I think something
has to be done about that.

So far as seasonal employment is concerned, I think that should
be left to the States for this reason. You have auto workers-
teachers were the bi issue in our State because the school districts
look at the State and say OK, let us pay on a 9-month basis and We
will roll the State fund for the other 3. That is in effect what they
do. That is not only with teachers but some of the big corporations
for example, the coal companies will do it too. They see the supple-
mental unemployment benefits. So who gets hit? It is the little
small businessman or woman because their experience rating goes
up-I mean their charge goes up because the fund goes down. So
there is a lot of people, whether it is some big corporations or
whether it is school boards or what have you that do roll this fund.
Something has to be done about it.

On the other hand from a seasonal aspect, take my State of
Colorado. You are going to have a tremendous impact on Vale or
Aspen or the other ski areas if we don't allow the seasonal thing
the way it is now or the beet sugar. And I think maybe that is a
unique problem to each State.

On the week waiting period. Most States have it so why don't
they all have it? There is too much of this rush to judgment. I have
seen and-there is an employer here in the District of Columbia,
whammo, you get a notice for example-I mean how many employ.-
ers can even test it because of the way they roll you through it real
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quick. I have contested them where justified. They have also here
paid some benefits out and so it has been drawn from the general
fund.

Well, 1 week here and 1 week there adds up, doesn't it? As the
result I think there should be some requirements there.

Now then I don't know why we need any more studies on fraud.
Take the State of Colorado for example, and I am sure it is true in
most cases, they say. Well, you know, we are going to go after the
delinquency of the employers as well. You take the field section,
which covers the employers. There are tons of auditors out there
checking all the time. I remember when I served as assistant
attorney general in Colorado, there was one person who had no
investigative background in the fraud section. Minutia I say. And I
challenge the Department of Labor to show that that has increased
that much today than existed 10 years ago.

Fraud is a dirty word within the department of employment. Let
us get the benefits out they think, but to heck with the fraud.

You get the problem like I did as a district attorney. You try a
case in front of the people and say you are going to do something
about this person. They cheated the State of Colorado. They needed
the money. You know, it is tough to try one on a criminal basis. It
has to be done on a disqualification basis.

A national trigger? Yes, we support it.
Federal agencies and claims? You bet. We would try the Federal

cases-and in my 9 years I don't think I had more than four cases
because they play cozy on that one. The Federal supervisor is not
going to make an issue because they say that is no skin off my tail
so why should I worry about it. So they just go out and roll the
Federal UCC benefits. And it is a complicated procedure too, the
way it is now.

You do the hearing before the State hearing officer and then you
go in the Federal district court. The Federal district judge is up
there for life in his own world. And he says, "I am not going to
mess with unemployment compensation." It is too cumbersome
from that standpoint but there has to be something done like, as I
mentioned in our testimony, on the standards level of users then
you do now with agencies so far as utilization of space. Maybe the
same should be done on benefits as well. There has to be some way
to change that.

So far as trade adjustment, what is the difference between inter-
national and domestic competition? We have a tremendously,
highly competitive domestic situation as well, I don't see the differ-
ence there.

On interest, yes, we support the interest provision. Maybe there
should be some consideration given to retrospectivity but we
strongly support that.

On the pensions I saw many abuses on that. They get near
retirement and so forth, they do the roll and they get the double
dipper. They get the pension and the unemployment benefits.

So far as standards, you got to have tighter practices because, as
I say, the politics of the benefits section, the referee, the industrial
section and the courts all play a part.
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The other thing is this. Mistakenly the department of employ-
ment is often called the department of unemployment. It may be a
freudian slip but not malice aforethought.

It was because of the fact they saw it strictly as unemployment
benefits. What were the departments created for? To create jobs.
And yet for example as late as last week speaking in Denver I
spoke to the head of the department out there and she said we are
being cut down more and more as far as placement, as far as
getting people out into the work sector. And something has to be

one about that because there is a poor attitude there.
Whether it is Federal stance or what have you, let us work more

to get these people back to work because there are a lot of them
who want to work but there are a lot who don't and who know how
to put their fingers and walk them through the yellow pages and
come up with four or five contacts and that is as far as they go.
That is their search for work. And it is Mickey Mouse.

There is something else I think you ought to look into. We have
a case pending with one of our members in Hawaii right now. You
have say two employers and the person works for one employer for
30 weeks, he quits. He goes to work for another employer. He
works for him for 6 weeks and is fired because he is goofing off on
the job. You hold a hearing and you notice this last employer in for
the benefit hearings. The first employer is never brought into it.
All he gets is the notification that his benefits are-his benefit
section is being charged and the fund is being charged as well.
That is an interesting case.

Senator BOREN. Now say that again. The first employer-
Mr. McKnxvr. Within the benefit year-
Senator BOREN. And he does what?
Mr. McKivrr. He leaves the first employer. He separates be-

cause of his own cause. There is no question about unemployment
benefits. Oftentimes the classic case is he will leave to take the
better job in quotes. He takes the better job in quotes-

Senator BoREN. And then gets fired or quits?
Mr. McKvrrr. He gets fired or quits, and the second employer

does not contest the benefits.
Senator BoRm. And then that charges back against the first

employer?
Mr. McKzvrrr. It goes back against all the employers in the

chain over the benefit year.
Senator BOREN. How frequent is that occurrence?
Mr. McKzvrrr. I wish I knew because the problem is you don't

hear the hue and cry.
Senator Bonmz. No.
Mr. McKzvr. Except from Lex Brody in Honolulu, one of our

members who is a tire dealer out there and he has taken it to the
Federal district court out there. That case is pending right now on
constitutional grounds, on lack of notice, on improper taxation.
And I think that is an interesting issue.,

Senator BoREN. Do all States follow the same practice?
Mr. McKzvrrr. I don't know if they do or not at the present

time.
Senator BoREN. Let me ask our director from Michigan here, the

president? Does this vary from State to State?
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Mr. TAYwR. It varies from State to State. In many situations
after the credits, the last separated employer is exhausted, you go
to the next separated employer, you go to the issue of separation
and you might impose a disqualification then in some States.

Senator Bowl. Do you have any idea of how many States would
follow this practice being followed in Hawaii?

Mr. TAYLOR. I don't know. I can find out for you. I can get you
that information.

Senator BoRzN. Do you do that in Michigan?
Mr. TAYLOR. We look at each separation, yes.
Senator Bow,. So you don't do what they do in Hawaii?
Mr. TAYLOR. We do not do what this gentleman is talking about.
Mr. McKEvrrr. Finally what it goes to is attitude. I think there

are a lot of well intentioned State employers out there. I know. I
worked with them for 9 years. They want to do the right thing. But
they see the attitude manifested upon them by the department of
employment. And I think there has to be a sense of resolution
come out of the Congress to impart to them of enough is enough,
let us get back the theory of aulet and Cousins on this particu-
lar matter. That is all I have.

Senator Bom. Thank you.
We will look into the last question you raised. That is a new

problem for me.
Mr. McKzvrrr. The last thing I can say, and I reiterate our

members are madder than hell about what is going on with unem-
ployment compensation benefits in this country.

Senator BoREN. I think I met a few of your members out as I
have traveled around the State of Oklahoma and I can attest that
is the case. There is much concern on this. We hear about welfare
abuse and about other abuses of the Federal programs, but abuse
of the unemployment system as I have traveled around talking to
citizens is the first thing brought up by more people than the abuse
of any other Federal program.

I appreciate your testimony.
Mr. McKzvnr. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McKevitt follows:]
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NFIB """
STAMM OF

Jams D. "Xike" K levitt

WASHINGTCU COUNSEL
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS

Before: Senate Finance Committee's Subcomittee on Unemployment and Related Problems

Subject: Reducing Costs of Federal-State Unemploymt Compensation Programs

Date: October 1, 1979

Mr. Chairman, NFIB, on behalf of its 585,000 small and Independent business mem-

berm appreciates this opportunity to express its viems on cost-reduction improvements

in Federal-State Unemployment Compensation programs. Few issue areas possess greater

interest for emall business. Not only are payroll taxes of which Unemploymeot Coapen-

cation is one, the largest single tax paid by a majority of small employers, but also

the small entrepreneur's sense of justice is often outraged when he sees the unemploy-

mnat system being utilized for non-intended purposes. For example, in the Soutbesatern

United States, over 141 of respondents believed the unemployment tax was the one in great-

eat need of reform (contrasted to over 502 for FICA and only 162 for business income

taxes). I Thus, NFIA commends the Chasirman and the Subcomittee for examining a number

of issues related to the program, and hopes that additional issues will be examined at

a subsequent date.

The staff has listed several potential areas for reform. tn no particular

order. NFIB gives its support to the following:

1. Requiring States to pay interest on funds borrowed from Federal accounts -
2

Since 1972. twenty-two Stetes and three other jurisdictions have received advances

from the Federal Unemployment Account. As of June 30, 1979, fifteen States and three

other jurisdiction@ have outstanding obligations totaling over $5 billion.

1/ an unpublished study conducted by Professor Mark Weaver at the University of Alabama.

2/ District of Columbia, Puerto ;co and the Virgin Islands.
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States (and other Jriadictiose) vhich borrw fram the Federal waoployemt

account not only benefit bocae the Iass are interest fresh but benefit also

because repayment is in cheaper, inflated dollars. This results in a ahift of the

actual coats of umployuent compensation for suy States with a subsequent in-

centive system focused on longer pybacks. more frequent borrowing, less State

efficiency and economy , etc. These consequeces of the "interest free" policy

are not desirable.

Much has been made recently over federal aid to States ben States have been

running surpluseed the Federal government bug deficits. States have countered

that viev arguing the situation 1e temporary and no loner applicable. To IlS

that discussion Is moot for present purposes. The relative financial condition

of governments is not the issue, but whether "free" money with its perverse incentive

structure should be given State unemployment funds.

2. Provide incentives for Federal agencies to contest Improper benefit elaises --

a problem in coming to grips with the Federal budget is that true costs are often

inadvertently disguised costs thereby eliminating any bureaucratic incentive

to reduce and cutting Congressional abilities to locate unnecessary costs. One

notable example of attempts to alleviate the problem was the institution of Standard

Level Users Charges (SLUC) on the space occupied by Federal agencies. The concept

was to isolate on agency's space costs so that both the agency and the Congress had

some ides of the total expense. That principal is valid for Federal agency un-

employment costs.

Unless the true unemployment cost is revealed to both agency heads ad the

Congress. there is little incentive to challenge unjust claims. Such costs are

not currently available on a comparative basis. That situation should be corrected.

3. Provide increased assistance to States in control of error and fraud --

Prior to my arrival in Wahingts, I had spent nine years as en Assistant Attorney

General for the State of Colorado vith responsibility for the Department of Eployment.
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attitude. impos A by the Department of Labor, yas 'shove the money out the door

and worry about other things later'. That approach unfortunately underaines public

confidence in unemployment compensation and discriminates against the taxpayer-

employer as veil as the bona fide unemployed.

Betweesa 1975 and 1978. we have eaen a substantial increase in benefit over-

payments (fraud and twa-freud) s a percentage of benefits paid. Further, we are

vitnessing a vast discrepancy among the States. The national median of fraud

cases per 1.000 first payments (July. 1977 - June, 1978), for example, was 12.86.

but in South Dakota the figure va 65.81 while in West Virginia the figure stood

at 0.80.

It is Implicit in a Federal-State program that the Federal government has a

right to expect any financial transfers (or credits) by which a program i funded

to be adinletered efficiently. Thus, 1I7 agrees that incentives should be provided

to eliminate error and fraud. However, we also believe those incentives should

involve no direct payments to the States but a loas of some assistance in proportion

to no-effort. In that manner. Federal costs are not increased; States which are

currently doing well are proportionately rewarded for their efforts; and Stateawhich

fail to properly edmister Federal resources are penalized.

4. ?tdify trade adjustment program to provide same benefit amount as the

regular program -- the distinction between an individual losing his job due to

foreign competition or losinghisjob due to domestic competition io at beat artifical

for benefit level purposes. While the extended duration of the benefit is arguable.

it is not fair to the persons unemployed for "domestic" reasons, to small employers

who wish to hire them and cannot because of benefit levels, and to States who should

have the right to determine benefit levels. The purpose of unemployment compensation

is to give the worker a cushion when he loses his Job until he can locate another.

Whether he loses his job for domestic or foreign reasons haa no bearing on the matter.
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5. Elimlate the national trigger for the extended benefit program -T The

"national trigger" fails to consider differences in relative State economic condittoep,

and fails to allow States to make their own determinations of tie needs for their

particular State. For exle. in November, 1976. uhn the national tragger va "oOn.

four States (Nebraska. Texas, Virginia, and Wyoming) had insured unemployment rates

of less than 2.0. light States (Alaska. Naie, Kichigan. Mevada, New Jersey,

Pennsylvanl, Vrmot, and Washington) had rates over 5.0. These States represent

con iderably different circumstances.

The national trigger is inappropriate as it compels States to take action

that may have no relevant to their particular condition.

In a real sense. however, NTIl faces a quandry in addrebing m of thb specific

issues raised in Committe Print 96-26. The direction these alternatives take are

courseswewould like to see pursued. But mall business are concerned with the in-

cresing propensity of the Federal government to preempt State prerogatives for

goMd or Ill. We note, for example, staff alternstives such as "PRoqire that States

not pay benefits beyond 13 weeks to an individual refusing any reasonable Job offer".

or !'laquire that States not pay benefits on the basis of predictable lay offs from

seasonal employment". These are proposals vith which we concur.1n their ends, but

we have som difficulties with the means. NIAi is not arguing that a legitimate

Federal interest is absent. After aLl, the Federal government does have a responsibility

to see that its resource share of the program is spent within parameters it comiders

&cceptable. But we are arguing that by "requiring States to take these actions. the

Federal government is overstepping.

Instead, we suggest that the Federal governent refuse to pay a share for such

benefits by reducing employer credits in proportion to the costs such unacceptable

practices create. Allow the States to continue paying such benefits if they destre;

that io their prerogative. But the Federal government doesn't have to extend credit

for payment of those benfito that Is its prerogative.

The difference betpeen the staff proposal e4 what we are sugesti my seem

more semantic than saytbimg als, yet ou proposals ali w the States their. l"Itisoe-k

Interest Md sllow the Federal goveremmt.tts. That is Liportat sad wel vorth

and subtle distinctions made.

Theni you.

7.

53-247 0 - 79 - 7
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Senator Born. Our last witness today last but not least, is Mr.
C. H. Fields, assistant director, National Affairs Division, American
Farm Bureau Federation.

We are very pleased to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF C. H. FIELDS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NATION-
AL AFFAIRS DIVISION, AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDER-
ATION
Mr. FmILs. Thank you, Senator.
I would ask that my full statement be entered into the record. I

will try to summarize.
Senator Bomm. We will put the full statement in the record.
Mr. Riw. We are concerned that the unemployment compensa-

tion program is being widely abused by employers, employees, and
State and Federal governments. Too many perceive it as a welfare
program. The Congress by extending benefits to 65 weeks, provid-
ing supplementary benefit, encouraging easy and excessive bor-
rowing from the Fund, and providing general revenue funds to
finance excessive benefits through the Fund, has made the pro-
gram exactly that in the minds of many.

Fraud and abuse are widespread in the program and have been
exposed time and again by the news media and by investigations
undertaken by State governments. It takes many ingenious forms
such as misrepresentation of the facts in filing claims; filing claims
in more than one jurisdiction; receiving benefits while gainfully
employed or receiving a retirement income; liberal interpretations
of which jobs a claimant should be allowed to refuse and still
collect benefits; and many others.

Some employers who have normal layoff periods of 2 or 3 months
eDch year take advantage of the program, calculating that payment
of the maximum tax in a particular State is less expensive than
employ people on a year-round basis.

We lieve the original concepts of the Act of 1935 are as sound
today as they were then. We oppose federalization of this program.
We favor leaving it to the States to decide eligibility, amount and
duration of benefits and other such fundamental policy questions.
We oppose any legislation at the national level to mandate a cost-
share proam among the States or to set any'Federal minimums
for eligibility and benefits. The experience rating system should be
left intact. We believe this committee and the Congress as a whole
should act with great restraint in imposing reforms on the States.

Senator BoRmN. What then is the appropriate Federal role? Just
providing part of the money?

Mr. FMzu~s. Well, I think there is a proper role in maybe advising
the States or maybe providing some of the incentives that the
Congress does not now provide or the reverse so that the States
will have some incentive to carry out reforms.

Senator Boamm. How could you do that?
Mr. Fiuws. Well, I am going to come to that.
Senator Bom. Excuse me, go ahead.
Mr. FK"s. At the same time, the Congress must take resolute

steps to bring the program under control so as to reduce its exces-
sive burden on employment. The recent report of the General
Accounting Office makes it clear that unemployment benefits in
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many States are so liberal that payments represent about 64 per-
cent of a recipient's net income while employed.

GAO recommends that the Congress consider 4fxing unemploy-
ment benefits under the Federal income tax as a means of increas-
ing the incentive to work rather than to collect unemployment
benefits. This recommendation deserves serious consideration. -

We believe this committee should concentrate on reversing previ-
ous actions that have: One, made it too easy for the States to
borrow from the Fund without interest; two, provided for the
waiver of penalties for late repayment; three, liberalized the trig-
ger for extended and supplementary benefits; and four, ledto the
use of several billion dollars from general revenue to replenish the
bankrupt Fund. All of these actions, while adopted with the best of
motives, have led to a debasement of the program.

The financial solvency of this program must be restored and
costs brought into line by reforms at the State level. Oklahoma and
other States have demonstrated that commonsense reforms and a
tighter administration of the program can greatly reduce fraud and
abuse, reduce costs to employers, and at the same time, improve
benefits to those workers who are truly in need of assistance..

There is little incentive for the States to undertake these reforms
unless the Congress makes it clear that the day of easy a cess to
the Fund and liberal subsidization from general revenue is at an
end.

We had hoped that the Natiotal Commission on Unemployment
Compensation would conduct an unbiased and thorough study of
this program and recommend to the States specific ways to reform
the program, reduce fraud and abuse, and reduce costs. Judging
from the preliminary report of the Commission, however, the ma-
jority of the Commission seems to be more interested in federalizing the program and in liberalizing benefits.

If the Commission members do not yet clearly perceive that one
of their mandates from the Congress is to recommend ways of
reducing fraud and abuse and the cost of the program, this commit-
tee should find a way to get that message to them.

We doubt, however, that we can afford to await the final report
of the Commission. As we have suggested, there is some backtrack-
ing the Congress itself can undertake that would get the attention
of the States and cause them to become'much more interested in
reform.

We were hopeful the Commission would give careful and fair
consideration to some problems which the agricultural community
has faced since being brought under the program. We refer to the
matter of employers being taxed under the program for seasonal
workers, particularly full-time. students; who , never qualify for
benefits; the fact that family-farm corporations are forced to pay
the tax on the owners of the farm who are technically employees of
the corporation but who never qualify for benefits; and the limited-
period exemption for temporary foreign workers who also neyer
qualify for benefits

We would leave it to the States to decide these issues on their
merits. They cannot exercise this judgment if Federal law requires
the taxation of wages paid to such persons.
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We commend this committee for the attention it is giving to
reform of the unemployment compensation program and the em-
phaus on finding ways of reducing costs to employers. As we all
know, those costs are really borne by the consumers and this
means that we all have a stake in the operation of this program.

We appreciate the opportunity to present Farm Bureau's views.
Senator BoRmU. Thank you very much. I appreciate your testimo-

ny. I think you have tied in your testimony well to some of the
other suggestions, the charging of interest and other things that
might provide leverage to le States.,
I also agree with you in.your comments about the Commission

and when Mr. Cowen and representatives of the Commission ap-
peared here earlier I think the point was forcefully made to them
that we expected them to look at balanced recommendations. Re-
forms, as I said to them then, are not things that cost more money.
I think the average citizen doesn't feel that way about it. I know I
don't feel that way about it. We think of a reform as going to, makesomething more efficient and save money. And we expect them to
change directions somewhat and change the course somewhat in
the work of the Commission.

And I think that has been very forcefully brought home to them
not only by myself but by other members of the full committee.

I-would urge if you do have other suggestions and you think of
other suggestions to ways in which we could provide additional
leverage and encouragement to the States, you let me, and thie
committee know about these suggestions.

Mr. Fizwm. As you know, we are fairly new in this program. We
were brought into it a couple of years ago. So we are learning. But
I can assure you that we are going to be even more aggressive In
the future in our interest in recommenations on this program,
because it is becoming a major cost of operation on our farms.

Senator Bomm. I appreciate your testimony. I do understand
again the philosophical feelings and I share this feeling to some
degree, this wanting to leave it at the State and local level to solve
the problem, this realizing that Federal intervention historically,
at least in the last 15 or 20 years has been as much in thewrong
direction, perhaps more in the wrong direction than in the right
direction, which further enhances our feeling we don't want to see
interference with the local decisionmaking and yet the need to get
on to the business of bringing the system under control some way
in terms of total cost.

Mr. Fnnws. We have got to get the States' attention some way or
another.

Senator Boa w. We are going to have to. If we can find a way to
do that without imposing direct controls, why I think that would be
a happy solution for all'of us but we need to really turn our
attention to that.- ,

Thank you very much.
I appreciate the testimony given by all of those who have ap-

peared today. I am sorry that the other two members of the cokn-
mittee were not able to be with us. I know one was in another
committee meeting butwas going to tr to be here." But I can
assure you they both have deep interest in it as do members of the
full committee. And the testimony that has been given here today
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will be read and considered by members of the full committee I can
assure you, because we are givi great attention now to trying to
find ways to reduce the cost of th program and to head it i the
right direction for the future.

If there are others present as I said in the beginning we would
like to submit written testimony to us in the next few days, it
would be most welcome if you do so. We would solicit that testimo-
ny.

If there are no other witnesses today, the hearing will stand in
recess.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Fields follows:]
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STIAEMET OF THE AM.RIOAN FARM BUREU FFMF.HATION
TC THE SUa¢OOMIITTER ON UNEMPLOYMENT A'VD REI.AXED PROBtLFPS- OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
RE VAYS TO REDUCE THE cosr OF !JNEMPLOYMEN T COMPENSATION

Presented ,by

C.H. Fields, -Assistant Director. -National Affairs

October 1. -1979

Farm bIureau is a voluntary. nongovernmental organization of
more than 3 million families in 49 states and Puerto Rico.-representing
farmers and ranchers who produce every agricultural comic, ditv produced
on a commercial basis in the United States.

Unemployment taxation and'co.pensnition is a relatively new
concern of farmers and ranchers. -who p3y more that $7 billion An-
nually in cash wages. We believe that only about one-third of all
farmers and ranchers hire anyone other than members of their families.
Until January -b/d, only a small number of agricultural employers
provided unemployment protection to their employees on a voluntary
basis. We estimate that the Act as row written covers about one-
half of the hired workers on farms which are employed by 15 to 20
percent of all farmers and ranchers. Thus. the unemployment com-
pensation program is a matter-of economic interest to about one-
fifth of all farmers and ranchers anA of considerable general inter-
est to all of them as responsible citizens and taxpayers.

We are concerned that the unemployment coopensation program
is being widely abused by employers. employees, .and state and federal
governments. Too many perceive it as a welfare program. The
Congress, by extending benefits to e5 weeks providinge, supplementary
benefits, encouraging easy and excessive borrowing from the Fund,
and providing general rever.ue funds to finance excessive benefits
through the Fund, has made the progrAm exactly that in the minds
of many.

Fraud and abuse are widespread in the pro9lram and have been
exposed time and again by the news media and by investigations
undertaken by state governments. It takes many ingenious forms -such
as misrepresentation of the-facts in filing claims; filing claims in
more than one jurisdiction; receiving benefits while Igainfully
employed or receiving a retirement inco e; liberal interpretations
of which jobs a claimant should be allows, to refuse at4 still
collect benefits; and nany others. Fome employers who have normal
layoff periods of two or three months each year take advantag-e of
the proram.-calculating that pay-ment of the maximum tax in a
particular state is liss expensive than employing peoule'yeai-round.

We believe the original concepts of the Act of 1935 are as
sound today as they were then. We oppose federalization of this
program. We favor leavin,; it to the states to decide eligibility.-
amount and duratiorn of benefits, and other such fundamental policy
questions. We oppose any lerislatinn at the rational level to
mandate a cost-share program amornn the states -or to set any federal
minimums for eligibility and benefits. The experience rating system
should be left intact. We believe this Commiittee and the Corgres$
as a whole shculd act Vith creat restraint In Imrosine reforms
on the states.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



At the same time, -the Copress must take resolute steps to
bring the program under control so as to reduce its excessive borden
on employment. The recent report of the General Accounting Office
makes it clear that unemployment benefits in many states are so
liberal that payments represent about 64 percent'of recipient's
net income while employed. About 25 percent of recipients replace
?5 percent of their employment incomes with uneoloymeut bene its.-
while seven percent actually are better off with unemployment benefits
than when receiving wades on the Job..

GAJ recommends that the Congress consider taxing unemployment
benefits under the federal income tax as.a means of-increasinrg the
incentive to work rather than tq collect unemployment benefits. This
recommendation deserves serious consideration.

However,.we disagree with 3kO's recommendations that the
Congress mandate the reduction of unemployment compensation by the
amount of a claimant's retirement income and establish a uniform
methodology for determining compensation.

Instead..we beliqve this Committee should concentrate on reversing
previous actions that have (1) made it too easy for the states to
borrow from the Fund without interest; (2) provided for the waiver of
penalties for late repayment; (3) liberAlired the trigger for extended
and supplementary benefits; and (4) led to the use of several billion
dollars from general revenue to replenish the bankrupt Fund. All of
these actions.-while adopted with the best of -notives.-have led to
a dqbasement of the program.

The financial solvency of this program must be restored -and
costs brought into line by reforms at the state level. Oklahoma and
other states have demonstrated that commonsense reforms'and a
tighter administration of the program can greatly reduce fraud
and abuse.-reduce costs to employers, and at the same time, -improve
benefits to those workers who are truly in nee of assistance.

There is little incentive for the states to undertake these
reforms unless the ConGress makes it clear that the day of easy
access to the Fund and liberal subs~ilzation from Aeneral revenue
is at an end.

We had hoped that the Natinnal Commission on Unemployment
Compensation would conduct an unbiased and thorough study of this
program and recommend to the states specific ways to reform the
program..reduce fraud and abuse, and reduce costs. Judg1tng from
the preliminary report of the Commission. however, the majority of
the Commission seems to be more interested in federalizing the program
and in liberalizini: benefits.

If the Commission members do not Yet clearly perceive that,
one of their mandates from the Crngress is to recommend ways of
reducing fraud and abuse and the nost of the program. -this Committee
should find a way to get that message tn them.

Ve doub' . however, that we can afford to await the final
report of the Commission. As we have sueg,,este4 -there is some
backtracking the Cong:ress itself can undertake that woulO get the
attention of the states and cause them to become much more interested
In reform.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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we were also hopeful the Commiision would rijve careful and
fair coisideration to some problems which thei ar.ricultural-communit*
has faced since being brought under the progr*m, We refer to the
matter of employers being taxed unler the ;rojram for seasonal
workers..portitularly fAll-time students. who never qualify for
benefits the fact that family-farm corporations are forced to
pay the tax on the owners of the farm who are technically emolore's
of the corporation but who never qualify for benefits and the
limitee-period exemption for teilporary foreigPn workers..who also
never qualify for benefits. We wouli leave it to the states to
decide these issues on their merits.- ?hey canoot'fexercise this
Judgmient if federal law requires the taxation of vages vai4
to such persons.

We commend this Committee for the attention it is giving to
reform of the unemployment compensation program and the emphasis O6
finding ways of reducing costs to employers. As. we all know .thoSe.
costs are really borne'by consumers..ani this means that we all have
a stake in the operation of this program.

We appreciate the opportunity to present'farn Bureau's ',ievs.

BEST-COPY AVAILABLE
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[Whereupon, at 8:85 p.m. the hearing wa adjourned.]
[B direction of the chairman, the foowing communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]

, ? NaoMl Govermors' AssoOd oLo
vsmWm I hdIChohmm

September 28, 1979

The Honorable David L. Boren, Chairman
Subcomittee on Unemployment and

Related Problem
Committee on Financa
United States Senate
WVhington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairuan:

On behalf of the National Governorst Association, I wish to
register serious concern regarding a seai of proposed unemploy-
ment insurance cost-saving measures being considered by your
Subcommittee. While several of"the proposals included In your
September 19 press release have murit, I am extremely disturbed by
the prospect of sudden federal intervention in areas of the UI
program that have traditionally been subject to state jurisdiction.

NGA supports the efforts of the President and the Congess to
control federal expenditures and to york toward a balanced fe4aral
budget. It would be Inappropriate,. however, for Congress tio under-
take keeping changes In the stte-fderse unemployment insurance
system based solely on federal budget considerations.

If enacted, several of the proposals being -considered by your
Subcommittee would fundamentally alter the state-federal partnership
In the U! program by setting federal standards for benefit eligibility
and disqualification provisions of state 01 laws. In view of the
profound effects these proposes would have on state laws and state
U1 program, I believe Congresis would be Ill-advised to act
precipitouslyon these changes.

I an ware that the Senate Finance Coumittee faces the imodlate
challenge of reducing costs to umet the ceilings of the fiscal 1980'
budget resolution. However, wony of the UI proposals being considered
would require state legislative action, which cannot reasonably be
expected in time to effect FT 1980 cost savings. Since the 11ational
Commission on Unemployment Compensation has altody ,committed Itself
to a thorough review of-the proposals developed by the Senate Finance
Coinittee staff*' I strongly encourage your Subcomittee to defer
legislative consideration of those measure af fectin state UI las
until the National Commission has completed Its study and
deliberations.
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I regret that time costrawts d ot perit as to present
forml testmos at your October I Subcowtte" hearing. Vomaeww,
I an forwardImg as ICA staff saalyefa O the UZ cost-aiseJg
propoeals for your review and consideration. I look forward to
working with yo and other umbers of your Subcoaittee in the
futu.e. t

cci Bon. Claiborne Pell
Bon. John Chafee
Mebers of the Seate

Enclosure

Atte on lmen

finance Comittee

Carray .h4~
Resource,~
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MA UMI ANALYSIS A96COM

flo0OW 1CPo PfS ROGR OSA MTU

Introduction:

On August 6, 1979, Seator David L. Boren, Chairman of the Senate

Finance ubcommttee on Umeploymeat and Related Problems, publLshed a

series of proposals for reducing costs in the fe4eral-state uneployme t

insurance pror.. - At the September 5 Subcomittee hearing on extesion

of the National CoUpsion on Unemployment Compensation, Senator loren

requested that the Comtission review the cost-saving proposus as part

of its overall. review of the g system. Commission Chairman Wilbur J.

Cohen responded affirmatively to Senator Boren's request, AM on

September '6 published the proposals in the Federal Register, requesting

public comnts by October 1, 197. On September- 19, S nator loren

announced a Subcomittee hearing on the proposals to be held on October 1,

1979.

The current examination 9f VI cost reductions is being undertaken,

in large measure, as part of bro,%der efforts within the Congress to

reduce expenditures in the fiscal. Year 1980 budget. Since state V1 trust

funds are deposited in the federal treasury and contained in.the unified

federal budget,"inereses in state U revenues'(froe employer payroll

taxes) or reductions in benefits palAito unemployed workers under state

lave contribute directly to a reduced federal budget deficit. However,

the ability of Congress to legislate inediate cost savings in state U.

programs is limited by the fact that state legislative action Is required
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to 18mtewat cbmaes in benefit levels, eleienut ellSuity requiremests.

employer coatribstios rates, elaimmat d"'.qtlificstios provision, and a

broad rfi8g of other U provisions hich detemine overall program cost,

Dba to the relatively short time between the publication of the $enate

Finance Comittee cost-savlag proposals and the ennounement of h ,arinp,

neither the IA Comittee on Nma Resources nor its Subcomnittee on

Employment and Training has had an opportunity to tormally review these

proposals and respond to Seqator Boren end the Rationat Comsin.' T1W

analysis and conent-s presented below were prepared by MA staff and will

be reieved by the MrA Subcomiittai on deployment and Traiin4 at its

next meting.

Anaysis an coweentar:

The fonat which follows presents a sumary of each cost-saving

proposal developed by t~e staff of the Se ate Flnace Cottee (under-

lined), followed by BrA staff comments In response to the proposal. The

full text of the'proposals appears In Senate Fimane Comittee Print 96-26

and In the Septmber 6, 19791e*Jeral Register (V14."44, No. 174, pp. 52053-55).

voluntry Hquits.* discharge for misconduct. and refI. of

suitable work~ (esille ang al avn so 0. billion).

Benefit disqualifications have traditionally been determined

in accordance' with state U1 l ws. At the present time, 41

states disqualify Individuals who voluntarily la their

employment frou receiving benefits for the duration of their

unemployment (most states require re-employment for j
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specified period of time In order for the individual to re-

qualify). Some 29 states disqualify claimants for the

duration of their unemployment whem the separation was due

to misconduct, sad 25 states have a "duration of unsl16yusnt"

disqualification for Claimants refusing an offer of suitable

work.

All stated provide penalties of one type or another for

voluntary quits, refusal of suitable work, and employee mis-

conduct. Those states which do not diqualify the individual

for the duration of a employment postpone benefits- or

reduce benefits (or both-that is, disqualify the claimant for

a specified period of time and reduce the total benefit amount

the claimant can receive). But the legal definitions of vat

constitutes a 'voluntary quit", discharge for misconduct, and

"suitable work" vary from state to state, sd have been

subject to extensive Interpretation by state courts.

U's current policy position recognizes the need for states

to have fleibility in setting benefit and eliibility

standards for U that are respounive to local labor market

conditions and prevaling values nd norms within sach state

It should be noted that federal lav currently.prohlbits states

from totally disqualifying claimants In these categories

(hence many states have adopted r*-employmet requirements).

The Imposition of umqdatory federal requirements in the dis-

qualification area wmuld substantially limit state flexibiity.

to balance disqualification provisions against other benefit
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provisions (weekly benefit amounts, eligibility provision,

benefit durations, etc.) within the overall framework of the

state's UZ law.

Realization of cost savings from this proposal requies state

legislative action.

2. *Reuire that gtatgg Bgt gayr bnf Its beyond 13 westo en

individual refusing aMy resonable lob offer (estimated annual

sags - $0.2 billion).

As defined by the Senate finance Comittee staff a reasonable

lob offer means, "any Job which maets ulnium standards of

acceptability (Such as basic health and safety stsaards,

compliance with the Federal maiumm wage, and acceptability

under existing Federal standards)."'State disqualification

provisions currently apply to Individuals refusing any offer

of suitable work, which Is generallydef ined to take account

of the worker's ski'lles, training, previous experiene, and

earnings. Nearly. all states provide for a gradual tightening

of work requirements (either legislatively or ad3diitratively)

as the duration of unemployment eases.

An underlying objective of unemployment' Insurance has beeWn to

preserve the occupational skills of workers during tmporary

periods of unemployment. requiring a skilled wd6Vkr to acept

a minim wage -job after 13 weeks 'of unealoymant Would

-ubstantially change this underlying philosophy. In addition,.



the reasonableness of this propoo*4 requirement epeads

greatly on the condition of the local labor market, specific

industry sectors, aad the natioml econmy.

Again, the definition of what cstitutes "suitable wot" and

the establiebmut of work teat requirements for VI recipients

hs traditioaally bees subject to state JurIdItios. State

legislative chags would be required to effect cost savings

from this proposal.

3. Require that Stats not Za beefits on the bLsi of pr"dItoble

.roffas from $SE ml elost (esatt nnual sAIe -

no estimate available).

At the present time, only a few states have seasonal exclusions

for categories of workers other than those for which

benefit denials were mandated by federal i In 1976

(i.e., certain school wmloyees ad professional athletes).

Difficulties in definLng season eploymt in such

a way a to avoid inequitie "M * 1il- c ess of

aployees have led many states to repeal seasonal exclusions.

Because of the experience-rating of *mloye U! taxs, seasonal-

emloyers generally pay higher 91 taxes than nom-saibual

(year-round) aployers. Some have argued that the availability

of UI during the off-season is reflected in reduced wage costs

for seasonal employers, relative to what they would otherwise

pay.
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In the past, federal logslatiOn ha moved state pros In

the direction of expanding UZ coverage of workers and esploers.

This proposal moves in the opposite direction and would limit

state flexibility to tailor benefit eligibility provisions to

their particular employment mix. The effects on workers would

differ considerably from state to state, depending greatly on

differences in climate (e.g., the severity of winters, etc.).

4. Reguie all States to establish a i-week waiting period

(estimated annual savings-$0.l billion).

At the present time, 12 states have no "waiting wek' require-

ment for individuals who are unemployed through no fault of

their own. Nine states provide for an Initial waiting week,

but provide retroactive benefits for that week after a specified

period of time. There Is no clear evidence that the existence

or non-neistence of a waiting week requirement has a sinificant

influence on employee incentives to return to work. The concept

of a waiting week was designed originally to meet the admini-

strative time requirements for the processing of claims. With

advent of computers, a amber of states have eliminated vaitinS

wek requirements.

Changes in state laws would be required to implement this

proposal.

S. Provide increased assistance to States in control of error and

fraud (estimated annual savings - $0.1 billion .
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Currently available nationm statistics on error end fraud In

the UI system reflect an error rate in benefit payments of les

than one percent and a "fraud" rate amounting to about 0.5 percent..

Considering state agencies processed more than 19 uilli nmew

claims and paid benefits totalling sore then $9 billion last year,

these error and fraud rates are remarkably low. The Committee

staff proposal to penalize states that exceed certain minimum

error rates by witholding federal administrative funds hardly

sees warranted, given these statistics. Bo*ver, the proposal

to assist states in establishing computerized benefit payment

control syiteM deserves serious consideration s a wy of

further reducing fraud and error in the payment of benefits. In

addition, experiments with Increased staff devoted to benefit

payment control in selected Jurisdictions have demmstrated a

substantial return in dollars e8 ed relative to the increase In

dollars spent for administration of this function. T h cost.

effectiveness of increasing staff resources for benefit payment

control should therefore be considered in any efforts to further

reduce error and fraud In the U! system. State legislative action

would not be required to Implement this recomnendation.

6. Zlimi ite the national trieer for theextM.eded benefit Proam

(estimated ana savings -. no cost ,vi.as at 7 pMe t

national unemploment rate: $1.3 billion savbnes at 8.6 percent

total unielmmoent rate).

Under present law. extended tisefits (generally, benefits from

the 27th through the 39th week of insured unemployment) axe

"triggered on" in a state bosed op either the state insured

53-247 0 - 79 - 8
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unemployment rate or the national Insured unemployment rata

(measured for a floating 13-week average). The national trigger

is currently tied to. a national average rate of Insured unemploy-

met of 4.5 percent, and was designed to extend benefit durations

__ in all states during periods of high natlena unemployment

(typically, during national recessions). The argument for

eliminating the national trigger is that some states do not

experience unusually high levels of unemloynent, even when

insured unemployment for the nation as a whole exceeds the 4.5

percent threshold. From an economic standpoint, elimination of

the national trigger for extended benefits would diminish the

counter-cyclical effects of the EB program on the national

economy. It also falls to address the problem of serious

pockets of unemployment In specific localities or industries

within states that do not experibace unusually high areate

rates of insured unemploymet during national recesslons,

A number of questions have been raised vith regard to the

responsiveness of the current trigger mecheaniam for the

extended benefits program, and the National Comision on

Unemployment Compensation is currently examining the triggers

to. ideAtify possible improvements.

Because of differences in the way state UX laws are written,

some states would be required to adopt legislative changes to

implement this proposal, while others simply reference federal

law (and would not require amendments).
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. Permit gist" to establish- tonal etgged benefit tri! :

at hibher insured unmpMent livils (_etimated annual

sa s - up to $0.4 billion de ending on economI. condition

over a period of Years).

In general, HUA supports the need for state flexibility in

detetmning benefit 'durations." Bowevrt the implications of

optional state triggers foi federal sharing of extended benefit

costs need to bi carefully, explored,.ss do. equity considerations

-for-vorkers and employers In the various states:, This proposal

deserves further consideration by the. National Coiesio" and

others.

Cost savings from this proposal would depend on state legis-

lative action.

8. Provide incentives for Federal agencies to contest mioropr

benefit claims (estimated aMMual savines - less than $0.05

billion).

A number of state employment security ageies have experienced

difficulties in obtaining information end responses from

feoieria agencies in processing U? claims for federal employe"s.

Requiring federal agencies to document :heir U costs as part

of the annual budget prices is a suggstion which merits

consideration as an "incentive mechanism" for responsible.

federal umagem t of unmployment completion for federal

employees. This proposal does not involve the need for changes

In state laws.
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9. MIft -trade adjustMen sstanc an t-o mr-OVide Am

bamef t amount a eeas-Pranan (estimtd an u -lsaim -

$0.1_ b ilion). .

WA has previously reSist*red concern regarding the proliferation

of special worker assistaice programs and -has suggpted t* Ueed

for the National Comision on Unomloymant Compensatioe and

the National Comission an p toyment foUcy to'study the

feasibility of consolidating a number of those program (trade

adjustment assistance, California redwoods, airline denegulation,.

etc.). In part, these special programs have developed I*

response to the perceived Inadequacy of regular state U1

programs to address the unaque 'unemployment problems of partL-

cular categories of displaced workers. WAh suggests the

need for a thorough review of these program vith a view

toward consolidation.

State legslation Is not required to Implemnt this proposal.

10. Require State# to pay interest on funds borrowed frou Federel

accounts (estimated annual sayinls - $0.'4 billion).

WA strongly supports implementation of a reinaurance program

that will reimburse states for a portion of excess benefit

costs incurred during periods of high natimma uneploymnt.

While YGA does not have a forqe,. policy position which speaks

to an interest requirement, the HGA Vorkiug Group on Uneplop-

sent Insurance has recommended an Interest requirement for
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future loons be considered ol.y In the context of a ustiossi

reinsurance program. Interest requirements for oans. to state

trust funds have been posed u an alternative to mandatory

federal standards for state fund solvency provisions. and as

an incentive for adequate state financing of normal (non-

recession) benefit costs.

Since interest on loans would presumably be pa from state

trust funds, which are currently a part of the federal budget,

it is difficult to sea boy this proposal would result-In

projected cost savings.

11. Provide for reduction of benefits Ae the unemployed

individual is recaiviA a esion bas o recent eployeant

(eostimtedailusvnd -$*0.3 billion, as counared wi~th

'rellof current anso- offset teuLremat).

Current federal law adopted in 1976 requIres a dollar-for-

dollar offset of unemployment benefits for M pension income

concurrently payable to the Individual. This requirement has

resulted in widely recognised Inequities, and has created

serious problems in terms of state law. As noted by the Senate -

finance ComitteS staff in the text of this proposal the

National Comission on Unemployment Compensation has reco, eded

repeal of the federal pension offset requirement (thereby

permitting state law to govern the treatment of pension Income

for purposes of unemployment insurance). As an alternative,

the Senate Finance Coi ttee staff proposal would modify the
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current federal requirment by limtin8 the reduction to

penioe. based in wbole or part on eiployent. within the two

years preceding the date of unemployment. This proposal would

address the most serious objections to the current reqeuixet,

but would perpetuate is federal pension of fet standard for

state U! Im. Sice a number of states have adopted the

total of fet requirement mndated by the 1976 Amendments, state

legi native changes would be required to imlanent the two-"

year lJf4t.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN

WIWAM O. MIWOK Go,.w

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
3o0 H. WXAIWOTON, OX @01S, LASMOo MC 409

C. PATBIE S6AUCrC. Cwk,,

September 270 1979

The Honorable David L. Boren,' Chairman
Subcommittee on Unemployment Insurance

and Related Problems
440 Russell Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Boren:

I am writing for the purpose of submitting comments on the "Proposals
for Reducing Costs and Improving the. Budgetary Status of the Unemployment
Program" being considered by your subommittee. It is my understanding
that these proposals are being considered at this time in an effort to
determine if their implementation would produce cost savings which would
help to balance the federal budget in fiscal year 1980.

The attached comments are presented in two parts. The first part
consists of general comments on the advisability of considering these
options at this time. The second part consists of specific comments on
the merits, or lack thereof, of the individual proposals.

Because of the extremely short notice provided, these comments constitute
our initial reactions to the proposals, Hany of the p~posals have
tremendous implications for the federal-state unemployment insurance
system. Extensive analysis will be required to fully assess their
merits.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input into these important.
deliberations.

C. Patrick Babcock
Director

attachment
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Coments by
C. PATRICK BABCOCK, DIRECTOR

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

on

"PROPOSALS FOR REDUCING COSTS AND IMPROVING

THE BUDGETARY STATUS OF THE

UNEMPLOYMENT PROGRAM "

Submitted to the

SUBCOM fEE ON UNEMPLWYEN INSURANCE
AND RELATED PROBLEMS

October 1' 179
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Introduction

The Senate Finance Subcommittee on Unemployment Compensation and Related

Problems is considering a number of proposals designed to reduce the

costs of the federal-state unemployment Insurance program. "The

immediate purpose for consideration of these proosals Is to determine

if their Implementation would produce coet savings which would heip -

to balance the federal budget in fiscal year 1980. The following

comments constitute the initLal reactions of the klichigan Department

of Labor to these proposals. A complete assessment of the merits

of the proposals will require additional analysis.

General Comments

The consideration 6f these proposals at this time is Ifappropriate

for several reasons;

1) It Is not wise to act precipitously on provisions which

would have. such a large impact on the unemployment Insurance

system. Implementation of many of these proposals would

fundamentally change the character of the fedival-state

unemployment insurance relationship. Despite this, Interested

parties were given little more than a week to prepare comments

for the subcommittee's consideration. In addition, the National

Commission on Unemployment Compensation has dgreed ,to include

a review of these proposals in its work plan. It would be

more appropriate to delay congressional consideration until
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the recommendations of the Ktional Comaissioh have been

developed, and until interested parties have had the

opportunity to fully analyze the proposals.

2) It is inappropriate to manipulate .the balance of a self-

contained trust fund iz order to balance the federal

budget. Increases or decreases in the balance of the

federal unemployment insurance trust fund have no bearinS

on the amount of general revenue funds available to the

federal government to effect its various purposes. While

the inclusion of this balance, In the calculation of the

overall federal deficit may or may not make sense from

an accounting perspective, it is entirely irrational from

a prograuatic perspective. It fosters the unfortunate illusion

that by reducing state unemployment benefit costs, more

money can somehow te made, available for other federal

programs. In reality, cost savings in state unemployment

programs do nothing but improve the fiscal status of the

unemployment insurance trust fund. They haveno. effect

on the real availability of money for other federal -

programs.
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This is not to say that ways to reduce the costs of unemployment

Insurance should not be thoroughly explored. Public policy

makers have a clear responsibility to examine ways in which

the objectives of the unemployment insurance s9stem can be

achieved at the least possible cost. However, these efforts

should not be confused with efforts to reduce the federal

deficit.

3) The implementation of these proposals would constitute the

imposition of federal benefit and eligibility standards on

state programs. Not all the proposals fall into this category,

but many of them do; The imposition of such standards would

signal a major change in the balance of federal and state

responsibilities, and should be looked at in this larger context,

not just in the narrow context of attempting to reduce state

benefit costs. In-this larger context, it would be inconsistent

to maintain that it is proper for'the federal government to

impose standards.in the areas of disqualifications, suitable

work, and the waiting period, without also accepting the role of

the federal government in setting stand&rds I the area of

benefit adequacy . benefit duration, qualifying requirements, etc.

In other words, instead of considering a few Select standards in

isolation, it would be more appropriate to consider the entire

issue of federal eligibility and benefit standard, arid to address

the entire range of possible standards. In this context, the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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subcomimittee should consider separate coasideration. of those

proposals which do and do not constitute federal benefit and

eligibility standards. This would allow for serious discussion

of the merits of those proposals which do not constitute

federal benefit and eligibility standards, without becoming

embroiled -in the controversy over the appropriateness or

inappropriateness of federal standards.

Comments on Specific Proposals

Proposal 1: Require disqualification for the duration of unemployment

for voluntary quits, discharge for misconduct, and refusal

of suitable work.

Comments

Consideration of this proposal is inappropriate for two reasons.

First; as stated in the general comments, the issue of federal benefit

and eligibility standards should be dealt with in a comprehensive manner,

to allow for a full understanding of the implications of such a change,

and consideration of the entire range of possible standards,

Second, this proposal focuses exclusively on the cost-f ving aspect of

disqualifications, and ignores a wide variety of other important

considerations. For instance, it does not address the questionof what

constitutes a voluntary quit, refusal of suitable work, or misconduct. It

would be inconsistent to mandate a uniform length of disqualification

without also mandating uniform definitions of disqualifying acts.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Proposal 2: Require that states not pay benefits beyond 13 wees to an

individual refusing any reasonable lob offer.

Comments

The general concern being addressed by this proposal is a legitimate

one - i.e. the need to encouraging more aggressive work search activities

and a lowering of Job expectations as the duration of unemployment

lengthens. The method of addressing the lsue suggdsted by the

proposal is totally unacceptable, however.,

This proposal, like the first proposal, constitutes the imposition of

an arbitrary federal standard in an area of decision-makipg that has

traditionally been left to individual states. Heac, It should

only be considered in the overall context of applying federal standards

to all aspects of eligibility.determination and benefit levels.

This proposal emphasizes the need for cost savings to the exclusion of all

other considerations. Forcing unemployed individuals to either accept

minimum wage jobs or fact a loss of benefits after 13 weeks of unemploy-

ment, would be tantamount to limiting the duration of benefits to 13

weeks. Not even the most conservative critics of unemployment insurance

have ever publicly advocated a 50 percent reduction in the standard

duration of regular benefits. The reference to more stringent tests of

labor force attachment In the Emergency Unemployment Compensation Aet

of 1974 is irrelevant, since those tests were imposed after 39,as opposed

to 13, weeks of unemployment.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The precise methods for defining suitable work have been subject in each

state to extensive judicial and administrative interpretation. State

programs currently take into consideration the length of an individual's

unemployment when determining the suitability of a particular job

offer. However, this determination is made on a case by case basis.

A large number of factors are taken into consideration, including the

degree of risk to the worker, the physical fitness of the worker,

the individual's prior training, experience, and earnings, the condition

of the local labor market, the individual's length of unemployment, and-

the distance of the work from the claimant's residence. This proposal

would eliminate the ability of all states to make decisions that

are sensitive to individual conditions, and substitute instead an

arbitrary and simplistic standard that would make any work suitable if

it paid the minimum wage and came after 13 weeks of unemployment.

Fortunately, there are legitimate ways V strengthen theyqffectiveness

of the work test that do not involve the arbitrary limitation of benefit

rights inherent in this proposal. These include new ways of managing the

enforcement of the work test between Employment Service (ES) and

Unemployment Insurance (UI) personnel. The subcommittee is referred to

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



an April S, 1978 report of the General accounting Office, entitled "Unemploy-

ment Insurance - Need to Reduce Unequal Treatment of Claimants and Improve

Benefit Pay-nt Controls and Tax Collections". This report examines a

number of new work test procedures which increased the effectiveness

of the work test. In one project in Oregon, the new procedures produced

a 30% decrease in active claims. The subcommittee should investigate

the possibili ty of effecting similar changes nationally in order to

Improve the effectiveness of the work test.

Proposal 3: Require that states not pay benefits on the basis of

predictable layoffs from seasonal employment.

Comments

There are several reasons for opposing a federally-mandated restriction

on the payment of benefits to seasonal workers. Principal among these

is the impossibility of satisfactorily determining the labor market

status of claimants solely on the basis of their previous occupation.

This proposal would write into law an assumption that anyone laid off

from an industry with significant seasonal fluctuations in employment

is unavailable for, and not seeking, additional unemployment. This

assumption is patently untrue in a large number of cases. While the

determination of availability for work is difficult in the case

of seasonal-workers, (especially in one-industry towns), this difficulty

is not sufficient justification for the inequities that would result

from the implementation of this proposal.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Proposal 4: Require all states to establish a one-woek waiting period.

Comments

The waiting period was originally instituted for two reasons: fi st,

to reduce the costs of the program in order to provide for longer duration;

and second, to allow time for the processing of claims. The length

of the waiting period has gradually decreased through the history of the

program. Currently, all but 12 states have a waiting period of one

week. Nine of the states with waiting periods provide for retroactive

'compensation if the spell of unemployment extends beyond a certain

length of time.

The fact that a large number of states still have waiting periods

reflects more of an unwillingness to make changes in state laws that

will increase costs, than a conscious policy decision In favor of

a waiting period. Tlje number of states with non-compensable waiting

periods has steadily declined since the initial years of the program.
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The subcommittee proposal offers the increased incentive to find work

in the first week of unemployment as a reason for federally requiring

a waiting week. We are not aware of any studies demonstrating that the

waiting week has a significant effect on early job search. The

suggestion that a "va&tLng week will provide an incentive for workers

"to find ways to avoid being laid off" is also questionable, and only serves to

perpetuate the unsupportable myth that most unemployment is not

involuntary, but is somehow the "fault" of the laid off worker.

Proposal 5: Provide increased assistance to states in the control of

error and fraud.

Comments

The provision of additional assistance to states for controlling

error and fraud is highly desirable. The restrictions on staff increases

for the UI and ES programs has greatly limited the ability of states

to pursue anti-fraud and error activities.

Proposal 6: Eliminate the national trigger for the extended benefits

program.

Comments

This proposal would have several undesirable consequences. Primary

among them would be the elimination of extended benefits in pockets of

5-247 0 - 7- 0
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very high unemployment in states that would not trigger on through the

state trigger. National recessions tend to produce extreme levels of

unemployment in particular locations (such as depressed urban centers),

and in particular industry sectors (such as durable goods). These

areas of high unemployment frequently occur in states where the

state-wide insured unemployment rate is not high enough to trigger

on the extended benefits program. This difficulty could potentially

be addressed, (assuming the availability of reliable data), by using labor

market area inemployment rates, instead of state-wide unemployment rates to

trigger the program. This would make the program more responsible to (
specific concentrations of high and extended unemployment.

Proposal 7: Permit states to establish optional extended benefit

triggers at higher insured unemoloyment levels.

Comments

To the extent that the current 5.0% IUR trigger Is optional, it would

seem appropriate to give states the additional flexibility of establishing

this optional trigger at a higar IUR level. However, he nature of the

state trigger must be considered in the context of whber or not

there is a national trigger. The current state triggers were developed

to be used in conjunction with a national trigger. Any consideration

of changes in the national trigger should be accompanied by a thorough

assessment of the subsequent adequacy of the existing state

triggers.
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Proposal 8: Provide incentives for federal -agencies to contest LrOe

benefit claims.

Comments

While this proposal does not directly affect state programs,.it does

warrant state support. Many large firms follow the practice of

"internal experience rating" whereby the burden of the unemployment

tax is distributed among the fire's various units in proportion to the

benefit experience of those units. Such a practice serves to make

individual managers moe conscious of the effect that their actions have

on the firm's overall unemployment costs. Implementation of such a

practice within the federal government would therefore have some

potential for reducing federal unemployment costs.

Proposal 9: Modify the trade adjustment assistance program to provide

the sane benefit amount as regular state prgrm.

Comments

There are a number of special worker assistance programs that have

been developed to provide supplemental benefits for specific

instances of unemployment. These 'include programs established by the

Trade Expansion Act of 1962, the Redwood National Park Act of 1978, and

the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978. Instead of focusing exclusively

on one aspect of one of these program, it would be more appropriate

for the subcommittee to consider ways of consolidating the wide variety
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of special programs in an effort to reduce inconsistencies and Inequities

produced by the current fragmentation of programs.

The higher benefit levels provided for in the Trade Adjustment Assis-

tance program reflect the successful response of a national constituency

to perceived inadequacies'and inequities in state benefit levels.

To the same extent that there is a lack of rationale for TAA benefits

being higher than regular state benefits,-there is a substantial lack

of rationale for having 52 different benefit standards throughout the

unemployment system. It would be inappropriate, therefore, to recomend

reductions in the amount of TAA benefits without first examining the

adequacy of state benefit levels.

Proposal 10: Require states to 1ay interest on funds borrowed from

federal accounts.

Coments

This proposal would be acceptable only if it is tied to a program of

national reinsurance designed to provide reimbursement to states for

some portion of recession-related unemployment insurance costs. The

financing systems of state trust funds, even under thi'best conditions,

are not designed to provide revenues capable of supporting catastrophic

levels of unemployment similar to those that occurred in the 1974-1975

recession. A reinsurance program would provide the financial support

needed by especially hard hit states. With this additional support, It



would be reasonable to require interest payments" roa debtor states.

In the absence of this support, however, requiring interest payments

would only serve to further threaten the fiscal integrity of an already

weakened system.

Proposal 11: Provide for the reduction of benefits when an unemployed

individual is receiving a pension based on recent employment.

Comments

The Michigan Department of Labor has supported repeal of the federal

pension offset provision scheduled to go into effect in April of 1980.

Michigan's own law provides.for the limited offset of pensions

financed by a chargeable base period employer, and pro-rates the amount

of the pension that is offset, by the amount of employee contribution

to the pension.



,Amerlc. Feftefto of SW.t. County& Murcii Employeesm AFL-CI0
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JOSEPH ZURLO Otbr1 ~jo~u LoOctober 1, 1979

VICTOR GOTBAUM
Eseceifi. Di ass

JAMES CORSETT David Boren, Chair
SePewfo U.S8. Senate Subcommittee

ARTHUR TISALDI for Unemployment and Related Problems
Treemae 2221 Dirksen Office Building

Washington, D.C.

VklePeuds/ft Re. Consideration of Proposals
es Butlr For change in Unemploymentis% CnOMM11*

Alber Det system
Fannie Flae
ichael Gentile Dear Senators:

Osw HMonI
Chlrs axhes V wish to sake It a matter ot record that

Rlcrn Jualus this Union strongly urges your sub-committee not to

JssephuInllwl consider the eleven proposals before you concerning
Frok Morelf unemployment insurance and trade adjustment assist-
Vilncnt Pasrl ance at this time.
Wseen Smih

JesphSperling As you are no doubt aware, the National
Commission on Unemployment Compensation has been mak-

ing an extensive study of the operation of Unemploy-

Asseciate 0109CMs ment Insurance System on a nationwide basis. They
EdwdJ. Mew have heard testimony from numerous parties, this Union
Lillian Rberts among them, and have received lengthy and thorough

written testimony from many sources.

*Pay to doThey will be condidering, based on this vast
Eec"ers accumulation of knowledge, the very proposals that

Smom are before you, having sought nationwide comment upon
them. Apart from the fact that it is a waste of our
members' money to have this duplication of hearings,
transcripts, and findings, it also may serve to under-
cut the good work of the Commission.

Our members' resources are not as great as
those of Senators. They cannot afford a duplication
of effort of the kind you are now embarking upon.
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We strongly urge tha'yoe await the iindibsl-
of the Comle Ion before emberhing upon hearings &ad
deliberations upon the proposele before you.

Very truly your$#

Li nRobertsA1so9 ite Director

LR/CN/pm
opetusl53
afl-cio
ccs Julie Dominick,

Municipal Labor Committee
816 16th Street K.W.
Suite 750
oehington, D.C.
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September 28, 1979

Wnq 001Nom ve

wAamSeye. e. e. seee
w16OPemw. law) gas-*e"

Hon. David L. Boren, Chairman
Subcommittee on Unemployment

and Related Problems
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

SUL DAViO i00

wOC 0. 7051

Dear Mr. Chairmans

The International Union, UAW, on behalf of its more
than 1.5-million active members and more than 300,000 retirees
wishes to comment on the Subcommittee's consideration of proposed
changes in the Unemployment Insurance system. We would appreciate
it if this letter would be made a part of the hearing record for
the Subcommittee's October 1 hearing on this issue.

For several years there has been, as the Subcommittee j
is well aware, a growing national debate on the Unemployment
Insurance program. That debate was fueled by the large deficits
incurred by many states in their U.I. accounts as a result of the
deep recession of 1974-1975. As a result of the growing concern
about these matters, and with attention to both financing mechanisms
and benefit levels, the Congress created a National Commission on
Unemployment Compensation (NCUC), the life of which has just been
extended. Indeed, the Commission is at this very moment preparing
a response to the 11 proposals which are the subject of your hearing.

The UAW feels most strongly that there should be no
legislation fundamentally altering the Unemployment Compensation
system until the final report of the National Commission has been
presented to the Congress. Consistent with that, we believe that
-,legislative action on the 11 proposals being considered by the
Commission would be a setback to the goal of all parties to achieve
fundamental reform. It is impossible to predict the nature of the
reforms that might ultimately be enacted, but it is clear that a
piecemeal response will diminish the likelihood or effectiveness
of the final product.
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While we acknowledge and respect the right of the
Suboinaittoo to conduct this hearing, ye do urge respectfully
that no further action be taken on these 11 proposal. so that
the Congressionally mandated Ccmssio way have- a fair oppor-
tunity to fulfill Its responsibilities. Too often~ve hear from
skeptics about the creation of too many boards, too many studies
and too many commissions. Certainly, were the Congress to circimi-
vent a -eission which it itself created, those skeptics would
be proven right in this instance. We know that you and the other
members of the Subcommittee regard the process in a serious and
thoughtful vein, and trust that you will not want to undermine
the work of the very commission which the Finance Committee
helped to create and to renew only recently.

Thank you very much.

~I0. Paster
Legislative Director

3P:cd
opeiu-494

cco Members of the Subcmittee
on Unemployment and Related Problems
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rATIENT OF THE
INJSTRIAL UNION DEPARTED, An-CIO
susTTED TO THE pi-C0MITTEE ON
tBW YNW AN RELATED fOENMs
OF TE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

croiM 1, 1979

This statement is submitted in opposition to the approach being taken in

Senate proposals as published in the Finance Comittee Print 96-26 to " ....

improve the Federal-State Uneploymont Compensation Program in ways which would

strengthen the budgetary situation by reducing unnecessary costs.

The I.U.D. has long favored improvements in the unemployment insurance system

(I.U.D. Convention Resolution, September 19, 1979). We Also oppose abuse, waste,

inefficiency and fraud in the system. But any consideration of proposals under-

taken to effect cost savings or to minimize inefficiency and abuse must also we

feel strengthen the entire unemployment insurance program.

The ultimate mature of program strength and fulfillment of program purpose

will be found in its adequacy to meet the need of workers who are unemployed

through no fault of their own.

Not bne of the eleven "various proposals for consideration* by this Sub-

com~ttoe would directly benefit an unemployed worker, excepting the modification

of a requiremnt to reduce benefits by the amount of retirement income. We believe

that requirement should be fully repealed as recommended by the National Comission

on Unemployment Compensation. Several of the proposals would directly ham the

unemployed. All represent what we think to be a piecemeal approach to improvement



of the unemployment insurance system, because each is ultimately justified on the

basis of cost reduction to the federal and state governments without regard for

the proposals' interreletionships with, end possible negative impacts on, other

aspects of the unemployment insurance program. Moreover, there has been no thorough

study of these proposals' efficacy or advisability in relation to both program costs

and economically induced human suffering.

The T.U.D Is surprised at the timing and alleged urgency of this hearing on

the Senate proposals. We urge that no action be taken on these proposals, that no

such standards be enacted, that no program budget cuts be undertaken or enabled,

until the National Comission on Unemployment Coepensation submits its recomendations

to the President and the Congress for consideration and action. If the mandate of

toe Comission is extended as provided for in H.R. 3920 now before the Sonate, the

Comission's final report and recommendation will be due in July, 1980, just nine

months off. However, the Comission may also submit one or more Interim reports

which could be available even sooner. In the Federal BAgStI&D Vol. 44, No. 174,

of Thursday, September 6, 1979p the Commission gave notice of its intention to

include in its work plan as a matter of priority the proposals now being considered

by this Subeomittee. We hope that the members of this Subcmmittee will carefully

review the Comission's recomendations in relation to the proposals currently being

considered, together with Comission recommndations in other areas of the uneploy-

ment insurance system.

Deferral of legislative and budget action on the current proposals until the

Comission completes its work would assure a necessary opportunity for all interested

parties to reflect on and discuss unemployaent insurance costs, financing, and
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benefit adequacy. Only the most careful attention to the program's purpose can

insure the effectiveness of changes, a balancing of interests, and a measure of

fairness and equity acceptable to the public, employers and the unemployed. We

are certain that the Comssion's report will reflect that attention, and that

deferral of Congressional action until the report Is available will provide the

Congress the time needed to consider which improvements should be made.-

The United States has entered another period of recession, the third such

period of this decade. A recent Administration foresst foresees unemployment

rising to an 8.2 percent level by the end of 1980. We believe that to enact

legislation bearing on these proposals or to enable budget cuts in the unemployment

insurance program that impact on the duration of benefits, the waiting period, dis-

qualification, the extended benefit program, the trade adjustment assistance program,

the nature of benefits for the seasonally unemployed and the definition of suitable

work is unwarranted. By no means do we feel any of these benefit and eligibility

Items to involve 'unnecessary costs.0 UAle each certainly requires significant

financing, each is also an extremely essential element of the total unemployment

insurance program. With unemployment clearly headed sharply upward, this is no

time to adopt changes which would deprive large numbers of jobless workers and their

families of the unemployment coqpensation payments they will desperately need just

to meet bre living costs.

Most of the proposals would establish standards that might result in Osavingso

or conceivably prevent abuse. None provide equity or badly needed benefit increases

for unemployed workers. The I .U.D. favors any legitimate means of reducing unemploy-

ment insurance program costs, but our primary concern is that far too many workers
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do not receive sufficient benefits while they are unemployed and some have no

coverage whatsoever. We believe consideration ought to be given to a standard

increasing the taxable wage bass in order that the system be adequately financed,

and to a standard increasing the weekly benefit amount to not less than two-thirds

of weekly wages up to not less than three-quarters of the statewide average weekly

wage. Were the taxable wage base increased to a level adequate to support the

systems it is unlikely that any of these proposals would be entertained. Each of

these proposals, if considered as major cost items, could be addressed by adequate

financing of the unemployment insurance program. But by no means can these budget

cutting proposals be construed as improving the Federal-State program.

Point 9 of the proposal is particularly obnoxious to the I.U.D. This calls

for reducing benefits being received under the Trade Adjustment Assistance Program.

These unemployed workers have been displaced by the unfair import competition. We

believe that the government has an obligation to continue these benefits at present

level.

It is repugnant to the l.U D that one of the proposals, that calling for the

elimination of the national extended benefit trigger, is presented in such a way

as to project greater savings the higher the unemployment level. The Finance

Comsittee Print states that "at an 8.6 percent total unemployment rate, this item

would reduce program costs by $1.3 billion." Elimination of the national extended

benefit trigger would harm hundreds of thousands of the long-tern unemployed if

national unemployment figures reached that level. Equity for the long-term

unemployed, and realization of the beneficial effects of the counter-cyclical aspect

S3-247 0 - 79 - 10
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of the extended benefit program, both require retention of the national trigger.

This callous proposal envisions that the worse the economy becomes, and thereby

the unemployment picture, the better the budgetary status of federal and state

governments. No *improvement" can be found in such a mesure. No government, no

program, should seek "savings* at a devastating cost to its citizens or intended

beneficiaries.

There appears to be no reason, other than budgetary, for consideration of so

many aspects of the unemployment insurance system in this hearing. Most of the

itemized cuts would not save the federal government a cent. The majority of the

proposals involve federal standards for the states that are regressive and taken

together they represent the most massive potential change in the unemployment

insurance program since the 1976 amndments. For the most part, these proposals

represent a major assault on the unemployment insurance system, and as such are

deserving of not only study by the National Commission but of Congressional

hearings of a duration proportional to the magnitude of their potential impact.

The I.U.D. believes that the costs of the Federal-State unemployment insurance

program are more a function of the system working as intended and of human needs

being met, and of frequent recessions, than they are a reflection of abuse or

inefficiency. Budgetary pressures on the program could and should be relieved not

by arbitrary and piecemeal solutions, but by sound program financing.

For these reasons, we urge the mmbrs of this Subcommittee to exert leader;

ship to that end, and to take no action on these proposals until the Gommission's

final report and recommendations become available and appropriate Congressional

hearings have been held.
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UNEMPWYMENT 0)0 N4STION

For more than 40 years unemployment compensation ha been the nation's first

Ue of defense against hunger and suffering for millions of Jobless workers and their

families, particularly in times of recessIn.

Unfortunately, the unemployment compensation system has become les and loes

capable of doing its essential job of forestalling poverty for the unemployed and their

dependents, because It is based on an Ill-matched federal-state sharing of responsibility

for a national problem. The system ts inadequately financed and provides benefits that are

far too low to meet the basic needs ot the millions of Americans who must look to it for

proetton.

The United States has not recovered from the effects of recessions in the early and

middle seventies. The unemployment rats conues to hover at 6 percent, a level which has

not Improve over the last two years. With nearly six million workers unemployed, an

anticipae new recession could drive unemployment up to dizzy and cruel beghts. Yet, of the

twenty-five state unemployment insurance funds becoming Insolvent during the period 1975-77

and having to borrow from the Unemployment Trust Fund, twenty remain in debt to the fund.

Prospects for loan repayment and regalned solvency are uncertain.

Despite these facts, Congress and the states bae don little to prepare the

employment insurance system for the shock of a new recession which would exacerbate the

system's financial crisis.

The Unemployment Compensation Amendments of 1976 inclided some positive features.

They extended coverage to nearly all employees of state and local governments and to non-

profit elementary and secondary schools. Agricultural and domestic employees were give%

limited coverage. By 1978, 86 million jobs were covered by unemployment insurance, that is

97 percent of all wage and salary jobs in the nation. Also, the employer's taxable wage base

was raised from $4, 200 to $6, 000. effective in 1978. Beginning in January 197/, the federal

unemployment compensation tax rate was Increased from 3.2 percent to 3.4 percent.

Improvements In federal and state trigger for payment Of extended benefits were enacted to

make unemployment compensation more responsive to changes in the economy. The 1976

Amendments also established a National Commission on Unemployment Compensation to study the'

entire tmuemployment insurance system, especially Its financing and adequacy. The Commission
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on which organized labor ts represented, will report to the Preeidmt ad Cngres in

March 1980.

But the 197a Amendments, and other legislation snce'then have also negatively

affected farmworkers, pensioners, and certain classes of taxpayers. Th 1976 Amendmes

extended coverage to large agrcultural employers, but provided a temporary unemployment

insurance tax exclusion until the end of 19I9 to employers Importing temporary allen worke

under contract, thus creating a competitive disadvantage for U. S. farimnworkers at a time when

more than LSO, 000 are unemployed.

Additionally, these amendments required that the states, by April 1960, mend their

statues so as to reduce the amount of a pensioner's or retired pers's unemployment

compensation benefits by the amount t any pension, retirement pay or annhlty Income.

Also. the Revenue Act of 1978 provided for the inclusion of unemploymet benefits

income for federal tax purpose for certain clasw of taxpayers.

Both cbe pension offset and the federal tax on beneflt shift the wage insurance concept

toward a needs-related compensation system in contravention of the original and traditional goals

and operation of the unemployment Insurance system.

Conss n the last two years has failed to enact legislation that woul place the

unemployment insrace program on a sod financial footing. The Federal Supplementary

Benefits program, having expired at the end of January 1978, leaves the long-term unemployed

witho benefits beyond 39 weeks and the states confroubd by potential or cono Insolvency

If unemployment levels move much h .

The states In 1977 directed their attention to complying with the new fe'ral law.

The expansion of coverage to public employees exten.ied the unemployment Insurance program to

600,000 state employees and 7.7 million municipal and county work. Coverage In oome states

w" extended to 130, 000 domestic workers whose employers pay them $1,000 or more In Cb

during a calendar year. But mo; st ates acted an allowable bederal provision to exclude from

eligibiUity both teachers and non-prote"ial school employees who bad reasonable assu-ance of

returning to their jobs In the new school year. Some states either adoped or retained a taxable

wage base above $6,000, with Puerto Rico taxing all wae.
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Because of conforming changes made Ir, 17n, there were few cbane made in

sat Memplo meM imurne lwe In MnS. Three states -- Kentucky, Maryland and Virginia --

increased etir ma1i0um Wek y bteftt =00M. New jerTy decreased its maximum weekly

benefit. Disqualifying periods for ft major causes of disqualification were increased In

Colorado, Maryland and Rhode Island. In Lonuiana craft woker who re union members ae

considered as actively seeking work if Owy report to the mion all once a week.

Congress and the stew, while extending employment insurance coverage to major

groups a employees in the Last two years, have faled to enat legislation that would protect

solvency of the unemployment insurace program. Federal provisions enabitg txaton ot

unemployment iwurnce benefits and pension offset for retirees are r esive ad amount

of means testing In violation atft system's hneed protection ot workers against a los of

earnings during spells of un yment beyond their control.

Most states have a bicated their respooslibtles to bring benefit standards up to decent

levels or to assure fair and effctve finacing a the program.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED.

The Industrial Union Departnent reaffirms Its position favoring federalization ot 6e

unemployment insurance program. T1is must include foll protection at the job rights and

employment conditions of all state employees who administer the program. Federalization would

assure he solvency at the program and its wdquacy in meeting the neds ott unemployed.

Until that oal is realized, we urge Congress Io:

(1) enact a minimum federal tenf standard of two-thrds f the worker's wage up

to a maximum three-xurth of t statewide average weekly wage.

(2) exted coverage to all wo krs now exCluded and enct minimum federal

standards for elisibiliy, disquaificm and duation at bemfits.

(3) pending development and implementation ada ratonal and effective long-term

extended befell program, to extend te present maximum 39 week beefit duratn

to 65 weeks, provide federal financing trom general reveme for beftits paid to

works=s unemployed beyond 39 weeks. and reimburse states for disbursements made

beyond basi payments for the period january 1975 to jnuary 1978.

(4) repeat legislation tt allows pansi o ewea nd taxation o benefits

(5) eina the present mptio of agricuitnwa employers from payment al the

PUTA tax on alien far ,works.
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I1T 14TM ETKXET. we Woo WASHIN1TiNe D. 0. iS000'

STATMEHIT OF TRE
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION (AFL-CIO)

CONCERNING PROPOSALS FOR REDUCING
COSTS OF THE FEDERAL-STATE

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION PROGRAMS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON UrEMPLOYMENT AND

RELATED PROBLEMS
UNITED STATES SENATE

OCTOBER 1, 1979

Mr. Chairman,

For the record, I am Patrick J. Nilmn, Legislative Directbr

of the American Postal Tforkers Union, AFL-CIO, accompaniied by Legis-

lative Aide Edward L. Bowley.

We speak in behalf of more than 300,000 postal employees of

whom we are the Exclusive National Reprosentative for labor-manage-

ment relations and collective bargaining with the U.S. Postal Service.

Our membership is employed in post offices irt all 50 states, the

District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islinds and Guam.

The American Postal Horkors Uaion is an industrial union

representing clerks, maintenance and motor vhicle employeea, special

delivery Pessengers and employees at USPS nail despositories, postal

data centers and the mail equipment shone.

We appreciate this opportunity to prese.at th.e vievw of the

American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO, concerning Proposals for

Reducing Costs of the Federal-State Unemployment Conperisation Progrars

particularly that which would amend the Internal Revenue Ccde of 1954

to eliminate the requirement that States reduce the amount of unemploy-

ment compensation payable for any week by the amount of certain

retirement benefits.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Mr. Chairman, the American Postal Workers Union supports

HR 4464 which proposes to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

to eliminate the requirement that States reduce the amount of unemploy-

ment compensation payable for any week by the amount of certain retire-

ment benefits. As we understand Public Law 94-566, effective March 31,

1980 the amount of compensation payable to an individual for any week

which begins after that date and begins in a period with respect to

which such individual is receiving a governmental or other pension.,

retirement or retired pay, annuity, or any other similar periodic pay-

ment which is based on the previous work of such individual shall be

reduced by an amount equal to the amount of such pension which is

reasonably attributable to such week.

Further, PL 94-566 established the National Commission on

Unemployment Compensation. The Commission was charged with:

revaluation of the feasibility and desirability

of restricting the eligibility for receipt of

unemployment compensation to persons eligible

to receive a pension or retired pay, annuity,

or any similar periodic payments."

Mr. Chairman, it is extremely difficult for us to rationa-

lize why an individual who has completed 30 or more years as a

Postal Worker and has earned his pension as a part of the condi-

tions of his previous employment, later finds it necessary to

supplement his pension income, works sufficiently to qualify for

unemployment compensation, involuntarily removed and then told his

compensation will be reduced by an amount equal to his pension.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(which for a Postal retiree, would in many cases nean zero compensa-

tion)

THE RIGHT TO LNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION BENEFITS IS BASED

SOLELY ON RECENT EMPLOYMENT.

THE RIGHT TO AN INDIVIDUAL'S PENSION IS AN EARNED RIGHT

BASED SOLELY ON PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT.

We might add Mr. Chairman, Postal Workers pa for their

benefits. Unlike many workers who enjoy pensions provided in whole

by the employer.

Mr. Chairman, another glaring inequity under current condi-

tions is that many state compensation laws differ. These include

the extent and nature of work force attachment required for eligibility,

the dollar amount of weekly benefits and the number of weeks for which

such benefits shall be paid, and the conditions under which an

individual may be disqualified or have his right to benefits post-

poned or curtailed.

The American Postal Workers Union supports the intent of HR

4464 -and the Commission's recormndation to repeal Section 3304(a) (15)

of Federal Unemployment Tax Act.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Comeittee, on behalf of our

membership we want to express our appreciation for your concerns

in this matter and thank you for providing us the opportunity to express

our views.

Should you have any questions or if we can be of assistance,

we are happy to respond.
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REPLENISHING STATE UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUNDS
FROM GENERAL FEDERAL REVENUES

ON THE BASIS OF UNEMPLOYMENT RATES*

My name is William Papier. My titles include Director of Research

and Statistics, Ohio Bureau of Employment Services and Secretary, Ohio

State Advisory Council for Employment Security. It has been my privilege

to serve in both capacities ever since the Ohio Unemployment Compensation

Law was originally enacted, in 1936. This statement reflects not only my

personal views as an economist, but has also been endorsed by Albert G.

Giles, Administrator of the Ohio Bureau, and our State Advisory Council,

which represents labor, management, and the public-at-large.

Our subject is "Replenishing State Unemployment Trust Funds from

General Federal Revenues, on The Basis of Unemployment Rates." We offer

our views on two basic questions: (1) Should general revenues of the

federal government be used to replenish state Trust Funds, following

widespread, catastrophic drains? and (2) If the answer is "Yes," how

should we define catastrophic, In terms of unemployment rates, and allo-

cate federal funds to states?

Our answer to the first question is "Yes." Federal funding following

catastrophic unemployment would relieve the states of the necessity for

accumulating excessively large reserves to meet occasional unforeseeable

By William Papier, Director of Research and Statistics, Ohio Bureau of
Employment Services. Presented at hearings of National Comission on
Unemployment Compensation, Cleveland, Ohio, June 8, 1979.
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costs. We realize, of course, that unemployment benefit costs do vary

considerably from state to state. We also ,ppreciate the fact that such

costs are greatly affected not only by variant economic conditions but

also by widely variant state statutes and other non-economic factors.

The state legislatures--presumably reflecting the views of their

constituents--are responsible for the statutory aspects of state benefit

costs, as well as the solvency of their respective Unemployment Trust

Funds. With four decades of experience, however, they should be reason-

ably aware of prospective costs of benefit provisions they enact--except,

perhaps, for times of catastrophe, when factors clearly beyond their con-

trol greatly increase such costs. Otherwise, every state legislature

should fully fund its own state's benefit provisions. They should not be

tempted to anticipate that other states, through federal grants, will

substantially fund their benefit costs.

We come now to the question, "What is a catastrophe, and how shall

we defi ne it?" Webster defines It as "a momentous tragic event." We can

all agree, no doubt, that the Great Depression of the 1930's was such a

momentous tragic event. The average rate of unemployment nationally, from

1930 through 1933, was 26 percent No state had a rate below 17 percent.

Our standards, however, have changed markedly since the Great

Depression. This is good, and as it should be. We now think of a total

unemployment rate far below 26 percent as catastrophic.

The total unemployment rate represents the number of persons unem-

ployed at a given time, as a percentage of the civilian labor force at

the same time. The civilian labor force consists of those either employed
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or unemployed. The total unemployment rate is published monthly, with

annual averages and breakdowns by state, by the Bureau of Labor Statistics

(BLS) of the U.S. Department of Labor. The basic data, however, stem

from monthly interviews by staff of the Bureau of the Census, U.S. De-

partment of Commerce. These Interviews embrace a sample of 56,000 house-

holds throughout the nation. The returns and results are completely

independent of and in no way affected by state unemployment Insurance

laws or their administrations.

The significance of the total unemployment rate, as a measure of

catastrophe, has changed considerably since the Great Depression. In

the early 1930's, for example, relatively few secondary workers--such as

housewives and youths--were in the labor force. Today, however, they

represent a significant share of the labor force. The most nearly com-

parable figure for more recent years is probably the BLS rate of unem-

ployment for heads of households. During the past 16 years the highest

unemployment rate for heads of households was 5.8 percent, in 1975. The

second highest rate--5.1 percent--was that for 1976. In no other years

from 1963 through 1978 did it exceed 4.5 percent.

Your Commission, in its unanimous First Interim Report of November

1978, stated (page 81) that "Reinsurance is designed only to meet cata-

strophic costs..." Accepting Webster's definition of "catastrophe," we

fully support this concept of reinsurance. If the Congress were to

utilize the national unemployment rate for heads of households as a

measure of catastrophe, the record suggests that at least two of the

past 16 years would qualify.
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On February 15, 1979 the Interstate Conference of Employment Security

Agencies sent .to each state administrator a 38-page technical document

entitled "A Proposed Revision to the ICESA Reinsurance Financing System."

-1t reached them late in February. It was recommended for adoption at

their Midyear Meeting at San Antonio, Texas, on March 15. The proposal

was adopted at that Meeting, by Resolution 1. In view of the limited

time available for staff study, however, we wonder if its supporters fully

realized that this proposal was not reinsurance. It was, in effect, a

new cost-equalization plan, designed to distribute the tax burden of

several high benefit cost states among all other states. Cost-equaliza-

tion plans--under which many states heavily subsidize a few--have been

introduced periodically by various Congressmen over the past 35 years--

and regularly rejected.

We could not and did not support Resolution 1. Although last

February's proposal was called "reinsurane," it did not meet either our

concept or your Commission's concept of reinsurance. Had it been in

effect, federal rev,'nues would have been allocated to selected states

for five of the past nine years--1970, 1971, and 1974 through 1976.

Can anyone seriously contend that these were a.l years of catastrophic

unemployment? The BLS unemployment rate for heads of households was

2.9 percent In 1970; it reached 3.7 percent in 1971; and it-was down to

3.3 percent in 1974. A case can be made, however, for 1975 and 1976--

the peak years--with rates of 5.8 and 6.1 percent, respectively.

Another reason why we could not support the February proposal

was its reliance on an extremely poor statistical measure--the insured
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unemployment rate--to trigger "on" and allocate the so-called reinsurance

payments. The insured unemployment rate represents claimants for unem-

ployment insurance under the respective state statutes, as a percentage

of workers employed and reported under such statutes. Disregarding

limitations of the insured unemployment rate, for the time being, consider

how it would be used, under the February proposal, to require some states

to substantially subsidize others, through federal grants. Such grants--

called "reinsurance payments"--would trigger "on" when either of the two

following conditions exists:

1. The national insured unemployment rate for a calendar
year, for regular state benefits was at least
4.5 percent; or

2. The national insured unemployment rate for a calendar
year, for regular state benefits increased at least
25 percent over the prior calendar year.

Let us assume, for the moment, that a national insured unemployment

rate of 4.5 percent is a reasonable indication of catastrophe, justifying

reinsurance payments. If so, wouldd a national insured unemployment rate

of 3.5 percent or less also Justify such parents? The second standard

Just cited would have triggered "on" federal grants for 1970, when the

Insured unemployment rate was only 3.4 percent, and again for 1974, when

it was only 3.5 percent. The BLS total unemployment rate nationally was

4.9 percent in 1970, and 5.6 percent in 1974. For heads of households

the BLS rate was only 2.9 percent in 1970, and 3.3 percent in 1974. Can

we honestly call these years of catastrophe, for which federal grants to

selected states, called "reinsurance," would be justified?
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A national recession of catastrophic proportions would clearly have

an impact on every state in our nation. Even the states with relatively

low unemployment rates would have had still lower rates, wer it not for

such a recession. Since every state would be negatively affected, and

since taxpayers in every state would be called upon to pay for the pro-

posed federal grants, it seemed reasonable to measure each state's share

of the nation's unemployment against its proposed share of so-called

reinsurance grants.

Take, for example, the last three years for which such grants would

have been made under last February's proposal--1974 through 1976. Using

the BLS figures on total unemployment, as published in the 1978 Employ-

ment and Training Report of the President, here's what would have happened.

For 1974 four states--Michigan, New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts--

would have received nearly three-fourths of the national allocation of

so-called reinsurance funds. Yet they accounted for less than one-fourth

of the nation's unemployment in 1974.

For 1975 three states--Michigan, New York, and Pennsylvania--would

have received 35 percent of the national grant. Yet they accounted for

only 20 percent of the nation's unemployment in 1975.

For 1976 three states--Pennsylvania, Illinois, and New Jersey--would

have received 45 percent of the national grant--nearly one-half the total

available for all states. Yet they accounted for only 14 percent of the

nation's unemployment in 1976.

Ohio's share of the nation's unemployment in 1976 was below 5 per-

cent. Illinois' share was even smaller--smaller by half-a-percentage
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point. Yet for that year Ohio would have received less than 1 percent of

the national grant, while Illinois would have gotten 16 percentl

These amazing discrepancies between state shares of the nation's un-

employment and their shares of so-called reinsurance funds are easily

explained. Under last February's proposal, the BLS figures on unemploy-

ment would play no part in federal fund allocations. The BLS labor force

concepts, however, are Identical for every state. The figures are

processed by experts at every stage, from interviewers to analysts. They

are in no way affected by state statutes, state administrations, or other

non-economic factors. The federal agencies involved--BLS and the Bureau

of the Census--have no financial stake in the results.

The February proposal would allocate federal revenues to states on

the basis of their own insured unemployment rates, once the system was

triggered "on." What's wrong with the insured unemployment rates? Apart

from the fact that the quality of the basic data varies widely from state

to state--as noted in the draft report of the National Commission on

Employment and Unemployment Statistics--the insured rate does not repre-

sent the same thing for every state, either at a given point in time,

or for the same state over a period of time. The insured rate is greatly

affected by state statutes, by statutory changes, by administrative

interpretations, by judicial decisions, and by other factors having

little or nothing to do with general economic conditions.

Conceptually, the insured unemployment rate is a poor statistical

basis for federal fund allocations to states. In computing a percentage

the numerator and denominator of the fraction should always relate to the
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same point In time. They should also relate always to the same geographic

area. And the denominator should always include the numrator. The BLS

unemployment rates meet these basic standards of simple arithmetic. The

insured unemployment rates, however, do not. For the insured unemployment

rates, persons currently unemployed one week or longer--continued claim-

ants--represent the numerator. But the denominator does not include the

unemployed claimants. It is the average number of emloyed workers

covered and reported on state contribution reports, during four successive

calendar quarters ending at least two calendar quarters earlier.

The denominator's time lag alone--six months or more behind the

numerator--will overstate the insured unemployment rate during a period

of prolonged and serious recession. Apart from the lengthy and unavoid-

able time lag, however, is another factor creating overstatement--failure

to include the numerator in the denominator. Let us assume, for example,

that every one in the civilian labor force, under a given state's law,

is covered. Let us assume also that the total covered labor force is one

million. And suppose we assume further than the BLS and state definitions

of unemployment are identical. Under these assumptions, with 200,000

unemployed during a year of catastrophic recession, the BLS unemployment

rate would be 20 percent. The insured unemployment rate, however, would

be 25 percent. Why? Because the unemployed would be measured against

800,000 employed--not against the covered labor force of one million.

The definitions and concepts, of course, are not the same for the

BLS figures on the total unemployment rate, and the state figures on the

insured unemployment rate. One striking illustration relates to strikers
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and others off the payroll, because of labor disputes. In the BLS figures

workers off their jobs because of labor-management disputes are counted

in the civilian labor force as employed. They are, therefore, in the

denominator, thus lowering the total unemployment rate. In sharp contrast,

however, covered workers involved in such disputes, not on the payroll,

are not reported as employed on state contribution reports. They are not,

therefore, counted as employed in calculating the insured unemployment

rate. This has the effect of lowering the denominator and thus raising

the insured unemployment rate. In two states--New York and Rhode

Island--there is a double impact, both factors raising their insured

unemployment rates. Not only are strikers and other disputants not

included in the denominator, but after a few weeks in those states they

are eligible to claim benefits and are, therefore, included in the

numerator.

Workers who are partially employed are counted as employed by BLS.

This lowers the total unemployment rate. But insured claimants who are

partially employed are considered unemployed by the states. This raises

the Insured unemployment rate.

Although there are other conceptual variations, suppose we consider

geographic differences. The BLS figures on the total unemployment rate

always relate to state of residence; that is, the civilian labor force,

as denominator, represents persons either employed or unemployed who liv.

in a given state. The unemployed, as numerator, represents those who

live in the same state. Not so, however, for the insured unemployment

rate. For the insured unemployment rate the covered employment figure,
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as denominator--stemming from state contribution reports--always relates

to the state of employment--not the state of residence. Claimants, on

the other hand--in the numerator--Include many who live in other states.

Under reciprocal interstate arrangements, unemployed claimants can file

claims anywhere they like. They often live on one side of a state line

and work on the other. Or they can work in one state, and look for Jobs

when unemployed in another state far beyond commuting distance. Many

thousands of claimants file claims, when unemployed, in states other than

those in which they previously worked. Thus the insured unemployment

rate, for a given state stems from a numerator whose unemployed claimants

were counted, when employed, in the denominator of another state. A

state with many such interstate claimants would have a correspondingly

higher insured unemployment rate. Not incidentally, the interstate flow

of claimants increases substantially during serious recessions, as in 1975.

Apart from conceptual, arithmetic, and geographic differences in the

total unemployment rate and the insured unemployment rate, the latter is

affected by other factors, in no way indicative of economic conditions.

The statutes, for example, are constantly being amended. But even at a

given point in time the insured unemloyment rates reflect significant

statutory variations among the states. Pennsylvania, for example, has a

uniform potential duration of 30 weeks of benefits for total unemployment.

At least half-a-dozen states, on the other hand, have an average potential

duration of 20 weeks or less. Other factors equal, Pennsylvania would

naturally have a higher insured unemployment rate, since claimants can be

counted for ten or more weeks longer.
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Or consider basic qualifying requiremnts. In Michigan a claimant

can qualify for benefits with no more than 14 weeks of prior employment.

In other states, including Ohio, prior employment in 20 or more weeks is

required. Again, with other factors constant, Michigan's insured unem-

ployed rate would clearly be higher, since more claimants would be eligible.

Disqualification provisions also vary widely. In some states workers

who quit voluntarily without good cause or who were discharged for good

cause cannot draw benefits for the duration of their unemployment. In

other states they can, after a lapse of several weeks. The second group

of states, of course, would have higher insured unemployment rates than

the first, with other factors constant.

Without advocating more or less liberal statutes this generalization

seems fully warranted: the more liberal the state statute, the higher

the insured unemployment rate. Liberal statutes, furthermore, are norm-

ally implemented by sympathetic administrations. There are times, how-

ever, when conservative statutes are liberally-construed, and vice versa.

In any case, the volume of claimants can be and has been influenced by

administrative policies, regulations, and interpretations. The insured

unemployment rate is correspondingly affected, upward or downward.

Consider further the impact of judicial decisions. Only recently

the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the New York statute, which permits payment

of unemployment insurance to strikers. If, however, the Court had de-

cided that Mew York State could not pay such benefits to strikers, Its

claims volume would be down correspondingly. And so would its insured

unemployment rate.
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We could go on and on, listing ways in which non-economic factors

can and do differently affect the insured unemployment rates of the

various states. But enough have been cited, we believe, to document

our major point--the insured unemployment rate is a poor statistical

basis for measuring economic conditions in the various states. To allo-

cate federal revenues to states on the basis of their insured unemploy-

ment rates would be Inherently unfair and unwise.

What then, offers a better alternative, for a system of reinsur-

ance consistent with your Comission's definition? The alternative we

recommend is implicit in our comments on the BLS labor force and unemploy-

ment figures. The BLS concepts are uniform nationally. The arftmetic

is sound. State statutes, policies, Judicial rulings, and other non-

economic factors in no way affect the BLS figures.

The best BLS measure of national economic catastrophe currently

available--In terms of unmployment--s, In our opinion, the head-of-

household unemployment rate. When the unemployment rate rises very sub-

stantially for heads of households--for those who have to support their

families and/or themselves--then a state of catastrophe, justifying

reinsurance, is indicated.

What should that rate be? We suggest 5 percent. It could be a

little lower or a little higher. But once established by federal law it

would define the calendar years for which federal grants from general

revenues could be fairly and consistently used to replenish state Unem-

ployment Trust Funds. The aggregate dollar amount would also be deter-

mined by the Congress.
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On what basis, however, should allocations be made to each state?

To justify national funding a catastrophe would have a national impact.

Every state, to a greater or lesser degree, would be affected. Once

defined by the national rate of unmployment for heads of households,

ard the total amount of federal funding for the given catastrophic year

determined by the Congress, each state should thereafter share propor-

tionately. Each state's share of the nation's unemployment--as determined

by BLS--should be the basis for allocation of federal general revenues

for the given year of catastrophe, and thus replenish all state Unemploy-

ment Trust Funds. States hardest hit, as reflected by their percentages

of the nation's unemployment during the year of catastrophe, would receive

correspondingly high shares of the national allocation for that year.

States least affected, of course, would receive correspondingly low

shares.

We submit this proposal, Mr. Chairman, as eminently fair, basically

sound, and worthy of serious consideration by your Comission.
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TWIL! AdI
IOTx UNQ9LOIT, S STATE, 1974, IM7, AN 19$

Stpaaent (thousnd) Percent of U.S. Total
state

1974 [ I 197 1976 j94 1975 1 19$

Total, U.S. .d P 5,2.0 6,088.6 7,475.8 100.0 100.0 100.0

Alab .s .. 76.0 111.0 20.0 1.5 1.4 1.3
Ala ................ .9.2 10.0 13.0 .2 .1 .2
Aria .... .............61.7 113.1 30 1.2 1.4 1.2
Arkans" a . adooo , 42.6 80.4 62.0 .8 1.0 .8
California.............. 669.0 926.0 889. -12.7 11.5 11.9
Colorado ................ 46.0 80.0 71.0 .9 1.0 1.0
Coeotiout ............ . o 133.0 139.0 1.7 1.6 1.9

elaware ................ 16.6 2%. 23.0 .3 .3 .3
District of Coluba ... 20.0 26.0 30.0 .4 .3 .4
Flori. ................ 20e.o 366.o 314.0 3.9 4.5 4.2
Seorg" ............... 109.0 185.0 179.0 2.1 2.3 2.4
H,,i ...............G.os .30.7 31.9 39.0 .6 .4 .5
Idho ................... 17.1 21.4 21.0 ,3 .3 .3
Illinol 2................24.0 357.0 332.0 4.3 4.4 4.4
Indiana................ 26.o 14.0 2.3 .2.6 2.0
o" .................... 2S.2 55. 93.0 .5 . 7

xansa3........... 34.6 48.4 46.0 .7 6
K uy............... 64.o 103.0 61.0 1.2 1.3 1.1
Loui"L ................ 9.0 106.0 101.0 1.8 1.3 1.4
Minea............... .29.1 47.1 42.0 .6 .6 .6
Maryland ............... 64.0 128.0 198.0 1.6 1.6 1.7
Masachustt.......... 190.0 304.0 263.0 3.6 3.8 3.5
Mchigea ............... 337.0 488.o 374.0 6.4 6.0 5.o
Minnesota.............. 77.0 107.0 110.0 1.5 1.3 1.5
Mtislpi ............ 41,.2 7.4 62.o .8 .9 .8
Misouri ............... .5o 142.0 133.0 1.6 1.6 1.
Montae............... 16.8 20.7 2.0 .3 .3 .3

brask............... 18.4 27.7 24.0 .3 .3 .3
Nevads ................. 20.7 27.8 27.0 .4 .3 .4
M. ,,s ,hire. ........... 20.4 34.0 2.0 .4 .4 .3
New Jersey ............. .030 3.0 345.0 3.9 4.1 4.6

w Msdoo.............. 34.1 44.0 43.0 .6 .5 .6
Nw York ................ 48.0 729.0 794.0 9.2 9.0 10.4
North CoIi 4a......... 111.0 217.0 139.0 2.1 2.7 2.1
North Okote............. 9.0 9.7 10.0 .2 .1 .1
Ohio ................... 21.0 429.0 369.0 4.3 5.3 4.9
Oklahoma............... .49.0 3.0 65.0 .9 1.0 .9
oregon ................. 76.0 110.0 .0 1.4 1.4 1.4
Penneylvania ........... .28.0 421.0 406.0 4.9 5.2 5.4
fuerto Rco ............ 117.-5 15.2 178.6 2.2 2.0 2.4
Rhode posld ........... .23-3 48.1 35.0 .4 .6 .5
South Carlia......... 6. 103.0 87.0 1.3 1.3 1.2
South Dakota ............. 3 11.4 11.0 .2 .1 .2
Tennesse .............. .. 0 151.0 110.0 1.7 1.9 1.5
Texas a.................. 0.0 294.0 316.0 4.2 36 4.3
Utah ................... 26. 33.6 29.0 .5 .4 .4
V010 ................ .3.1 19.8 19.0 .2 .3 .3
Virgi . ................ 96.0 145.0 136.0 1.9 1.8 1.8
Wshington............. 10e.0 147.0 137.0 2.0 1.8 1.8

t Virginia ............ 45.1 57.0 51.0 .9 .7 .7
Wieooin 9................4.0 148.0 12.0 1.8 1.8 1.6

coming ................ . 7.0 7.0 .1 .1 .1

Sources Emoleent adTraining Port of Presiet 1976.

Diviaion of Research and Statistics
Ohio Burea of Employnt Services
Columbus 4326 3-1-79

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TASLE A-2

OPPOSE I~EuSRsBQ4, BY STATE, 1974, 1975, AD 1576

Reisbureemnt (Niflion) Percent of U.S. Total
State

1 1974 19751 1976 1974 1 19751 1976

Total, U.S . 279.5 13,073.2 S 806.9 100.o 100.0 100.0

AlaOmn a ............ ... 5.5 6.4 1.6 .8
Alaska .............. . .3.8 5.3 13.0 1. .2 1.6
Arizoa ............. . .7 39.9 5.4 .3 1.3 .7
Arkanas.P. ............. ...0. 31.5 5.9 see 1.0 .7
California..see ... ... 63 2406 8.8 3.0 8.1 10.8
Colorado .00............. .5 9.4 6.3 .2 .3 .8
Connecticut.o............ ... 88.4 23.0 ... 2.9 2.9
Delwaer" ............... 1.6 12.7 1.4 .6 .4 .2

District of Colbia . 1.0 5.3 2.7 .3 .2 .3
Florida ............ 2.0 30.3 15.3 .7 1.0 1.9
6eorgia ................ 2.5 71.9 11.6 .9 2.3 1.4

Hwml................. .4 2.3 3.9 .1 .1 05a
Idsho ..... . ... 2.4 .3 ... . .
Illinois. .... 165.2 128.2 54.4 15-.9
India1. ................ 0. 5.2 ... .5 1.7 ...
10M....................... 7.3 3.6 ... .2 .4
Kanesa.................. ... 1.9 ... . .. . .1 ..Kao 1.I Os
Kentucky.... .......... .... 33.0 1.6 ... 1 .2
Louisiana .............. ... 1.4 ... ... ... ..
M .7 15.9 6.1 .3 .5 .8

land ............... 7 34. 1.9 3 1.1 .2
,asaahuett ........... .29.6 138.6 18.9 106 4.5 2.3

Michigan........ 0........83.8 372.3 49.5 30.0 12.1 6.1
n ............. .... 97 ... ... .3 ."

misisippi ............ ... 14.2 1.9 ... .5 .2
Missouri............e 49.3 2.3 .. .6 .3
Montana ............. .1.8 4.3 1.5 .6 .1 .2
Nebraska .............. 3 4.9 .5 .1 .2 .1
Nevad ................. 2.0 11. 3.2 .7 .4 .4

Nw -HirS... .6 15.9 .3 .2 .5 """
Ne jersey ............. 50.0 198.9 8.o 17.9 6.5 10.0

Nezwco. .................. 3 .... 1 *m
Ne York .............. 43.7 322.9 87.2 15.; 0.05 10.8
North Carolina ..... .... 122.0 11.2 .. , 4.0 1.4

North okot& . ... see.....f .. .se .

Ohio . . . 32 124.4 6.4 1.1 4.0 .8
Oklahoma. . . ... 2.4 ... ... .1
OroG.. *OOI ...... . . 1.1 40.4 8,9 .4 1.3 11
P aylvia00#.............6.5 373.0 149.9 2.3 12.1 18.6
Puerto Ric ............ 2. . 187 4.5 .9 2.3
Iode Island ........... 4.3 29.8 7.2 1.5 1.0 .9

South Carolina ... .5 74.2 4.9 .2 2.4 .6
SouthDakota. .. o....... 3 2
Tennessee. ... ....... .. 75.e 4.1 2.5 .5
To s............. . . . 13.4 1.8 ... .4 .2

Utah . .. . 2.9 . ... .1 .
Vermont .......... . 1.6 9.2 3.1 .6 .3 .4

Virginia............... .. 19.4 7.6 ... 6 .9
washington ............. .4.4 34.6 10.7 5.1 1.1 1.3
Veat Virnia. ........... ... 8.8 ... ... 3 .
visocinin.............. ... 57.7 2.2 ... 1.9 .3
",Ing........... .......... O 1 .1 ... ... ...a

Source: Propsd Rvisio, to Reinareno Fin, . February 1979.
to" than .05 Poent. Division of Reearch nd Statistics

Ohio Bureau of Explo).ent Services
Columbue 43216 3-2.-79
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TAMU A-3
FECEAI FLIS STATES WLD RIAVE NAMEIF UMWS ON MIR SM OF MATIONIS TOTIJ. W..QVIeT

AND N4OWT MEY VLD WU RCEIWD WKB PROPO M S[ED W RAJA
1974, 197, AND 1976

(Millions)

1974 1975 1976

stato Total Propose Total Proposed Total Proposod
Lkoe.ploy. ReimbUrs Ub1opWa t.I RsirsI Lnwloye, Reimburse-.

meWt amt sent 6 meant sent

Tot4a, U.S~c .... eo S .... I9.5 $ 279.5 $ 3,073.2 $ 3,073.2 1 806.9 1 06.9
Alabm ....... ....... 4.2 ... 43.0 50.5 10.8 6.4
Alaska ........................ .6 3.8 3.1 5.3 1.4 13.0
Aria so ...................... 3.4 .7 43.0 39.9 10.0 5.4
Aranss ................... ... . ... 30.7 31.5 6.7 5.9
Clifornia. .................... 35.5 8.3 3.4 249.6 6.o 86.8
Colorad ...................... 2.5 .5 30.7 9.4 7.7 6.3
Co0metout ... 4.6 ... 49.2 88.4 13.0 23.0
00li re......................... .6 1.6 9.2 12.7 2.5 1.4
District of Columbia .......... 1.1 1.0 9.2 5.3 3.2 2.7
Florida ....................... 10.9 2.0 138.3 30.3 33.9 1533
eorgia. ....................... 5.9 2.5 70.7 71.9 19.3 1.6
,,sil ................... 1.7 .4 12.3 2.3 4.2 3.9
Idaho ......................... 8 ,,, 9.2 2.4 2.3 .3
Illinois ...................... 12.0 ... 135.2 165.2 35.6 12e.2
Indin ....................... 6.4 1.3 79.9 ".2 16.o
Ioa . ... 1.4 *so 21.5 7.3 5.7 3.6
Kana" ..................... 2.0 ... 16.4 1.9 5.0 a
Kswe w cky..................... 3.4 ... 40.0 33.0 8.7 1.6
LIsianm .................. 5.0 ... 40.0 1.4 10.9
mai ................ 1........ 1.7 .7 18.4 15.9 4.5 6.1
maryland ...................... . 4.5 49.2 34. 13.8 1.9
Msse t................. .1 29.6 u6.3 136.6 2.4 18.9
Michiga ..................... 17.9 3.38 184.4 372.3 40.4 49.5
Minnesota ......... 4.2 40.0 9.7 11.9 ..
isalsipi.................... 2.2 a.. 27.7 14.2 6.7 1.9

Missouri ........................ ,0 .,, W,. 49.3 14.4 2.3
Ma ....................... .8 1. 9.2 4.3 2.2 1.5

Nebraska.... . .3 9.2 4.9 2.6 .5
Nveda .............. ........ 1.1 2.0 9.2 11.6 2.9 3.2
Nw Hampshire. .................. 1.1 .6 12.3 15.9 2.7 .3N Jes. .................. . 10.9 ).0 126.0 198.9 37.2 81.0
, 'Nex, .................. 1.7 ... 1.%4 3.6 4.6 .3

New York ...................... 25.7 4.7 276.6 322.9 7 87.2
North Crolin. ............... 5. ... . 1.0 17.2 11.2..... , D#w.1 . .1N ....... t................ 12.0 16.9 124.4 39-. 6.4

Okaho ...................... 2.5 ... 30.7 2.4 7.0
Oregon ........................ 3-9 1.1 43.0 40.4' 11.0 6.9
Pennylvania.................. 13.7 6.5 159 373.0 43.8 149.9

eto Ro................... 1 12.5 .5 26-.8 19.3 18.7
Rhode Island ..... 1.1 4.3 18.4 29 8 3.8 7.2
South Carli 3................ 3.6 .5 40.0 74.2 9.4 4.9
South Dkot .................. .6 ... 3.1 .3 1.2 .2
Tenneees ..................... 14.8 ... 8.4 75.6 11.9 4.1
Texas ..................... 11.7 ... 110.6 13.4 34.3 1.8
,ta........................... 1.4 .,. 12.3 2.9 3.1 ..
V'eeeot......................... .6 1.6 9.2 9.2 2.1 3.1
Virginia. ...................... 5.3 ... .3 19.4 14.7 7.6

ahington. a................... 5,.6 14.4 W,3 34.6 14.8 10.7
Vest Virginia ................. 2.5 ... 21.5 8.8 5.5 ..
iconsin ...................... 5.0 ... W5.3 57.7 13.2 2.2
"'on .3 ... 3.1 .1 .6 .1

eaed on data in EmloeZent end Trasn god of Preeldet, 1978. b 5ouren p a
to Reinsreno FiMMWin Fsbrwuy 1979. N ~ "i stala, dus to rounoding.

OlDvison of Aseean end St~tioties
o0 uSew of Eploye ""ro"

Colimbus 432z6 354.9
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TD&lE A-4

00WARSM W EACH STATES $I OF TOT
VWIM EACH STATE'S SHME F PRO1W Eu

1974, 1975 me 19$6

1974 197 1976

State Total Prapoeed Total Proposed Total Propoeed
sentpoy_ Rlaurse . Uneployj Rimhurset UmWsloy- Reimbuser
sent .et ent w ent sent w ent

Total, U.S s .. 100.0 00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Alabme ... 1.5 ... 1.4 1.6 1.3 .8
Alaska ................. . 2 1.4 .1 .2 .2 1.6
A.iona ................. 1.2 .3 1.4 1.3 1.2 .7
Arkemse ............... .8 ... 1.0 1.0 .a .7
California ... ..... 12-7 3.0 1.5 8.1 11.9 10.8
color .............. 9 .2 1.0 .3 1.0 .8
Coreotiout ............. 1.7 •.. 1.6 2.9 1.9 2.9
Doele"r ................ .3 .6 .3 .4 -3 .2
Otrict of Co1uibia. .4 •3 ,3 .2 .4 .3
Florida ................. 3.9 .7 4.5 1.0 4.2 1.9
eoria2...................1 .9 2.3 2.3 2.4 1.4

Hawaii ......... 6 .1 •4 .1 •5 .5.
d 1 ................ .....•3 ... .3 .1 .3 •..

Illinois ................ 4.3 .,. 4.4 5.4 4.4 15.9
Indiana................ 2.3 .5 2.6 1.7 2.0
,O*................. . . .... .7 .2 .7 .4
Kan" g. ......... . 7 ... 6 1 .6
Kentuky .... 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.1 .2

ou amas................. 1.6 ., 1.3 ,,,o 1.4 0,.
,Ins. ................. 6 .3 .6 . .6 .8
"1" 1d................ .6 .3 1 .6 1.1 1.7 .2
M. ..hU ta.............. .3.6 0:6 3.8 4.5 3.5 2.3

Michigan................6.4 30.0 6.0 12.1 5.0 6.1
imaaotu ............ . 1.5 ... 1.3 .3 1.5 65

Misaisealpis................8 ... .9 Is.8 .
Missouri....... .1.8 .. 1.8 1.6 1.8 .3
monta 3........... ......• 3 .6 .3 .1 .3 .2
NebreA ... . 3 .1 .3 .2 .3 .1
Nevd .............. ...... 4 .7 .3 .4 .4 .4
New Hapehire .4 .2 .4 .5 .3 *.*
Ne Jersey........... .. 3.9 17.9 4.1 6.5 4.6 10.0
New Mwdoo ........ ...... .6 ... .5 .1 .6 .. •
NeW York 4........ . .... 9.2 i5.6 9.0 10.5 10.4 10.8
North Carolina 2.1 ... 2.7 4.0 2.1 1.4
North Dkota .. ....... .2 ... .1 ... .1 ...
Ohio .................. 4.3 1.1 5.3 4.0 4.9 .8

• ahom. ............. .9 .e 1.0 .1 .9
Oregon .................. 1.4 .4 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.1

Pennsylvania ............. 4.9 2.3 5.2 12.1 5.4 18.6
Puerto Rico ............ 2.2 4.5 2.0 .9 2.4 2.3
Rhode Island ........... . 4 1.5 .6 1.0 .5 .9
South Carolin ... . 1.3 .2 1.3 2.4 1.2 .6
South Dakota ............ 2 .. .1 .. o .2 e.s

Tmee 1......... . . 17 too 1.9 2.5 1.5 .5
Tax" 4... . . 4.2 .00 3.6 .4 4.3 .2

ah...... 5 .. .4 .1 .4 eg
ver-ont............ . ..... 2 .6 .3 .3 .3 .4
virgin. ................ 1.9 ... 1.e .6 1.8 .9
Whi ............. 2.0 5.1 1.8 1.1 1.8 1.3
Wet Virginia dood o .9 ... .7 .3 .7 so*
Wiaconein... ...... .... .8 1.8 1.9 1.6 ,3
Vy" in@ .. . . . .1 .. .1 *so 1 0•*f

a.jroei E andTr of PresidAt., 19. b',oe, e tRvso
to Ronj Finci Februar 19n,. ,.o ,.

Oiviajon of Research and Statistics
Oho Buree of EuPleysent Services
Colibu 43216 3-2-n9
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TABLE A-5

OIFFEE BEMEM FWK FUNDS STATES WOLD I4&VE ME1VED BASED ON THEIR M OF TOTAL
AND HMO 1Y VOULD HAVE 1E DI W ROO ED D4SMEN MA49

1974, 17, AND 1976
(Mllions)

1974,

State 19 , 1974 19" 1976
and 19760 1 11

Total,.. . 0 $ 0 0 0

Alabama ................. ....... ..... 1.1 + 4.2 - 7.5 + 4.4
Alska ........................... 17.0 - 3.2 - 2.2 - ui.6
Ariwaft ...... .................... .. 10.4 • 2.7 + 3.1 + 4.6
Arkansas ........................ 2.2 + 2.2 - .8 + .8
Californ ......................... 140.2 + 27.2 • 103.8 + 9.2
Coloredo ........................ . 24.7 + 2.0 • 21.3 + 1.4
Connectiout ......... *...... . - 42.4 + 4.8 - 39.2 - 8.0
0lre..........................- 3.2 - .e - 3.5 • 1.1
District o Col ial ................ .. 4.5 + .1 * 3.9 * .5
Flos .......................... .. 13+5.5 8.9 • 108.0 . 18.6
Georgia ............................. 9 + 3.4 2 1.2 7.7

i 0......-4...................... • .6 + 1.3 10.0 + .3
Idh + .6 + .8 + 6.8 + 2.0

Illinois........................... - 110.4 + 12.0 3 30.0 - 92.4
Indiana........................ + 47.8 + 5.1 26.7 16.0
rom ........................... . +• 17.7 + 1.4 . 14.2 + 2.1
KaGOa.. .................... + .23. 2.0 .16.5 + %0
Kntucky ........................... 17.5 * 3.4 * 7.0 # 7.1
.uiSiana..... ........ ..... .......... 4.5 .0 38.6 + 10.9

i ...................... 1.9 + 1.0 * 2.5 1.6
Mryland .................... o ... .+ 30.4 + 3.8 * 14.7 11.9
Vesehusett-......................-31.8 -19.5 -21.8 + 9.5
Michigan .......................... 2.9 -6.9 - 187.9 - 9.1
Minnesota......................... .• 46.4 + 4.2 # 30.3 • 11.9
Miissippi.........................+ 20.5 2.2 # 13.5 4.8
nisouri. .................. +.... . 23.1 # 5.0 * 6.0 , 12.1
Montana .... ........... 4.6 1.0 + 4.9 • .7

ebrau9........................ ... 6. * .5 4.3 2 2.1
Nevad ........ . . ..36 9 - 2.4 - .3
Nea pshir. ......................- .7 .5 - 3.6 * 2.4
Nw Jersey ".. ..... . 1.0 3.1 72.9 43.8
New awxioo..... . * 17.6 1.7 + 11.0 * 4.3

NewYork............. ...es& 65.8 18.0 - 46.3 1 15
North Carolina.................. ... . 27.1 * 5.9 - 39.0 + 6.0
North Dakota. . 4.8 + 6 + 3.1 + 1.1
Oo0 .. . ................ . .80.7 + 8.8 # 38.5 + 33.4
Oklahoma .. ... ..... 37.8 2.5 + 28.3 + 7.0
Oregon ... ........ . 7.5 # 2.8 + 2.6 + 2.1
Pennsylvania .................. .....- 3+1 7.2 - 2 -16
Puerto Rio* ............ 28.9 w 6.4 .34.7 • .6
Fod sland........................- 18.0 - 3.2 . 11.4 - 3.4
South Carolina................... . 2.6 + 3.1 34.2 4.5
South Dkota . .... ...... 4.4 + .6 2.6 + 1.0
Tnnes ......................... . - 4.8 + 4.6 - 17.4 + 7.6
Texa ......................... . 141.4 + 11.7 + 97.2 * 32.5
Utah ............ ............. + 13.9 + 1.4 . 9.4 . 3.1
Vermont .,....................... .....- 2.0 - 1.0 0 - 1.0
Virginia ............. ............ 48.3 • 5.3 + 35.9 * 7.1
washinton ...................... . . +. 16.0 - 8.8 + 20.7 * 4.1
WetVirginia .................... .,t .7 2.5 + 12.7 3 S.5
Wisconsin .......................... 13.6 .0 2.4 * 11.0

,.ing. .......... . s 4.0 .3 • 3.0 * .7

'Basad on data in rilowmt ad TreIM PRot of Peident, 1978. b~ows PrCoad Rvielon to
Reirsurance Financing February 1979. Plus sign (+) indicates ietnt to which state would have
received more wde-r plan which distributed fundsaon basit of state's share of nation'. total unete.
Poyeet. Division of Research and Statistics

Ohio Wew of Emloy""t Sevio a
Coltbue 43M1 $.5.79
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National Employment Law Project, Inc.
41S Rirlversi Drive Side 240 New York, N.Y. 1027 (212) 810-2121

•WASHINGTON OFFICE &
CONGRESSIONAL HOUSE
236 Massachusetts Avenue, N. B.
Washington, D. C. 20002

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT LAW PROJECT
ON

FINANCE COMMITTEE PROPOSALS FOR
REDUCING COSTS OF FEDERAL-STATE

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION PROGRAMS

The National Employment*Law Project, Inc. ("Project") is the
Legal Services Corporation support center that specializes in the
employment and unemployment problems of poor and low-income people.
Unemployment Insurance is one of the Project's principal areas of
concentration.

The Project, on behalf of its clients, opposes the proposed
action of the Finance Committee to reduce costs of the Unemploy-
ment Insurance system for Fiscal Year 1980.

First the Finance Committee is undercutting the mandate of the
National Commission on Unemployment Insurance which was specifically
charged to study and report on these budget-cutting proposals in
the coming year. Adoption of such major systemic changes prior to
the Commission's report indicates little concern for their impact on
the unemployed. The Project must underscore this objection due to
the fact that the necessity for the enactment of state legislation
to implement many of these proposals eliminates any possibility for
significant savings in Fiscal Year 1980. Thus, there can be no pur-
pose in taking premature action which can seriously undermine the
Unemployment Insurance Program during an ever worsening recessionary
period.

Second, the Project would like to briefly conent on the pro-
posed changes.

1) The states will have to disqualify for the duration of
unemployment persons who voluntarily quit, were discharged for mis-
conduct or who refuse suitable work. These term are defined
differently by the various states. A total disqualification would,
at the very least, have a disparate impact throughout the unemployed
opulation. For example, some states have broader definition of

cause" for voluntarily quitting, including unsafe working
conditions, employment discrimination; and family circumstances,
while others disqualify these individuals. In addition, while dis-
qualification for a short period may be appropriate where unemploy-
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went is voluntary, there is a point in a restricted economy where
an individual becomes involuntarily unemployed due to the tight labor
market. Harsh disqualification penalties are tantamount to punish-
ment for being unemployed. Punishment has no place in an insurance
program. An insurance program should disqualify a person only for
as long as the risk against, in this case, unemployment, is the result
of the worker's voluntary action, not due to economic factors out-
side his/her control. The Department of Labor has suggested that a
maximum six-week disqualification be used since that is the maximum
period of unemployment that can be attributed to an individual's
actions. Thereafter, weeks of unemployment are attributable to the
economy or to the difficulties peculiar to an individual job seeker.
This proposal is not consistent with the purpose of the program which
is to provide wage replacement to workers who are unemployed through
no fault of their own.

2) Benefits shall be denied after 13 weeks where a person
refuses a reasonable job offer. This proposal further undermines the
central purpose of the program, partial replacement of wages to the
unemployed to enable workers to tide themselves over, until they get
back to their old work or find other employment without having to
resort to relief.0 California Dept. of Human Resources Development v.
Java, 402 US 121, 131-132 (1971). -Other employment" wa defined by
the court as Osubstantially equivalent employment,N or, in the pro-
gram, as 0suitablew work. Only work for which an unemployed person
is suited by education, training and work experience in his or her
usual occupation, skill and health is "suitable." nReasonable" work,
as proposed here, means any job which complies with minimum Federal
wage and health standards. At present, no state requires such a
downward job search after only 13 weeks. In fact, the Emergency Un-
employment Compensation Act of 1974 requires this downward search
only after 39 weeks of unemployment. The value of the program is to
stabilize the labor market as well as preserve the employment and
skills levels of the involuntarily unemployed. This proposal would
serve to defeat the program itself.

3) There would be no payment of benefits where there are pre-
dictable lay-offs from seasonal employment. This proposal is based
on the false assumption that workers can predict and, therefore,
assume the risk of seasonal lay-offs. In fact, although lay-offs
themselves may be predictable, neither their duration nor which in-
dividuals they will effect are predictable. Furthermore, the
affected industries require that their work force be stabilized and
available to work when they are recalled. These workers are out of
work through no fault of their own and they are available for suit-
able work when that work is offered to them. There is no rational
basis for the exclusion of these workers who are in substantially
the same position as other workers eligible for benefits. In addi-
tion, the Department of Labor has found that the administration of
seasonality provisions is difficult and costly. In some cases, it
has been more costly than the benefits.

4) A one-week waiting period would be mandatory. The program
is intended to provide promptm replacement of wages. Waiting periods
have existed solely for processing purposes. The trend has been to
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shorten or eliminate them. A mandatory waiting period does not pro-
vide any added incentive to look for work, it merely punishes the
unemployed, particularly the low-income worker, who cannot purchase
the basic necessities of life without income. Low-income workers
live from pay-check to pay-check. It is false to assume that all such
individuals and families can tide themselves over without resort to
welfare or private charity as the present law commands.

5) There would be increased assistance to states who control
error and fraud. This proposal assumes that the unemployed are de-
frauding the system. There is little or no evidence of this. At-
tention in this area must be paid to the delinquency rate of employ-
ers.

6) Elimination of the national trigger program. This program
is intended to .provide supplemental federal benefits during periods
of high national unemployment which are the result of national
economic factors. Particular industries may suffer nation-wide cut-
bakcs due to economic conditions which have differing effects on the
various states but have similar effects on workers in that industry.
This program accounts for economic factors which are beyond the local
control of employees and employers. The current fuel crisis, for ex-
ample, has led to decreased demand for large American cars. Liter-
ally thousands of persons working the automobile industry are to be
laid off indefinitely. Similarly, plants such as Youngstown Sheet
and Tube in Youngstown, Ohio, are closing down due to foreign com-
petition. Thousands of workers are being laid-off overnight, with-
out warning. Common sense and equity dictate that persons unem-
ployed throughout the nation for the same economic reasons be treated
alike for purposes of the program.

7) States would be allowed to establish higher trigger levels
for the extended benefit program. The present trigger levels are set
by a percentage increase in the number of persons receiving unem-
ployment insurance, not by the number of unemployed persons. This
vastly underrates the problem as it is. There is no justification
for eliminating these benefits in a period of increasing unemployment.

8) The provision of incentives to federal agencies to contest
improper benefit claims focuses again, on litigation and fraud,
rather than on the central issues of providing for-the legitimate
needs of unemployed workers.

9) States would be required to pay interest on funds borrowed
from federal accounts. This proposal may have merit if applied pros-
pectively. However, it should be noted that those states such as
Michigan and Pennsylvania which require the greatest federal assist-
ance do so because they are hardest hit by the recession and may,
therefore, be least able to bear the burden of additional payments.
Economic penalties imposed upon the states will be passed on to the
workers of those states "through no fault of their own.*

10) Reduce benefits where the unemployed person is receiving a
pension based on recent employment. The impact of such deductions
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will be especially harsh on poor and low income claimants. While
social security, company pensions and other earned retirement income
are deducted from unemployment insurance under this law, unearned in-
come from dividends on securities, or income from real estte rentals,
etc., is not deducted. Moreover, claimants alike in all respects
except for the receipt of retirement income must be treated different-
ly under the law.- Finally, it presumes, incorrectly, that receipt of
retirement income is proof of withdrawal from the labor market. Many
workers, forced for health or other reasons, plan nevertheless to
continue working: many poor and low income workers must continue to
work in order to survive. Indeed, the Social Security Act recognizes
this fact by allowing old age insurance recipients to earn supplemen-
tary income. For persons with no additional source of income work is
often a necessity. What is more, the presumption of withdrawal from
the labor force is belied by the many unemployment claimants who, al-
though receiving retirement income, have obtained new jobs. It is
only when terminated from these jobs that they seek benefits. The
National Commission on Employment and Unemployment Statistics speci-
fically rejected the suggestion that older workers be screened out
of labor force data, fearing the"...real risk of excluding many older
workers with ties to the labor market... ,"Counting the Labor Force,
Preliminary Draft Report of the National Commission on Employment and
Unemployment Statistics, p. 26 (January, 1979). In sum, retirement
income cannot fairly be deducted from unemployment insurance benefits.

11) Qualifying employment would be required for extended bene-
fits. This proposal again raises the issue of variation in state
definitions of "qualifying employment" and the resulting disparate
impact among the unemployed population as a whole. In particular,
new workers, seasonal workers, and low-income workers, the hardest-hit
population segments in any recession, are the likely exclusions under
either standard of amount of earnings or duration of employment. Theseworkers are no less committed to their work or desirous of employment.
There is no justification for excluding the largest pool of disad-
vantaged workers from the program.

12) The definition of the Insured Unemployment Rate would be
modified for purposes of the extended benefits trigger proposal. As
indicated above, the insured unemployment rate already underestimates
the unemployment rate and-consequently, the difficulty of finding jobs
in the labor market. Eliminating the long-term unemployed from this
count further distorts the economic reality that increased unemploy-
ment increases the difficulty of finding suitable work. It is for
this reason extended benefits are granted, and, thus all recipients
of benefits must be counted.

In conclusion, we urge the Finance Committee to restrain any
action of this kind until the Commission has reported its findings.
It is unconscionable to jeopardize the Unemployment Insurance Program
and the lives of the increasing numbers of unemployed workers in the
name of budget-cutting where little real monetary benefits can be
realized.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACIMERS

RANDOUKI M. RALW
Vim F, U -g & 14sap,
bloM aRlakdo October 3, 1979

The Honorable Russell Long
Chairman, Committee on Finance
217 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20010

Dear Chairman Long:

The National Association of Manufacturers is pleased with
the direction of your Subco mittee on Unemployment and Related
Problems as it explores cost reduction proposals aimed at
restoring the integrity of the Federal-State Unemployment
Insurance (UI) system. Chairman Boren is doing an excellent
job.

As the Subcommittee, under your overall guidance, seeks
to reduce costs in the U! system, I would like to draw your
attention to a proposed rule change by the Employment and
Training Administration which could prove the biggest cost
saving step the Federal Government could take.

On June 15, 1979 the Employment and Training Administration
announced in the Federal Register (Volume 44, Number 117, pages
34512-13) a proposed change iinthe computation of national and
state "on" and *off" indicators for the Extended Benefit program.

Currently, the national Insured Unemployment Rate (IUR) is
determined by combining regular UI claims with extended benefit
claims. Thus, the IUR is not an accurate reflection of
unemployment rates throughout the States. The NAN, together
with the Associated Industries of Oklahoma, filed a statement
with your Subcomittee today on this and other cost saving
recommendations.

It is estimated that, had the rule change of eliminating
extended benefit claims from the *onO and *off* indicators
been in effect since 1974, the savings would now have exceeded
$1 billion. Groups on either side of the argument do not dispute
this fact. Yet, the Secretary of Labor recently postponed the
effective date from October 1 to November 1. The HA bbees
the Secretary Co--- postpone-tFe change indefinitely.



The most crucial question we feel is: Can the Federal-State
UI programs survive another serious recession with the current
formula for computing national Extended Benefit periods?

I hope that the Subcommittee and the Finance Committee will
take a hard look at this severe problem. The proposed rule
change is necessary if the stability of the UI system is to be
maintained.

We appreciate your efforts and time.

Sincerely,

RMW :dab
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